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Introduction
This dissertation consists of three essays in financial economics, with a focus on banking
and corporate finance. All three chapters belong to the genre of “applied theory” and use
theoretical models to better understand (i) the signaling role of corporate financial policy;
and (ii) liquidity creation by financial intermediaries.
Both lines of research are motivated by empirical observation and recent policy discussions. In the early stages of the global financial crisis in 2007-8, many banks paid high dividends in the face of mounting losses and worsening funding conditions.1 That is puzzling:
why would banks disburse cash at a time of widespread liquidity problems? Dividend payments were not inconsequential—large commercial banks in the United States paid out more
than $60 billion in dividends from 2007Q3 to 2008Q42 —and attracted the attention of regulators and policy makers (e.g., Rosengren, 2010). More broadly, while increasing dividends
typically raises the firm’s stock price, there is a lot of variation in the data, and daily abnormal
stock returns after a dividend increase are often negative (John and Sundaram, 2010).
In Chapter 1, I analyze a model in which firms can use dividends to convey private information to market participants. Differently from previous work, I consider a situation in
which firms may default. It turns out that in such a setting, higher dividends may be bad news
because high dividends can reveal that the firm is close to default. Firms that know they are
close to default have a strong incentive to pay a high dividend and “cash out.” Firms that
are further away from default can then signal this information to the market by paying lower
dividends. It is perfectly possible to observe firms paying high dividends that subsequently
go bankrupt, even when the market punishes firms for paying high dividends.
The global financial crisis has also reignited the debate on the optimal regulation of banks.
While the regulatory apparatus has been significantly retooled since the global financial crisis,
a number of critics have argued that the new changes treat the symptom (e.g., banks do not
hold enough liquid assets to withstand a liquidity dry-up) rather than the underlying problem:
an excess of run-prone debt3 . Evaluating such claims requires one to be explicit about the
1
2
3

See, among others, Khorana and Perlman (2010); Acharya, Gujral, Kulkarni, and Shin (2012); Hirtle (2014);
Cziraki, Laux, and Loranth (2016); Floyd, Li, and Skinner (2015).
See Hirtle (2014).
See, for example, Kotlikoff (2010); Chamley, Kotlikoff, and Polemarchakis (2012); Cochrane (2013, 2014);
Wolf (2014).

social benefits of run-prone debt and stacking up such benefits against the social costs of
financial crises.
Chapters 2 and 3 are attempts to move in that direction. I revisit the model of Diamond and
Dybvig (1983), the workhorse framework for thinking about liquidity insurance by banks, in
two novel settings, and evaluate welfare properties of run-prone banks to that of run-proof
closed-end mutual funds, an alternative means of providing liquidity. I show that in a setting
in which consumers have access to trading opportunities outside their relationship with a
financial intermediary, such mutual funds work just as well as banks in providing liquidity
insurance. In a different setting in which consumers cannot engage in such trades and the
economy is hit by aggregate shocks, however, mutual funds are inferior to banks as a vehicle
for liquidity provision.
In the rest of the Introduction, I provide a more detailed preview of the three chapters and
finish by reviewing the key takeaways of the dissertation.

Signaling and Leverage
Chapter 1, entitled “The Importance of Being Prudent: Leverage and the Informational Content of Dividends,” studies how the informational content of dividends varies with leverage.
The key result is that while higher dividends convey good news at low levels of leverage,
dividends become a bad signal when leverage is high. The reason is that shareholders of a
weak firm can pay dividends to “cash out” before the firm heads into bankruptcy.
In the baseline model, a firm faces a profitable investment opportunity with decreasing
returns to scale. However, and in contrast to traditional signaling models of dividends, the
firm has some outstanding debt. Since some of the proceeds from investment are captured
by creditors in bankruptcy, the firm suffers from debt overhang.
In addition, the firm has some private information about its current profitability. Higherquality firms would like to convey this information to the stock market in order to boost its
stock price. If outstanding debt is low, the firm will pay a higher dividend to signal positive
information, as in classic models of dividend signaling. However, if debt is above a certain
level, higher dividends are shown to become a bad signal, as they reveal that the firm is close
to default.
The main result is robust to various changes in the baseline model. In particular, firms
may use various signals at their disposal to convey that they are far from default. For example,
instead of using dividend policy, higher-quality firms may pursue conservative investment
policies to signal that they have a low default probability. In other words, many corporate
actions undergo the same type of informational switch as leverage increases.
Finally, I provide a quantitative evaluation of the mechanism proposed in the paper. A
calibrated version of the model predicts that for the median public US firm, a dividend in10

crease leads to a positive stock price reaction. That, of course, is the case in reality. The
predictions on how bond prices and default probabilities comove with dividends are also in
line with the data. Quantitatively, a 3σ shock to leverage is necessary for higher dividends
to become bad news. This is a large increase in leverage, but not outside the range of what
has been observed historically.

Liquidity Insurance and Financial Stability
Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned with the role that banks and other financial intermediaries play
in providing liquidity insurance and the interaction between liquidity insurance and financial
stability.
Chapter 2, entitled “Liquidity Creation and Financial Stability: The Role of Hidden
Trades” revisits the relative merits of banks and closed-end mutual funds in providing liquidity insurance in the Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model of liquidity creation —the workhorse
model in banking—in the presence of hidden trades. Specifically, consumers can withdraw
resources from an intermediary and engage in unobservable side trades with other agents. The
paper has two key results. First, deposit-taking banks are not necessary for the efficient provision of liquidity. An alternative form of financial intermediary, closed-end mutual funds,
can achieve the efficient level of liquidity insurance. Importantly, mutual funds do so at no
risk to financial stability. Second, if banks and depositors can trade with each other in a
credit market, bank runs also do not arise. While most existing work has focused on settings
without hidden trades, I show that many classic results are overturned once hidden trades are
introduced.
Chapter 2 contributes to a growing literature on liquidity provision in the presence of hidden trades. In the paper that kicked off the literature, Jacklin (1987) showed that closed-end
mutual funds and banks are equivalent in a setting with hidden trades and no government
intervention. However, comparing banks and mutual funds in such a situation is not very interesting as the competitive equilibrium provides no liquidity insurance. In contrast, I show
that the constrained efficient allocation can be implemented with mutual funds and appropriate liquidity requirements. That is unexpected, since the conventional view is that Jacklin’s
mutual funds are efficient only under special conditions. To obtain this result, I build upon
a recent contribution by Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009) that characterizes the socially
efficient allocation in the model with hidden trades. However, Farhi, Golosov and Tsyvinski
only analyze liquidity provision by deposit-taking banks. As I show in the paper, deposittaking banks are, in fact, not necessary for the efficient provision of liquidity: mutual funds
can implement the constrained efficient allocation uniquely. Finally, I show that with trade
between banks and depositors, banks funded by deposits are not susceptible to panics even
in the absence of deposit insurance or suspension of convertibility.
11

Chapter 3, entitled “Aggregate Risk and the Efficiency of Mutual Funds,” follows in the
footsteps of the previous chapter and asks whether mutual funds can provide liquidity insurance efficiently in a setting in which the economy faces aggregate risk but hidden trades are
not feasible. The chapter contains two key results. First, I show that when the long-term
interest rate is risky, mutual funds are inefficient. Intuitively, since mutual funds provide
liquidity insurance by distorting the market rate of return, decisions of consumers not facing
liquidity needs are distorted, and the resulting equilibrium is inefficient. Such inefficiency
does not arise in the original Diamond-Dybvig model because in that setup, consumers are
always at a corner solution: they consume all of their endowment at one of the dates and
consume nothing at all other times. Second, shocks to aggregate liquidity demand are not
detrimental for efficiency. Mutual funds can implement the social optimum even when liquidity demand is not directly observable by the use of a price-contingent dividend policy. By
increasing the dividend when the stock price is low, mutual funds can undo the negative price
impact of an aggregate liquidity shock and provide first-best risk sharing.

Key Takeaways
A common thread running through all three chapters is a focus on how asymmetric information and market incompleteness affect financial markets. In Chapter 1, the key friction is
that some firms have better assets than others, but the market cannot distinguish the wheat
from the chaff. As a result, corporate financial policy may be used as a signaling device to
convey private information. In Chapters 2 and 3, the key friction arises from the fact that true
consumption needs of the agents are not observable. Put differently, markets for insurance
against liquidity shocks do not exist or are severely limited, and financial intermediaries are
necessary to provide such insurance. On top of that, Chapter 2 introduces the friction of unobservable side trades. It is the combination of the two frictions that drives the results in that
chapter.
All three chapters are motivated by policy-relevant questions in banking. Chapter 1 is
motivated by the fact that during the global financial crisis of 2007-8, many banks and securities firms paid high dividends in the face of mounting losses and worsening funding
conditions. More recently, large banks in the euro area have paid out more than half of their
earnings amid what some commentators have called significant capital shortfalls (Acharya,
Pierret, and Steffen, 2016). The model presented in Chapter 1 shows that during times when
banks’ franchise values are low—as was arguably the case during the global financial crisis—
low-quality banks may pay high dividends and subsequently go bankrupt, while high-quality
banks may pay lower dividends in an effort to convey that they are further away from default.
The pattern of dividend payments by investment banks seems consistent with this prediction
(Acharya, Le, and Shin, 2017). The model also predicts a negative dividend announcement
12

effect on the stock price as well as proxies of the default probability such as credit default
swap spreads. The former prediction finds some support in the recent empirical work of Cziraki, Laux, and Loranth (2016) who show that dividend cuts in 2007–8 were not associated
with a statistically significant stock market reaction, although there may be other forces at
play (for instance, the market may have had anticipated dividend cuts).
In the aftermath of global financial crisis, economists and commentators have come back
to some of the foundational questions in banking. Why do we need banks? Is maturity mismatch a necessary evil for obtaining useful banking services? These questions are not philosophical. Much of the current debate on the optimal level of bank equity has to do with the
extent to which short-term debt is socially valuable. The optimal level of liquidity requirements is in part determined by the social benefits brought by liquidity mismatch. Chapters 2
and 3 show that answers to these questions depend crucially on the features of the economic
environment. If consumers are able to engage in side trades, then deposit-taking banks are, in
fact, not necessary for the provision of liquidity insurance. Since investors routinely trade in
multiple markets and not only deal with a single intermediary, the result compels one to stop
and wonder whether the benefits of maturity mismatch may at times have been overstated.

13
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Chapter 1
The Importance of Being Prudent:
Leverage and the Informational Content
of Dividends
1.1 Introduction
On February 23, 2009 JP Morgan slashed its dividend from $0.38 to $0.05 per share—a
whopping 87% cut.1 The decision was made in the midst of a global financial crisis, and
it was described by JP Morgan as a “precautionary measure to help ensure that our fortress
balance sheet remains intact.” The dividend cut was not expected by market participants.
Did the stock price of JP Morgan fall through the floor? Quite the contrary. The stock price
went up by roughly 5%. Why did the market react so positively, given that dividend cuts are
on average met with a 3–5% stock price decline?2
The hypothesis put forward in this paper is that the informational content of dividends
varies with leverage. The classic view that higher dividends convey good news is valid when
leverage is low. However, when leverage is above a certain level, higher dividends become
bad news. The reason is that shareholders of a weak firm can pay dividends to “cash out”
before the firm heads into bankruptcy. As a result, when a whole industry is close to default—
as was arguably the case for banks in 2009— a dividend cut can send a positive message.
The argument is developed in a standard signaling model of dividends. In the model, a
firm faces a profitable investment opportunity with decreasing returns to scale. However,
and in contrast to traditional signaling models of dividends, the firm has some outstanding
debt. Since some of the proceeds from investment are captured by creditors in bankruptcy,
1

2

The dividend cut by JP Morgan is discussed as a case study in the leading corporate finance textbook by
Brealey, Myers, and Allen (2011, p. 397). The following discussion is based on their case study, as well as
The New York Times (2009) and JP Morgan Chase & Co (2009).
See, e.g., Aharony and Swary (1980, Table II), Grullon, Michaely, and Swaminathan (2002, Table 1) or
Baker, Mendel, and Wurgler (2016, Figure 5).

the firm suffers from debt overhang. With symmetric information, debt overhang leads to
underinvestment relative to the first best.
Now suppose that the firm has some positive private information. (Perhaps a newly introduced product line was more successful than anticipated, or the company knows that it is
not exposed to toxic real estate assets.) The firm would like to convey this information to the
stock market in order to boost its stock price. If outstanding debt is low, the firm will pay a
higher dividend to signal positive information, as in classic models of dividend signaling. The
intuition is familiar. Since the marginal return on investment is decreasing, higher-quality
firms find it less costly to forgo investment and pay dividends (Miller and Rock, 1985) .
Next to decreasing returns, however, there is a counteracting effect. Since all resources
left inside the firm are seized by creditors in the event of bankruptcy, shareholders can use
dividends to jump the bankruptcy queue. The incentive to jump the queue is not constant,
with firms closest to default having most to gain. The key insight is that when leverage is
above some threshold, this effect becomes dominant. In this case, higher-quality firms pay
lower dividends and reduce their default probability to convey good news—a decision that I
label as “prudent”.3
Crucially, lower-quality firms do not find it profitable to mimic higher-quality firms.
While lower-quality firms can always pay a smaller dividend, doing so would leave too much
money on the table for the creditors in the event of default.
The main result is robust to a number of deviations from the baseline model. For example,
it does not matter whether the cost of signaling is reduced investment or a higher probability
of facing liquidity problems, or whether the benefit of signaling is a higher stock price or
lower funding costs. The key features of the model are that (i) lower-quality firms have a
greater incentive to pay high dividends; (ii) there is private information; and (iii) firms use
dividends strategically to convey private information. It turns out that (i) is true in many
cases of interest. As long as one is willing to assume (ii) and (iii), there are many routes that
lead to the same qualitative result.
The baseline model differs from traditional signaling models in that even with symmetric
information, equilibrium is inefficient because of debt overhang. This feature of the model
implies that at high levels of leverage, signaling reduces underinvestment and hence can
be socially desirable. The insight that introducing a new friction in a world with existing
frictions may increase welfare goes back to at least Lipsey and Lancaster (1956). That said,
the idea that signaling may reduce underinvestment seems to be new.
The second contribution of the paper is to provide a plausible quantitative evaluation of
the model. A calibrated version of the model predicts that for the median public US firm, a
dividend increase leads to a positive stock price reaction. That, of course, is the case in reality.
3

The “importance” of being prudent is that low dividends boost the stock price. Oscar Wilde may have disagreed.
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The predictions on how bond prices and default probabilities comove with dividends are also
in line with the data. Quantitatively, a 3σ shock to leverage is necessary for higher dividends
to become bad news. This is a large increase in leverage, but not outside the range of what
has been observed historically. In addition, the economic importance of dividends may be
disproportionately large in these high leverage states, even if their probability is small. As
a concrete example, during the global financial crisis, the largest banks in the US paid out
nearly $80 billion as dividends (Rosengren, 2010). This amounts to almost 50% of the funds
these banks received from the US government via the Capital Purchase Program.
While this paper focuses on dividends and debt overhang, the highlighted forces are specific to neither of the two. The key result stems from the fact that debt overhang is stronger
for low-quality firms. The same, however, is true of other agency costs of debt, including
excessive risk taking and dilution of existing creditors by new debt issuance. These actions
become more attractive when the firm is closer to default. In extensions of the baseline model,
other corporate actions (including debt buybacks, debt issuance and risk taking) are shown to
convey good news at low levels of leverage but become bad news at high levels of leverage.
The economic forces studied in this paper are generic and should apply to all firms. However, they are likely to be especially important for banks. For banks, debt overhang and excessive risk taking are major concerns, in part because of their opacity and in part because
of government guarantees (Becht, Bolton, and Roell, 2011). In an extension of the baseline
model, government guarantees are shown to increase the likelihood that higher dividends are
a bad signal. Interestingly, JP Morgan explicitly mentioned that a key reason for cutting the
dividend was to “help position our company to repay TARP [Troubled Asset Relief Program]
as soon as is prudent” (JP Morgan Chase & Co, 2009)4 .
Outline of the Paper. The next subsection discusses how the present paper fits within
the existing literature. Section 1.2 presents the baseline model. A quantitative evaluation of
the baseline model is provided in Section 1.3, while a sequence of extensions investigate the
robustness of the main result in Section 1.4. Section 2.6 concludes.

Related Literature
The paper builds on three branches of existing literature.
Asymmetric Information and Signaling. There is a large literature on the informational
role of dividends in particular and corporate financial policy more generally. Seminal papers
on dividends as signals include Bhattacharya (1979), John and Williams (1985), Miller and
Rock (1985), and Ambarish, John, and Williams (1987). In contrast to these papers, the
single-crossing property need not hold in my model (or the direction in which the singlecrossing property holds may vary), similarly to Bernheim (1991) and Araujo, Moreira, and
4

JP Morgan had obtained $25 billion from the US government as part of the Capital Purchase Program of
TARP, see, e.g., The New York Times (2009).
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Tsuchida (2011). In addition, existing papers typically abstract from debt.
The observation that higher dividends can bad news is not novel, going back to at least
John and Lang (1991). John and Lang analyze a Miller-Rock model in which the firm can use
insider trading in addition to dividends to signal its quality. John and Lang show that whether
or not dividends are a positive signal depends on the firm’s investment opportunity set. If
higher-quality firms face greater marginal returns on new investment, higher dividends send
a bad signal by revealing poor investment opportunities.5
There is also an extensive literature on signaling through changes in corporate financial
policy. Three papers that are particularly relevant are John (1987), Brick, Frierman, and Kim
(1998), and Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010). John (1987) considers a model in which
insiders receive information about the variance of cash flows after obtaining funds, leading
to a risk shifting problem. However, once it has obtained the funds, the firm does not have
any signaling considerations. As a result, the effects considered in the present paper do not
arise in John’s model. Brick, Frierman, and Kim (1998) show that firms whose investment
projects have a lower variance may signal quality by borrowing less and distributing a dividend. Signaling is credible because there is a problem of risk shifting between the firm and
the government that arises because of the tax deductibility of interest payments. In contrast,
results in the present paper are driven by a conflict of interest between shareholders and creditors (although the extension of the baseline model with bailouts in Section 1.4.4 has a similar
flavor). Finally, Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010) analyze a dynamic signaling model
of capital structure. However, as they only consider one-period debt contracts, the effects
studied in the present paper are not present in their work. I follow Hennessy, Livdan and
Miranda quite closely in calibrating my own (static) model.
Agency Costs of Debt. An extensive corporate finance literature analyzes the potential
conflicts of interest between creditors and shareholders. Potential conflicts of interest has
been pointed out and studied by, among many others, Fama and Miller (1972, pp. 179–180),
Black and Scholes (1973, p. 651), Jensen and Meckling (1976), Myers (1977), and Stiglitz
and Weiss (1981). Akerlof and Romer (1993) explain how government debt guarantees in
combination with limited liability can lead to looting, an extreme form of shifting risks to
the taxpayer. However, the literature on the agency costs of debt typically abstracts from the
informational role of corporate financial policy.
Bank Dividend Payments. Finally, the paper is related to a smaller but rapidly growing
literature on dividend payments by banks. On the empirical side, key papers include Khorana
and Perlman (2010), Acharya, Gujral, Kulkarni, and Shin (2012), Floyd, Li, and Skinner
(2015), Hirtle (2014), and Cziraki, Laux, and Loranth (2016). On the theory side, Acharya,
Le, and Shin (2017) analyze bank dividend payments in a setting in which undercapitalized
5

See John and Sundaram (2010, p. 1401–1403) for a version of the model without insider trading that makes
the same point.
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banks exert a negative externality on other financial institutions. Acharya, Le, and Shin
show that unregulated banks may pay dividends that are larger than what would be optimal
for the banking sector as a whole. My paper complements the work of Acharya, Le, and
Shin by analyzing the informational role of dividends in a similar setting. Guntay, Jacewitz,
and Pogach (2016) analyze dividend payments of banks in a setting in which a regulator can
restrict dividend payments if the bank is not sufficiently well capitalized. Guntay, Jacewitz,
and Pogach show that regulatory interference may lead to excessive dividends as banks try
to signal that they have passed regulatory scrutiny.

1.2 Baseline Model
I study a dividend signaling model based on Miller and Rock (1985).

1.2.1 Setup
There are two periods (t = 0, 1) and two players: a firm and a stock market. Both players
are risk neutral and have a common discount factor β ∈ (0, 1).
The firm is endowed with θ units of cash at time 0. The amount of cash is privately
known by the firm but not the stock market.6 For that reason, I will refer to θ as the firm’s
type. The prior distribution of types has support Θ = [θ, θ ] and its pdf is given by h(θ ). For
concreteness, one may think of θ as representing profits from past investment.
The firm enters time 0 with some outstanding debt B ≥ 0 which matures at time 1.
Shareholders have limited liability, and creditors are senior to shareholders in the event of
bankruptcy.
At time 0 the firm decides how much of its cash to pay out as a dividend D and how much
to invest in a productive technology. The firm does not have access to external funding, and
so its investment is I = θ − D. The dividend/investment decision is made by a firm manager
whose objective is to maximize a weighted sum of the true value of the firm’s equity and the
firm’s stock price (as specified below).
Operating profit at time 1 is given by ε˜[F (I ) +y], where ε˜ ≥ 0 is a profitability shock with
a pdf д(ε), F (I ) gives the proceeds from time 0 investment, and y ≥ 0 is profit stemming from
other operations that are independent of the level of investment. For example, y may capture
operating profit from “business-as-usual” activities of the firm, while F (I ) could represent
profit from developing a new product.
The investment return function F satisfies the following standard conditions.
6

Equivalently, as in John and Lang (1991) or John and Sundaram (2010), one can assume that each firm has
the same publicly observed level of cash C, but its investment return is given by F (I + θ ), where F is the
investment return function defined below. In this interpretation, θ is a measure of future profitability.
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Assumption 1. For all I ≥ 0, investment return function F (I ) is twice continuously differentiable. In addition, (i) F (0) = 0; (ii) F ′(I ) > 0 and F ′(+∞) = 0; (iii) F ′′(I ) < 0; and (iv)
βF ′(0) > 1 (positive net present value).
Following the work of Merton (1974, 1977) on credit risk, I assume that the profitability
shock is log-normally distributed.
(
)
Assumption 2. Profitability shock ε˜ is given by exp(ũ) where ũ ∼ N − 12 σ 2 , σ 2 .
The true value of the firm’s equity is equal to
∫

+∞

E(D; θ ) = D + β

{
}
ε[F (θ − D) + y] − B д(ε) d ε,

εˆ

where εˆ = B/[F (θ − D) + y] is the default threshold.
The market cannot directly observe the firm’s cash holdings. The market does, however,
observe the firm’s dividend. The market then makes an inference about the firm’s type. The
firm’s (cum-dividend) stock price is given by
[
]
P(D) = E E(D; θH)|D ,
where the expectation is taken conditional on the firm’s dividend and equilibrium play. The
equilibrium concept employed in this paper is perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
The objective of the firm manager is given by a weighted combination of the true equity
value and the stock price:
Π(D, P; θ ) = (1 − k)E(D; θ ) + kP,
where k ∈ (0, 1) is the weight that the firm manager places on the stock price.
Remarks on the Setup
The baseline model is designed to nest the Miller and Rock (1985) model as a special case
(when B = 0).7 As a result, the model inherits all of the pros and cons of the original MillerRock setup. In particular, there is no explicit microfoundation for why the firm manager cares
about the stock market price (i.e., why k > 0). While the assumption that managers care about
stock prices is common (see also Stein (1989)) and is corroborated by empirical evidence,
optimal managerial contracts may in some cases involve k = 0 (Dybvig and Zender, 1991).8
7

8

Strictly speaking, the Miller-Rock model differs from the present model in two additional ways: (i) profitability shocks are additive, not multiplicative (see their Eq. (1)); and (ii) future profitability shock are forecastable using private information (see the last equation on p. 1033). However, when the future shock is
not forecastable using private information (γ = 0 in the Miller-Rock model), and B = 0, the two models
coincide.
For more discussion on this point and potential ways of microfounding k > 0, see Section 5.2 in Guttman,
Kadan, and Kandel (2010).
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The model also does not distinguish between dividends and share repurchases, and so D is
best interpreted as the level of total payouts.9
The assumption that the profitability shock is log-normally distributed is important for
tractability. More substantively, log-normality is helpful in calibrating the model and connecting to the literature on credit risk.10
As shown in Section 1.4, no special features of the baseline model are essential for the
results. Instead of taking Miller and Rock (1985) as the point of departure, one can obtain
the same results in a modified version of Bhattacharya (1979). If the benefit of signaling lies
in obtaining a lower interest rate, the firm manager need not care about the stock price (i.e.
k could be zero). The extensions also show that the same qualitative insights pertain to other
corporate actions, including debt buybacks, debt issuance and signaling with investment risk.

1.2.2 Main Result
Proposition 1.1 is the main qualitative result of the paper. The formal argument follows
below.
Proposition 1.1. If outstanding debt is sufficiently low, dividends are weakly increasing in
firm quality in all equilibria. In contrast, if outstanding debt is sufficiently high, dividends
are weakly decreasing in firm quality in all equilibria.
When outstanding debt is sufficiently small, the classic result of Miller and Rock (1985)
obtains: High dividends are a signal of high quality. The underlying mechanism is familiar.
Since the marginal return on investment is decreasing, firms that have more cash find it less
costly to forgo investment and pay high dividends.
In contrast, when outstanding debt is high, higher dividends are bad news. With outstanding debt, the firm suffers from underinvestment caused by debt overhang (Myers, 1977).
Even though investment has positive NPV, some of the proceeds from investment would
be captured by creditors in the event of default. Crucially, the debt overhang problem is
stronger for lower-quality firms. Hence, better firms can signal their quality by paying a
lower dividend and investing more. Lower-quality firms do not find it profitable to mimic
higher-quality firms since paying a low dividend would leave too much money on the table
for the creditors.
9

Realistic institutional frictions may break the equivalence between dividends and share repurchases when
the agency costs of debt are high. For example, if firm managers hold restricted stock or face minimum
stock ownership requirements, they may prefer dividends to share repurchases: Boosting the stock price is
useless if the stock cannot be sold before bankruptcy. That by itself may lead higher-quality firms to choose
repurchases over dividends to signal relative strength. Investigating this possibility fully, however, is beyond
the scope of the present paper.
10 The model can be made even more tractable if one is willing to assume that, e.g., the profitability shock is
exponentially distributed. However, such shocks do not seem empirically plausible.
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The result in Proposition 1.1 is strong in the sense that it holds for all possible equilibria
of the model.11 That is important since this model, like other signaling games, has multiple
equilibria. These equilibria may have a complicated structure, potentially including pooling,
partial pooling as well as complete separation. Focusing on just one class of equilibria may
not always be informative about what happens in other classes of equilibria. Thankfully,
restricting attention to a particular class of equilibria is not necessary for the purposes of
Proposition 1.1.
Derivation of Main Result
The basic idea behind the proof of Proposition 1.1 is to show that the Spence-Mirrlees singlecrossing condition holds whenever outstanding debt is sufficiently high or sufficiently low.
Single crossing then implies that dividends must be monotone in firm quality in any equilibrium, and the direction of single crossing determines whether dividends are decreasing or
increasing in firm quality.
In the present case, the Spence-Mirrlees single-crossing condition is determined by the
behavior of the cross-derivative EDθ . Intuitively, EDθ measures the complementarity between
the incentive to pay dividends, ED , and firm quality, θ . (Recall that ED measures the effect of
a change in the dividend on the value of the firm’s equity.) If EDθ > 0, higher-quality firms
have a stronger incentive to pay high dividends, and vice versa when EDθ < 0.
Differentiating, we find that
(

′′

∫

EDθ = − βF (θ − D)
|
{zεˆ

+∞

)
F ′(θ − D)2
ε)
.
εд(ε) d ε + −β εˆ д(ˆ
F (θ − D) + y
{z
}
} |
)

(

2

decreasing marginal returns, >0

(1.1)

debt overhang, ≤ 0

The expression in Eq. (1.1) consists of two terms. The first term—which is strictly
positive—is familiar from the original model of Miller and Rock (1985). Keeping the level
of dividends constant, firms that have more cash face lower marginal returns on new investment. Hence, higher-quality firms find it less costly to forgo investment or—which amounts
to the same thing—cheaper to pay dividends.
The second term is new. The term captures how debt overhang varies with firm quality.
Intuitively, when a firm increases its investment, some of the proceeds are captured by its
creditors when the firm goes into default. From the viewpoint of shareholders who have
limited liability, debt overhang acts as a type of tax, reducing the incentive to invest (see
Myers, 2001, p. 97). Importantly, debt overhang is stronger for firms that have a higher
default probability.
11 If

pooling equilibria exist, then by definition all types will pay the same dividend. However, if at least two
levels of dividends are observed in equilibrium (partial pooling), pools of firms paying any given level of
dividends will be ordered by average quality as given in Proposition 1.1.
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EDθ

0

Outstanding Debt (B)

Figure 1.1: Cross-derivative E Dθ as a function of outstanding debt (for fixed levels of θ and D).

Figure 1.1 plots the cross-derivative EDθ as a function of outstanding debt, for fixed levels
of θ and D. For low values of outstanding debt, the Miller-Rock effect dominates, and so
EDθ > 0. However, for large values of outstanding debt, debt overhang becomes sufficiently
strong, and EDθ switches sign. As B grows without bound, all firms face bankruptcy with
probability one, and EDθ converges to zero.
Overall, the sign of EDθ can be either positive or negative. Instead of analyzing the general
case in which single-crossing may fail, I proceed by providing conditions on outstanding
debt under which EDθ can be signed, and hence the informational content of dividends is
unambiguous.
Lemma 1.1. Fix θ ∈ [θ, θ ] and D ∈ [0, θ ]. Then, there is a threshold B̂ such that




 EDθ ≥ 0 
 E < 0  if and only if
 Dθ




 B ≤ B̂
 B > B̂




.


□

Proof. In the Appendix.

With Lemma 1.1 at hand, we can now prove Proposition 1.1. The proof shows that it is
possible to choose a sufficiently low B such that EDθ > 0 and also a sufficiently high B such
that EDθ < 0 for all θ and D (Lemma 1.1 only shows the existence of such B’s for fixed θ
and D).

□

Proof. In the Appendix.
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1.2.3 Separating Equilibrium and Announcement Effects
Proposition 1.1 holds for all equilibria of the model. However, when single crossing holds,
it is natural to focus on separating equilibria. To sustain other types of equilibria, one would
need to assume off-equilibrium beliefs that a priori do not seem plausible. Formally, the D1
equilibrium selection criterion of Cho and Sobel (1990) selects a unique separating equilibrium (Ramey, 1996).12 From a more empirical perspective, focusing on separating equilibria
allows one to easily derive predictions for stock and bond price reactions to dividend changes.
To characterize the unique separating equilibrium, we first need to find the optimal dividend policy under symmetric information.
Proposition 1.2. Let I ∗ solve
′

∗

∫

+∞

βF (I )

εд(ε) d ε = 1 where εˆ = B/[F (I ∗ ) + y].

(1.2)

εˆ

Then, the optimal dividend under symmetric information, DSI (θ ), is:
1. If B is sufficiently small, DSI (θ ) = max{0, θ − I ∗ }.
2. If B is sufficiently large, DSI (θ ) = θ .
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

Two things are noteworthy about Proposition 1.2. First, dividends are weakly increasing
in firm quality for both low as well as high levels of outstanding debt. While equilibrium
dividends may be decreasing in firm quality with asymmetric information, the result is driven
by signaling incentives, and not anything else that is built into the model.
Second, even with symmetric information, equilibrium is inefficient. That is different
from traditional signaling models in which the only inefficiency stems from signaling. A
benevolent social planner would choose investment to maximize total output, i.e., the firstbest level of investment is defined by
βF ′ (I F B ) = 1.

(1.3)

In contrast, firms with limited liability only care about asset returns in states in which they
12 In

the present model, unlike in Ramey (1996), a separating equilibrium need not always exist since the dividend must lie in [0, θ ]. In such cases, D1 may select a pooling equilibrium, as in Cho and Sobel (1990).
However, a separating equilibrium exists whenever θ − θ is small enough. Note that the Intuitive Criterion
of Cho and Kreps (1987) does not have bite in the present model, just as in other models with a continuum
of types.
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are solvent, leading to underinvestment. Formally,
Eq. (1.3)

∫ +∞
z
}|
{
′
′
βF (I F B ) = 1 = βF (ISI )
εд(ε) d ε < βF ′(ISI ) ⇔ I F B > ISI .
εˆ
|
{z
}
Eq. (1.2)

The fact that firms underinvest with symmetric information has the implication that asymmetric information may, in fact, be welfare improving. When outstanding debt is sufficiently
high, firms signal quality by reducing their dividends relative to the symmetric information
benchmark, thereby increasing welfare.
We can now derive the ordinary differential equation (ODE) characterizing the separating
equilibrium. Let D̂(θ ) denote a differentiable one-to-one function mapping types to equilibrium dividends.13 Differentiating the managerial objective function with respect to D, setting
the derivative equal to zero and imposing that the market’s beliefs are correct in equilibrium,
we obtain the ODE
∫
′[θ − D̂(θ )] +∞ εд(ε) d ε
kβF
εˆ
.14
D̂ ′(θ ) =
∫ +∞
′
βF [θ − D̂(θ )] εˆ εд(ε) d ε − 1

(1.4)

In any separating equilibrium, the lowest-quality firm must pay the same dividend as it would
under symmetric information (see, e.g., Mailath and von Thadden, 2013, p. 1844). Hence,
we have the initial condition
D̂(θ ) = DSI (θ ),
(1.5)
where DSI (θ ) is characterized in Proposition 1.2.
Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5) fully describe the unique separating equilibrium of the model. While
the ODE cannot be solved in closed form, it is straightforward to find the solution using
numerical methods.15 Qualitatively, the behavior of the solution to Eq. (1.4) is easiest to
understand by considering the ODE for the inverse of D̂(θ ), as in Riley (1979, pp. 337–
13 We

can appeal to the results in Mailath and von Thadden (2013) to ensure that there exists no nondifferentiable separating equilibrium. From Proposition 1.2, the symmetric information problem has a unique
solution whenever B is sufficiently small or sufficiently high, hence Assumption 1 in Mailath and von Thadden is satisfied. Their Assumption 2.1 is clearly satisfied. To see that Assumption 2.2 is satisfied, suppose (in
the notation of Mailath and von Thadden)
V33 ≥ 0, which in the present case is equivalent to E Dθ ≤ 0.
∫ +that
∞
Then E DD ≥ 0, and so E D ≤ 1 − F ′(I ) εˆ εд(ε) d ε, which is strictly negative whenever B is sufficiently
high. Hence, E D is bounded away from zero. Finally, whenever B is sufficiently high or sufficiently low, E Dθ
has constant sign, and so V13 , 0 (in the notation of Mailath and von Thadden). Thus, part 2 (a) of Theorem
2 in Mailath and von Thadden implies that D̂(θ ) is differentiable for all θ ∈ (θ, θ ].
14 Note that when B = 0, the ODE simplifies to D̂ ′ (θ ) = kβF ′ [θ − D̂(θ )]/[βF ′ [θ − D̂(θ )]−1], which is equivalent
to the ODE in Miller and Rock (1985, Eq. (24)), as it should be. To see this, set β = 1/(1 + i) and rewrite
Eq. (1.4) in terms of the inverse of D̂(θ ), as is done by Miller and Rock. Then, the two ODEs coincide when
γ = 0 in the Miller-Rock model. See also Footnote 7.
15 Numerically it is more convenient to solve the ODE for the inverse of D̂(θ ), and then invert the solution to
obtain D̂(θ ). The reason for this is that |D̂ ′(θ )| = +∞ whenever D S I (θ ) ∈ (0, θ ).
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338). When outstanding debt is sufficiently large, so that DSI (θ ) = 0, the solution D̂(θ )
is strictly decreasing, while D̂(θ ) is strictly increasing when outstanding debt is sufficiently
small. Finally, again as in Riley (1979), the single-crossing condition implies that the firstorder approach to characterizing equilibrium is valid.
I now characterize the announcement effects of changes in dividends on the firm’s stock
and bond prices. Given risk neutrality, the bond is priced as
∫ εˆ





L(D; θ ) = β 
ε[F (θ − D) + y]д(ε) d ε + [1 − G(ˆ
ε )]B 
.
 0


(1.6)

Note that the bond price plays no role in determining the equilibrium.
The announcement effect on the stock price is defined as
P ′(D) =

d E[D; D̂ −1 (D)]
,
dD

and the announcement effect on the bond price is defined in the same way.
Proposition 1.3.
1. The announcement effect on the stock price has the same sign as D̂ ′(θ ).
2. The announcement effect on the bond price is strictly negative if D̂ ′(θ ) < 0, and the
effect is ambiguous when D̂ ′(θ ) > 0.
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

The announcement effect on the stock price has the same sign as D̂ ′(θ ). When higherquality firms pay higher dividends, higher dividends convey good news, and so higher dividends are met with a positive stock market reaction, and vice versa when higher-quality firms
pay lower dividends.
For bond prices, in addition to the informational effect, a dividend increase has an additional wealth transfer component. Increasing the dividend reduces investment and therefore
the amount of resources available to creditors in bankruptcy states. While the wealth transfer
has an unambiguously negative effect on the bond price, the informational effect can be both
negative or positive, making the total effect is ambiguous. When D̂ ′(θ ) < 0, both effects go
in the same direction, and higher dividends unambiguously reduce the bond price. However,
when D̂ ′(θ ) > 0, the bond price could go either way, as the positive informational effect may
undo the negative effect of the wealth transfer.

1.3 Quantitative Evaluation
I now turn to the quantitative evaluation of the model. Calibration of the model requires
estimating a number of quantities from the data. For that purpose, I use data on publicly
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traded firms from Compustat and the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) for
1971–2016, restricting the sample to US-incorporated firms with positive payouts. Precise
sample and variable definitions are given in the Data Appendix.
Since banks are much more highly levered than regular corporations, the forces studied
in this paper may be quantitatively more important for banks. To investigate this possibility,
I consider two calibrations: (i) baseline calibration that uses data for all non-financial, nonutility firms (as is typically studied in the literature on payouts); and (ii) banking calibration
that only uses bank data.

1.3.1 Calibration
I take a similar approach to Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010) and choose parameters
to match key moments of the data in the first-best allocation. This approach is very light
computationally and leads to transparent parameter choices.16
Parameter choices are summarized in Table 1.1. The model is calibrated at a yearly frequency. The investment return function is parametrized as
1

F (I ) = A[(I + η)α − ηα ] where η = (αA/R 0 ) 1−α ,
with α ∈ (0, 1), A > 0, and βR 0 > 1. Here R 0 is the marginal return to investment at zero
investment, while α determines the rate at which the marginal return declines.
Parameter Target / Source
A
α
R0
y
σ
β
B
[θ, θ ]
θm
k

Baseline

Normalization: β[F (I F B ) + y] = 1
Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010)
Average return on investment = 10%
Dividends / total assets (market value)
Delevered volatility of stock returns
Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010)
Liabilities / total assets (market value)
Return on assets, 25th and 75th percentile
Return on assets
N/A

Banks

1.47
0.93
0.60
0.60
1.11
1.11
1.08
1.09
0.22
0.05
0.91
0.91
0.49
0.87
[0.026, 0.047] [0.007, 0.010]
0.035
0.008
0.005
0.005

Table 1.1: Parameter choices in the baseline and banking calibrations. The baseline calibration uses data on
all non-utility, non-financial firms. The banking calibration only uses bank data. To match y, a payout ratio
of 2.08% is used for the baseline calibration, and a payout ratio of 0.39% is used for the banking calibration.
Return on assets is defined as the ratio of income before extraordinary items to the market value of total assets.
Complete data definitions are provided in the Data Appendix.
16 The

key drawback of this approach is that if the true data-generating process is the baseline model with
asymmetric information, one should calibrate the baseline model directly, not the first-best allocation. Doing
that in practice poses significant challenges, including taking a stand on equilibrium selection.
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The marginal return at zero investment, R 0 , is chosen by matching the average return on
investment in the first best, F (I F B )/I F B . Solving Eq. (1.3) with the investment return function
above yields
(
) 1 

1 
1 1−α 
FB

I = (βαA) 1−α 1 −
(1.7)
 .
βR 0


Denoting the average return by R̄, R 0 is then determined as the solution to
1 − (βR 0 )−α /(1−α )
1
= R̄.
×
α β 1 − (βR 0 )−1/(1−α )
I use R̄ = 10% for the average rate of return. While I do not directly estimate R̄, the number
lies within the range of existing estimates. Poterba and Summers (1995) survey Fortune
1000 CEOs and find that the average reported (inflation-adjusted) hurdle rate is roughly 12%,
which may be considered to be an upper bound for R̄. Fama and French (1999) estimate the
real average return on investment for all non-financial firms to be a little over 7%. Since
dividend-paying firms are on average more profitable than firms that do not pay dividends
(see, e.g., Fama and French, 2001, Table 3), 7% may be a lower bound for dividend-paying
firms.
With R 0 at hand, the scale parameter A is set to normalize discounted expected time 1
operating profits to one. Solving β[F (I F B ) + y] = 1 gives
(
) 1−α
1 − βy
1
A=
βα α 1 − (βR 0 )−α /(1−α )

(1.8)

The fraction of operating profits from other ongoing operations, y, is calibrated by matching the dividend payout ratio observed in the data. The dividend payout ratio is defined as
the ratio of total time t payouts to end-of-period assets.17 By the normalization of A, the
present value of end-of-period assets at time 0 is one. Hence, the payout ratio in the first best
is D = θm − I F B where θm denotes the firm for which y is calibrated. Let pr be the targeted
dividend payout ratio. We find y by solving θm − I F B = pr, using Eq. (1.8) to substitute out
A from Eq. (1.7). This results in
y = β −1 − (θm −pr) R̄.
Following Miller and Rock (1985), I interpret θ as current profitability and calibrate θm
to equal the median value of return on assets. The bounds θ and θ are calibrated to equal
the 25th and 75th percentiles of return on assets, respectively. The choice of the interquartile
17 Share

repurchases are included when calculating total payouts. Including repurchases turns out not to matter
quantitatively, as the firm with the median payout ratio in the sample considered uses dividends for mosts of
its distributions.
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range for θ and θ is arbitrary, but it will be seen to yield empirically reasonable values for
stock announcement returns (see Section 1.3.2).
The value of k, managerial weight on the stock price, is set to 0.005. The main quantitative result (Figure 1.2) is independent of the value of k. However, k is important for
calculating the separating equilibrium (Figure 1.3). The choice for k was made primarily to
ensure that a separating equilibrium exists for the calibrated values of θ and θ .18 Importantly,
however, the choice of k implies signaling incentives whose size is empirically reasonable.
With k = 0.005, D̂(θ )/DSI (θ ) ≈ 1.2 in the baseline calibration and D̂(θ )/DSI (θ ) ≈ 1.4 in the
banking calibration. As discussed in Section 1.3.2, these numbers are roughly in line with
the differences in dividend payout levels between public and private firms (Michaely and
Roberts, 2012).
I follow Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010) in choosing α = 0.60 and β = 0.91.19 I
estimate B by the median value of liabilities to total assets. The volatility of the profitability
shock, σ , is estimated by delevering equity returns and taking the median value.
To be consistent with the model, I use the market value of total assets whenever normalizing empirical quantities in the data. In addition, I adjust for firm fixed effects.20

1.3.2 Numerical Results
Informational Content of Dividends
Figure 1.2 is the main quantitative result of the paper. The figure shows bounds on EDθ
at different values of outstanding debt.21 Recall that when EDθ > 0, higher dividends are
paid by higher-quality firms in any equilibrium of the model, and vice versa when EDθ < 0.
Figure 1.2 therefore summarizes the informational content of dividends at various levels of
leverage without any assumptions on equilibrium selection.
Baseline Calibration. For values of outstanding debt below roughly 0.80, higher-quality
firms have a greater incentive to pay dividends. The median publicly traded non-utility, nonfinancial firm in the US has a liabilities-to-total-assets ratio of roughly 0.49. Therefore, the
18 Higher

values of k make the equilibrium schedule D̂(θ ) steeper. As a result, if k is sufficiently high, a
separating equilibrium need not exist. It is possible to choose higher values of k and still have existence if
one assumes a smaller value for θ − θ . Figure 1.5 in Appendix 1.C illustrates this.
19 In the model of Hennesy, Livdan and Miranda, the effective discount factor is equal to βγ where (1 −γ ) is the
probability that firm exogenously exits the market (see p. 1988). They set β = 1/(1 + 0.04) and 1 −γ = 0.05
(see p. 2003), so that βγ ≈ 0.91.
20 Adjusting for firm fixed effects is not important in calibrating, e.g., B, but it is essential for calibrating θ
and θ . JP Morgan may have a better or a worse quarter, but it cannot attain the profitability of a retail firm
overnight. In addition, adjusting for firm effects is important for interpreting the magnitude of changes in B
that are necessary for dividends to become a bad signal. The reason is that most of the variation in leverage
stems from between-firm differences.
21 The figure is constructed by evaluating E
Dθ for a grid of investment levels I ∈ [0, θ ] and selecting the lowest
and highest values. Since E Dθ depends on D and θ only through I = θ − D, doing so provides bounds on E Dθ
for all potential values of θ and D.
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Figure 1.2: Quantitative bounds on the informational content of dividends. The graphs plot lower and upper
bounds on the cross-derivative E Dθ as a function of outstanding debt. The figure is constructed by evaluating
E Dθ for a grid of investment levels I ∈ [0, θ ] and selecting the lowest and highest values. To the left of the
region shaded in gray, E Dθ ≥ 0, and higher-quality firms pay higher dividends in any equilibrium of the model.
To the right of the region shaded in gray, E Dθ ≤ 0, and higher-quality firms pay lower dividends. In the region
shaded in gray, the sign of E Dθ is ambiguous.
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model predicts that for the median public U.S. firm, higher dividends should be met with a
positive stock market reaction. That, of course, is the case in the data (see, e.g., Allen and
Michaely, 2003, p. 387 for a summary of the evidence). Note that there is nothing built into
the calibration of the model that generates this result. Whether or not higher dividends are
good news in the model on average is a quantitative question. Thankfully, the model passes
this sanity check.
For values of outstanding debt between 0.80 and 0.84, the informational content of dividends is ambiguous. High dividends become unambiguously bad news at values higher than
approximately 0.84. The standard deviation of leverage (adjusted for firm fixed effects) is
roughly 10.7% in the sample considered.22 Therefore, for the informational content of dividends to become ambiguous, the median firm should be hit by a roughly 2.9σ leverage shock
(i.e., (0.804−0.49)/0.107). For dividends to become bad news, the leverage shock should be
approximately 3.3σ . A different way to look at these magnitudes is that, in the sample considered, about 0.5% of firm-year observations have a liabilities-to-total-assets ratio of more
than 0.84 (adjusted for firm-fixed effects). In comparison, the annual bankruptcy rate for the
average public US firm is around 1% (Hillegeist, Keating, Cram, and Lundstedt, 2004).23
Banking Calibration. The results for banks are similar to those found for the baseline
calibration. The standard deviation of leverage for banks (adjusted for firm fixed effects) is
roughly 4.4% in the sample considered. As a result, for the informational content of dividends to become ambiguous, a roughly 3.1σ leverage shock is required. For dividends to
become bad news, a 3.3σ shock is necessary. The magnitudes are close to those found for
the baseline calibration. While banks are much more highly levered, the calibration procedure implies that they also have significantly lower asset risk (see Table 1.1). Quantitatively,
the lower asset risk more than offsets the effects of higher leverage, and the model predicts
that banks face similar incentives to regular corporations when it comes to paying dividends.
These calculations suggest that if high dividends are more likely to be bad news for banks,
that is likely to be driven by qualitative differences between banks and regular corporations
(e.g., government guarantees, as studied in Section 1.4.4) rather than just by higher levels of
leverage.
Separating Equilibrium
Baseline Calibration. The top panel of Figure 1.3 shows the separating equilibrium for the
baseline calibration.24 As must be the case from Figure 1.2, dividends are increasing in firm
quality. The model implies a default probability of around 1.5 basis points, which is almost
22 The

standard deviation of leverage across all firm-years is approximately 26.6%. Hence, only about 40% of
all variation in leverage comes from within-firm variation.
23 Results reported in Bharath and Shumway (2008) imply a somewhat higher annual bankruptcy of roughly
1.6%, see their Footnote 10.
24 Results for the banking calibration are similar and are provided in Appendix 1.C (Figure 1.6).
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identical to the default rate of 2 basis points for AAA-rated firms reported in Crosbie (2003).
The stock price is increasing in the announced dividend. The range of equilibrium stock
prices is roughly 3%. Baker, Mendel, and Wurgler (2016, Table 1) report that the interquartile
range of stock returns on dividend announcement dates is 3.6%, suggesting that the amount
of asymmetric information implicit in the choices for θ and θ is empirically plausible.
The model predicts that a dividend increase should be met with a negative bond price
reaction, although the quantitative effect is very small for the baseline calibration (since the
predicted default probability is very small). In reality, bond prices tend to react negatively
to increases in payouts, and bond reactions are on average smaller in absolute terms than
stock price reactions (Dhillon and Johnson, 1994; Maxwell and Stephens, 2003). The model
successfully predicts both of these patterns, although it underpredicts the magnitude of bond
price changes. The model also predicts that the default probability is increasing in dividends.
This prediction is consistent with the findings of Maxwell and Stephens (2003, Table VI)
that (i) firms are twice as likely to be downgraded than upgraded after the announcement of
a share repurchase program; and (ii) firms announcing a large repurchase program are twice
as likely to be downgraded than firms announcing a small repurchase program.
Since higher-quality firms signal by paying higher dividends than under symmetric information, that leads to underinvestment and lower expected future earnings, β[F (I ) + y].
While this not a new finding, it seems worth emphasizing.25 It is often thought that signaling
models must necessarily predict a positive correlation between current dividends and future
earnings. This conjecture is not true, even when the single-crossing condition is satisfied.
While higher dividends are positively related to private information (θ ) in Figure 1.3, positive private information does not imply higher future earnings. That is import to keep in mind
when interpreting empirical tests of dividend signaling models, since there is some controversy about whether dividends predict higher future earnings in the data (Benartzi, Michaely,
and Thaler, 1997; Nissim and Ziv, 2001).
High Leverage. The bottom panel of Figure 1.3 shows the separating equilibrium when
outstanding debt is increased to B = 0.85. In this case, higher quality firms pay lower dividends. That is true even though dividends are increasing in firm quality in both the symmetric
information benchmark as well as the first best.
While dividends are decreasing in firm quality in the separating equilibrium, the relationship between the two is quite flat.26 The model is therefore consistent with high leverage and
high overall levels of dividends, as was the case with bank dividend payments in 2007–8.
At this level of outstanding debt, the model predicts a default probability of around 15%.
25 The

paper of Guttman, Kadan, and Kandel (2010) makes this point very clear. In the unique separating
equilibrium of their model, all firms choose the same level of investment and hence have identical expected
future earnings.
26 This result is primarily driven by the choice of k. As shown in Appendix 1.C, higher values of k make the
equilibrium relationship steeper.
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Figure 1.3: Separating equilibrium, symmetric information equilibrium and first best: baseline calibration. Left
panel: dividends (top) and future profits (bottom) as a function of firm type. (Expected discounted) future
profits are defined as β[F (I ) +y]. Right panel: default probabilities (top) and asset prices (bottom) as a function
of the dividend paid in the separating equilibrium. Bond and stock prices are expressed as relative deviations
from the asset price of the median firm, θm , i.e. P(θ ) = P(θ )/P(θm ) − 1, where P(θ ) denotes the bond or stock
price of type θ firm.
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That is roughly three times the 4% default probability for CCC-rated firms reported in Crosbie
(2003). Bond prices are decreasing in firm quality, as they must be by Proposition 1.3. Since
the default probability is much higher than in the baseline calibration, the negative effect of
changes in dividends on the bond price is more pronounced.
Because of strong debt overhang, the symmetric information outcome is highly inefficient: Expected future profits are roughly 1.5% lower than in the first best benchmark.
With asymmetric information, higher-quality firms signal quality by paying lower dividends,
thereby reducing underinvestment. We observe that for firms with θ ≤ 0.04, total output is
greater with asymmetric information than with symmetric information. For values of θ close
to θ , firms overinvest. These features of the model differentiate the paper from traditional
dividend signaling models in which signaling is always socially inefficient.
Size of Signaling Incentives
The numbers for the separating equilibrium in Section 1.3.2 depend on the value of k, managerial weight on the stock price. Left panel of Figure 1.4 provides a way to gauge whether
the choice for k implies an empirically reasonable size of signaling incentives. The figure
shows the ratio of dividends in the separating equilibrium (D̂(θ )) to dividends under symmetric information (DSI (θ )). In the separating equilibrium, the lowest-quality firm pays the
same dividend as with symmetric information. Hence, the ratio is 1 at θ . As θ becomes very
large, the level of investment tends to a constant level, and therefore the ratio of dividends
tends to 1, as can be seen in Figure 1.3. Between these polar cases, the ratio is above one,
and it lies within around [1.00, 1.30] in the baseline calibration and [1.00, 1.50] in the banking
calibration. Michaely and Roberts (2012, Table 5) report that for a sample of matched public and private firms, the ratio of dividends to total assets is twice as large for public firms.
Therefore, the present model can account for up to 30–50% of the observed difference in the
level of payouts across public and private firms. Since there are other reasons why the level
of payments may vary across these two types of firms (see Michaely and Roberts, 2012, Section 5), the size of signaling incentives seems empirically plausible. At the very least, these
calculations suggest that reasonable values of k lie much closer to 0 than to 1.
Positive Bond Reactions to Dividend Increases
The right panel of Figure 1.4 shows that the model can generate a positive bond price reaction
to an increase in dividends. The figure is constructed by setting θ = 0.01 in the baseline
calibration and varying the level of k.27 For sufficiently low values of k, the bond price
is increasing in the dividend. Intuitively, when k is low, the incentive to misrepresent the
27 Setting θ

= 0.01 ensures that the lowest-quality firm pays no dividends in the separating equilibrium, implying that the slope of the equilibrium schedule D̂(θ ) is finite at θ . With an interior dividend for θ , the slope of
D̂(θ ) is necessarily infinite at θ .
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firm’s type is small, and higher-quality firms do not have to increase their dividends by much
to separate from lower-quality firms. As a result, the wealth transfer from shareholders to
bondholders is smaller than the positive informational effect, leading to a positive bond price
reaction.

1.3.3 Empirical Predictions
As shown in Section 1.3.2, the baseline model is consistent with a number of facts about dividend policy, including stock and bond announcement effects, default rates, and differences
in dividend policy between public and private firms. I now discuss further predictions of the
model and how they relate to existing evidence.
The most distinctive prediction of the model is that higher dividends should be met with a
negative stock market reaction at high levels of leverage. Testing this prediction is challenging. Quantitatively, the model predicts that higher dividends are good news most of the time.
Higher dividends become a bad signal only in situations corresponding to a 3σ increase in
leverage. Hence, one should not expect to find a positive association between leverage and
dividend announcement effects on average. Indeed, the data suggests that dividend increases
by more highly levered firms are met with a more positive stock market reaction.28 It is
not clear why the correlation is positive. One possibility is a usual selection bias inherent
in financial market event studies (see Li and Prabhala, 2007, Section 7). Firms with more
28 Handjinicolaou

and Kalay (1984, Table 9) find that both for dividend increases and decreases, the stock
market reaction is more positive (or less negative) for firms that are more highly levered. Maxwell and
Stephens (2003, Table VII) find that stock repurchase announcements have a more positive effect on firms
with non-investment grade bonds (which tend to be issued by firms with higher levels of debt and default
probabilities). Bessler and Nohel (1996, Table 2) find that dividend cuts by banks that are better capitalized
(i.e., have a lower level of leverage) have a more negative effect on the stock price.
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debt are less likely to increase dividends in the first place.29 Hence, the stock market may
simply find dividend increases by highly levered firms more surprising. An alternative interpretation is that changes in dividends convey information about how shareholder-friendly
the management is. Section 1.4.3 discusses additional factors that make it less likely that
higher dividends are bad news, including richer managerial incentives, debt covenants and
unobservable payments to shareholders. These predictions could be used in future empirical
work to zoom in on subsamples for which higher dividends are more likely to be bad news.
For the particular case of banks during the financial crisis, Cziraki, Laux, and Loranth
(2016, Table 7) obtain results that are consistent with the predictions of the model. Cziraki,
Laux, and Loranth find that dividend cuts by bank holding companies in 2007–8 on average had no effect on the stock price. While Cziraki, Laux, and Loranth report a positive
announcement effect for dividend increases, the effect is smaller in 2007–8 than for the years
preceding the crisis. Cziraki, Laux, and Loranth also show that dividend cuts in 2009–12 had
a negative stock market reaction. However, it is possible that dividend cuts in the later stages
of the financial crisis were in large part driven by regulatory intervention rather than market
forces, see, e.g., Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (2009).

1.4 Robustness and Extensions
This section shows that the main qualitative result of the paper is robust to a number of
variations in the model. In addition, it demonstrates that (i) government guarantees make it
more likely that higher dividends are bad news; and (ii) other corporate actions are similar to
dividends in that their informational content depends on leverage. I also discuss a number of
attenuating factors that make it less likely that higher dividends are bad news.

1.4.1 Bhattacharya-Bernheim Model
The backbone of the baseline setup is given by the Miller-Rock model. To show that the key
results do not hinge on any special features of the Miller-Rock model, I now analyze a model
that is based on the classic work of Bhattacharya (1979), and specifically the version studied
by Bernheim (1991).30 In this model, the cost to paying higher dividends stems from the
29 DeAngelo et al. (2006, Table 8) find that firms initiating dividend payments have substantially higher equity-

to-total-assets ratios than firms that omit dividend payments. For a sample of UK firms, Benito and Young
(2003, Tables 2 and 3) find that firms with higher levels of leverage are more likely to cut dividends or omit
them altogher. Bulan (2010, Table III) obtains the same result for dividend cuts for US firms. Li and Lie
(2006, Table 3) find that firms with higher debt levels are less likely to increase dividends or repurchase
shares; they do not find a statistically significant effect on dividend cuts. Li and Lie also find (Table 4)
that more highly levered firms tend to increase and cut dividends by larger amounts (marginally statistically
significant for cuts).
30 In the model of Bhattacharya, the firm does not have limited liability, which is introduced by Bernheim.
Bernheim allows for signaling via repurchases, from which I abstract for simplicity.
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assumption that if the realized future cash flow falls below a given threshold, the firm faces
liquidity problems and must raise external funds at unfavorable terms.
There are three periods (t = 0, 1, 2) and no discounting. At time 0, the firm announces a
dividend D ∈ [0, D̄] where D̄ > 0 is the upper bound for the possible dividend payment. The
dividend is chosen at time 0, but it is paid out to the shareholders at time 1, after the assets
of the firm have matured, but before the creditors are repaid. The creditors of the firm are
repaid at time 2, provided that the firm has enough resources to do so. If the firm does not
have enough resources at time 2, creditors are senior to shareholders in bankruptcy.
The firm has an asset-in-place that yields H
y ≥ 0 at time 1. The distribution of H
y is indexed
by firm type θ , which is privately observed by the firm. The cdf of H
y is denoted by G(y; θ ).
Firm type θ orders random variables H
y in the sense of first-order stochastic dominance, i.e.,
31
Gθ < 0.
If the firm has less than λ > 0 units of cash at time 2, it suffers a penalty of γ > 0 per
unit of liquidity shortfall. The economic rationale for γ > 0 is the raising external funding
at a short notice may be difficult. The liquidity shortfall is defined by (Y − λ) where Y is the
amount of cash the firm has at time 2 after repaying its creditors. As before, shareholders
have limited liability.32
The value of the firm’s equity at time 2 is given by


y−D −B





E 2 (D; θ ) = 
y − D − B − γ [λ − (y − D − B)]





0


if y ≥ D
y2
if y ∈ [D
y1 ,D
y2 ) ,
if y < D
y1

where D
y1 = D + B + γ λ/(1 + γ ) and D
y2 = D + B + λ. Whenever y < D
y1 , the firm optimally
shuts down. For values of y in [D
y1 ,D
y2 ], the firm faces an additional cost from having a low
level of cash.
All in all, the value of the firm’s equity is
∫
E(D; θ ) = D +

+∞

D
y1

∫
{y − D − B} d G(y; θ ) − γ

D
y2

D
y1

{λ − (y − D − B)} d G(y; θ ).

Differentiating, we find that
EDθ = Gθ (D
y1 ; θ ) − γ [Gθ (D
y2 ; θ ) − Gθ (D
y1 ; θ )].
31 The

(1.9)

setup can also be given the following equivalent interpretation. Suppose that the firm has C units of cash
at time 0, with C being publicly observable. The firm can use the cash to pay a dividend at time 0. Any cash
that is not paid out as a dividend is carried to time 2. At time 1 the firm obtains returns from an asset-in-place,
denoted by H
z . The two versions are equivalent if we set C = D̄ and H
y=H
z + C.
32 Bernheim (1991) does not explicitly write down B as he directly modelsH
y as net returns (θ +ϵ in his notation).
Also, note that I do not use the additive shock structure that Bernheim employs. As a result, Bernheim’s
specification does not nest the model of this section as a special case.
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By first-order stochastic dominance, Gθ < 0. Therefore, if there is no cost to facing a liquidity
shortfall (γ = 0), higher-quality firms always pay lower dividends.
I now specialize the distribution of returns to derive comparative statics with respect to
outstanding debt. As in Section 1.2, suppose that asset returns are log-normal:
( 1
)
2 2
H
y = ε˜θ where log(˜
ε) ∼ N − σ , σ .
2
It turns out that a result corresponding to Proposition 1.1 also holds in the present setting.
Proposition 1.4. Suppose that the following condition holds:
log(θ ) >

σ 2 log

( 1+γ )
γ

(
) +
λγ
log (D̄ + λ) − log D̄ + 1+γ
[
)]
(
λγ
1 2
σ + log (D̄ + λ) + log D̄ +
.
2
1 +γ

(1.10)

Then, if outstanding debt is sufficiently low, dividends are weakly increasing in firm quality
in all equilibria, and if outstanding debt is sufficiently high, dividends are weakly decreasing
in firm quality in all equilibria.
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

The result in Proposition 1.4 is identical to Proposition 1.1, except for one technical detail.
In the model of this section, if firms have very low-quality assets, it may be the case that
EDθ < 0 even when outstanding debt is zero. In this situation, higher dividends are paid by
lower-quality firms for all values of outstanding debt. The sufficient condition in Eq. (1.10)
ensures that for low values of B, higher-quality firms pay higher dividends and thereby rules
out this situation. Reassuringly, the condition in Eq. (1.10) is not very stringent. For example,
if σ = 0.25, D̄ = 0.10, γ = 0.05, and λ = 0.75, the sufficient condition is satisfied whenever
θ > 0.39.

1.4.2 Informational Content of Other Corporate Actions
I now show that (i) debt issuance; (ii) debt buybacks; and (iii) investment risk behave similarly to dividends in that they are a good signal when the firm has a low level of leverage,
but the effect can be reversed at higher levels of leverage. In addition, the extensions make
it clear that it is not essential who receives the signal (stock market vs. bond market). From
a more technical perspective, if the benefit of signaling lies in obtaining a lower interest rate,
it is also not necessary to assume that the manager cares about the stock price directly (i.e.,
one can have k = 0 and still obtain a signaling equilibrium).
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In all of the following extensions, I retain the assumption that the firm only has access to
one signal. The decision is made for tractability reasons, and I leave the analysis of multidimensional signaling for future work.
Issuance of New Debt
As in the baseline model, the firm starts with some outstanding debt. The amount of outstanding debt is denoted by B −1 . The debt must be repaid at time 1. However, the firm can
also cash at time 0 by issuing a one-period bond at a gross interest rate of R. The new debt is
senior to the old debt, and it is therefore dilutive to the existing creditors. Proceeds from the
issuance of the new bond, b, are paid out as a dividend to the shareholders. For simplicity,
there is no discounting (β = 1), and the firm’s investment decision is taken as given.
As in Section 1.4.1, I assume that if the level of cash at time 1 follows below a certain
threshold, the firm faces liquidity problems. The true value of equity is given by
∫
E(b, R; θ ) = b +

+∞

D
y1

∫
{y − Rb − B −1 } d G(y; θ ) − γ

D
y2

D
y1

{λ − (y − Rb − B −1 )} d G(y; θ ),

where D
y1 = Rb + B −1 +γ λ/(1 +γ ) and D
y2 = Rb + B −1 + λ. As in Section 1.4.1, G(y; θ ) with
Gθ < 0 denotes the cdf of time 1 cash flows.
From here, we calculate that
{
}
Ebθ = R Gθ (D
y1 ; θ ) − γ [Gθ (D
y2 ; θ ) − Gθ (D
y1 ; θ )] .
The sign of Ebθ is the same as the sign of EDθ in the Bhattacharya-Bernheim model given in
Eq. (1.9). Therefore, Proposition 1.4 also holds in the model of this section.
An interesting implication of the present model is that even if the manager places no
weight on the stock price, a signaling equilibrium still exists. To see this, suppose that the
managerial objective function is Π(b, R; θ ) = E(b, R; θ ), and for simplicity set γ = 0. The
latter assumption implies that higher dividends are always paid by lower-quality firms.
Let B 0 = Rb and B = B −1 + B 0 . The pricing of the new bond is determined by the
break-even condition
∫

∫

+∞

b=

B0

B 0 d G(y; θ ) +
B0

∫

B0

y d G(y; θ ) ⇒ B 0 = b +

0

G(y; θ ) d y.

(1.11)

0

Similarly, when γ = 0, the value of equity can be rewritten as
[

∫

B

E(b, R; θ ) = b + E[H
y] +

]
G(y; θ ) d y − B .

0

As in Section 1.2.3, we can derive the ODE characterizing the separating equilibrium. It
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turns out to be more convenient to work with B 0 instead of Rb. Let θD(b) denote the equilibrium
function mapping the issuance of new debt to firm type.
The first-order condition for the optimal b is
1 = B ′0 (b)[1 − G(B; θ )],
where B 0 (b) denotes the value of B 0 that solves Eq. (1.11) when the firm issues b units of
new debt and the bond market’s belief is θ = θD(b).
Now use Eq. (1.11) to calculate B ′0 (b) and impose the equilibrium condition θ = θD(b) to
obtain the following ODE:
G[B; θD(b)] − G[B 0 ; θD(b)] D′
= θ (b)
1 − G[B; θD(b)]

∫

B

Gθ [y; θD(b)] d y.

0

The initial condition is given by θD(b̄) = θ , where b̄ is the highest value of b for which
Eq. (1.11) has a solution for the lowest-quality firm.33 Since the left-hand side of the ODE
is strictly positive, θD(b) is strictly decreasing, and higher-quality firms pay strictly lower
dividends.
The takeaway from this exercise is that, in contrast to the original Miller-Rock model
and a number of other dividend signaling models, a signaling equilibrium exists even when
dividends are chosen to maximize the true value of equity.

Debt Buybacks
Consider the baseline model with the following modification. As before, the firm has a single
outstanding bond with a face value of B. However, the firm may choose to buy back some
fraction η ∈ [0, 1] of the bond at price Q.34 For simplicity, dividends are set to zero, so that
the budget constraint of the firm is θ = I + ηP.
The true value of equity is now given by
∫

+∞

E(η, Q; θ ) = β

{
}
ε[F (θ − ηQ) + y] − (1 − η)B д(ε) d ε,

εˆ

33 It

is easy to check that with symmetric information, the value of equity is strictly increasing in b, and hence
the optimal decision is to choose the highest feasible value of b.
34 I do not specify how the price is determined, as that is not necessary for the purposes of this section.
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where the new default threshold is εˆ = (1 − η)B/[F (θ − ηQ) + y]. We calculate that
Eηθ

[
∫ +∞
′(θ − ηQ)2 ]


F
′′
2
= β
εд(ε) d ε − εˆ д(ˆ
ε)
Q −F (θ − ηQ) εˆ
F (θ − ηQ) + y


F ′(θ − ηQ) 
− д(ˆ
ε )ˆ
ε
B
.
F (θ − ηQ) + y 


Comparing the expression above to Eq. (1.1), we see that the term in the square brackets
coincides with EDθ . The last term is new. Since the term is zero when B = 0, the proof
of Proposition 1.1 implies that Eηθ > 0 for sufficiently low values of B. The effect can be
reversed at higher levels of B.

Investment Risk
Suppose that instead of signaling with dividends, the firm signals its quality by choosing a
publicly observed level of investment risk. The firm generates a cash flow of
( 1
)
2 2
θ ε˜ with log(˜
ε) ∼ N − σ , σ ,
2
at time 1. As before, θ is the privately observed firm quality. The firm manager chooses
investment risk σ ∈ [σL , σH ] to maximize Π(σ , P; θ ) = E(σ ; θ ) + kP.
The usual manipulations show that the value of equity is given by
[
]
log(θ ) − log(B) +
E(σ ; θ ) = β θ Φ(d 1 ) − BΦ(d 1 − σ ) with d 1 =
σ

σ2
2

,

where Φ denotes the standard normal cdf. After some algebra we obtain
[

Eσ = βθφ(d 1 ) ⇒ Eσθ

]
d1
= βφ(d 1 ) 1 −
,
σ

where φ is the standard normal pdf. Therefore, if 1 −d 1 /σ < 0, higher-quality firms choose a
lower level of investment risk in any equilibrium. Assuming that 1 − d 1 /σ < 0 is equivalent
to assuming that the probability of default is less than 1/2.
As is well known from option theory (see, e.g., Hull, 1993, p. 316), sensitivity of an
option to underlying volatility (vega) is highest when the stock price is at the strike price of
the option. The same is true in the present case. When the probability of default is less than
1/2, lower-quality firms effectively own an option that is more sensitive to investment risk.
When the probability of default is higher than 1/2, the effect is reversed. The fact that the key
number is 1/2 is a direct consequence of the assumption that ε˜ is log-normally distributed.
With log-normally distributed shocks, increasing σ by a bit increases the default probability
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for all firms, but not by the same amount. If the probability of default is less than 1/2, the
default probability increases by more for low-quality firms, and vice versa when the default
probability is more than 1/2.
To obtain a result that for small levels of B, higher-quality firms choose a higher level
of investment of risk, it would be necessary to introduce some cost of default. For example,
one could assume that the manager faces a fixed cost whenever the firm defaults, as analyzed
later in Section 1.4.3, or that having a liquidity shortfall is costly, as in Section 1.4.1. As the
calculations and economic logic are very similar, I do not do that here.

1.4.3 Attenuating Factors
In this section I discuss four factors that make it less likely that higher dividends are a bad
signal: (i) managerial incentives that place weight on the value of debt; (ii) costly default;
(iii) unobservable payments to shareholders; and (iv) debt covenants. These predictions may
be used in future empirical work to find subsamples of firms for which higher dividends are
more likely to be bad news.

Placing Weight on the Value of Debt
Suppose that instead of only caring about the value of equity, the firm manager also places
some weight on the value of debt. The manager now has the following objective function:
Π(D, P; θ ) = E(D; θ ) + ℓL(D; θ ) + kP,
where ℓ > 0 is the weight on the true value of debt L defined in Eq. (1.6). Empirically,
a significant fraction of managerial compensation (including defined benefit pensions and
deferred compensation) has a debt-like structure (Sundaram and Yermack, 2007).
We calculate that
LDθ

= *−βF ′′(θ − D)
,

∫

εˆ

0

(
)
F ′(θ − D)2
2
+
ε)
εд(ε) d ε + β εˆ д(ˆ
.
F (θ − D) + y
-

In contrast to the expression for equity in Eq. (1.1), both terms above are positive, and therefore LDθ is unambiguously positive. Therefore, if the firm manager places a weight of ℓ ≥ 1
on the true value of debt, higher dividends are always good news.
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Costly Default
I now consider the effect of costly default on signaling incentives, as in Ross (1977). Suppose
that whenever the firm is bankrupt, the manager faces a cost equal to V :
Π(D, P; θ ) = E(D; θ ) + kP − G(ˆ
ε )V .
|{z}
≡C (D ;θ )

Economically, V may capture firm-specific human capital that is lost once the firm is bankrupt
or a reputational cost of bankruptcy.
We find that
CDθ

2
2
[ ′
]
log(ˆ
ε ) + σ2 V
ε ) + σ2
F (θ − D) 2 log(ˆ
*
+
=φ
2
σ
σ
- σ F (θ − D) + y
,
2
( ′
) 
log(ˆ
ε ) + σ2 V  F ′′(θ − D)
F (θ − D) 2 
*
+

+φ
 F (θ − D) + y − F (θ − D) + y  ,
σ
σ
,
- 


where φ(x) is the standard normal pdf.
Therefore, a sufficient condition for ∂ 2C/(∂D∂θ ) < 0 is given by
( 1 )
σ2
log(ˆ
ε) +
≤ 0 ⇔ B ≤ exp − σ 2 [F (θ − D) + y],
2
2
which, as in Section 1.4.2, amounts to assuming that the probability of default is less than 1/2.
Whenever this condition is satisfied, costly default makes it less likely that higher dividends
are bad news.
Whenever B is large enough, ∂ 2C/(∂D∂θ ) > 0, and the effect is reversed. Again, that is
a direct consequence of the assumption that the profitability shock is log-normal. When the
probability of default is higher than 1/2, increasing the dividend by a little bit increases the
default probability for all firms but does so by less for lower-quality firms.
Unobservable Payments to Shareholders
This extension points out that if the firm can make unobservable payments to shareholders,
dividends cannot be strictly decreasing in firm quality. This observation provides an important caveat to the main result of the paper. Empirically, it suggests that low dividends can
be a good signal only in situations in which such private payments are not feasible (e.g., in
countries with strong corporate governance).
The model is identical to the baseline but now the firm can make a private payment to its
shareholders that is unobservable to the market. The budget constraint becomes
θ = D + D ◦ + I,
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where D ◦ ≥ 0 denotes the unobservable dividend payment. This payment may be interpreted as, e.g., wages to senior management or sweetheart deals with suppliers that are also
shareholders of the firm.
The managerial objective function is then
Π(D, D ◦ , P; θ ) = E(D + D ◦ ; θ ) + kP .
It is easy to see that dividends must now be weakly increasing in firm quality. If that were
not the case, a lower-quality firm could always imitate a higher-quality firm by reducing its
publicly observed dividend and increasing its unobservable dividend. Doing so in a way that
left the total dividend D + D ◦ fixed would keep the true value of the firm’s equity unchanged
but boost the firm’s stock price—a profitable deviation.
Formally, suppose (for contradiction) that we had two types θ 1 and θ 2 with θ 1 < θ 2 such
that in equilibrium D 1 > D 2 and P 1 < P2 , where Di is the publicly observed dividend and Pi
is the stock price of firm i. That cannot be an equilibrium because the lower-quality firm has
a profitable deviation:
Π(D 2 , D 1 + D 1◦ − D 2 , P2 ; θ ) = E(D 1 + D 1◦ ; θ ) + kP2 >
|
{z
}
deviation payoff

E(D 1 + D 1◦ ; θ ) + kP1 .
|
{z
}
payoff in conjectured equilibrium

Importantly, since D 1 > D 2 , the unobservable dividend payment in the proposed deviation,
D 1 + D 1◦ − D 2 , is strictly positive and hence feasible.
In contrast, if dividends are increasing in firm quality, the same deviation need not be
feasible since it may require the deviating firm to make a negative payment. Of course, if
negative dividend payments (interpreted as equity issuance) were allowed, equilibria in which
dividends are increasing in firm quality would also be vulnerable to a similar deviation. The
deviation would involve issuing equity and paying the proceeds as a dividend.
All in all, the implicit assumption in the baseline model that such unobservable payments are not feasible is similar to the more common assumption that it is not feasible to
finance a dividend payment by unobserved equity issuance or borrowing. Firms may also
face economic incentives that discourage unobservable payments to shareholders, including
reputational and legal costs.
Debt Covenants
If all firms face a binding covenant restricting them from paying dividends, then it is clearly
not possible to use dividends as a signal. Empirically, debt covenants are an important determinant of dividend policy of distressed firms. In a sample of distressed firms, DeAngelo and
DeAngelo (1990, Table IV) find that more than half of firms that reduced dividends faced
binding debt covenants. If possible, empirical tests of the present model should therefore
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control for debt covenants or look at subsets of firms (e.g., banks) that are less likely to have
debt covenants.35

1.4.4 Government Guarantees
This section considers the effect of government guarantees on the informational content of
dividends. The section makes two key points. First, government guarantees make it more
likely that higher-quality firms pay lower dividends. Second, even if dividends are chosen to
maximize total firm value (i.e., ℓ = 1 in the model of Section 1.4.3), higher dividends may
be a bad signal.
To that end, consider the baseline model with the following change. If the firm is not able
to repay the creditors, the government makes the creditors whole with probability ρ ∈ [0, 1].
To focus attention, suppose that the manager chooses the dividend to maximize a weighted
average of total firm value (inclusive of the government guarantee) and stock price:
log(ˆ
ε) +
Π(D, P; θ ) = D + β [F (θ − D) + y] + βρΦ *
σ
| , {z

σ2
2

+ B +kP,
-}

value of government guarantee

where as in the baseline model εˆ = B/[F (θ − D) + y].
We calculate that
ΠDθ

ε) +
βρB * log(ˆ
φ
=
σ ,
σ

σ2
2

( ′
) 
  F ′′(θ − D)
F (θ − D) 2 
+
 
−
+

F (θ − D) + y 
-   F (θ − D) + y

)2
( ′
σ2 
log(ˆ
ε) + 2 
F (θ − D)
 − βF ′′(θ − D).

F (θ − D) + y
σ2


As in Section 1.4.3, a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for the term in the curly brackets
to be strictly negative is that the probability of default is less than 1/2. Provided that this
condition holds, the whole expression is decreasing in ρ, implying that higher dividends are
more likely to be paid by lower-quality firms when the probability of a bailout is higher.
As a result, higher dividends may be bad news even if the firm manager cares about
the total value of the firm. Although there is no conflict of interest between shareholders and
creditors, there is a conflict between the firm and the government, and this generates a similar
35 Some

economists have argued that bank regulation has discouraged the use of bond covenants. In the US,
subordinated debt may not have restrictive covenants to qualify as Tier 2 capital, as discussed by Ashcraft
(2008, p. 557; see especially Footnote 7). Basel Accords require subordinated debtholders not to have any
“rights to accelerate the repayment of future scheduled payments (coupon or principal)” (Bank for International Settlements, 2010, p. 18), which, as pointed out by Bliss (2014, p. 574), effectively prevents the
enforcement of other covenants. Goyal (2005, Table 1) shows that the use of restrictive covenants declined
significantly in the period of 1974–1995.
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effect.

1.5 Conclusions
This paper studied how the informational content of dividends is affected by leverage. While
the classic view that higher dividends convey good news is valid when leverage is low, higher
dividends become a bad signal whenever leverage is above a certain level.
The key conceptual takeaway of the paper is that it is important to consider the various
determinants of firm payout decisions jointly. The baseline model has asymmetric information, but it also features a conflict of interest between shareholders and creditors. It is the
interaction of the two frictions that is essential. As a practical matter, one should be wary of
claims that a particular fact about dividends is only consistent with the signaling view of dividends, or agency costs, or taxes, or some other explanation. Even in theory, these different
explanations are not neatly separable.
For tractability the present paper assumed that the firm has a single signal at its disposal. If
the firm can use multiple signals, the key results remain valid in the sense that holding other
signals constant, dividends will behave in the way characterized in the paper. The single
signal assumption may also be a reasonable first approximation, since dividend changes are
often the most significant piece of news on the day of the announcement. Nevertheless, the
assumption is restrictive, and understanding the implications of multidimensional signaling
seems worthy of further investigation.
As discussed in the introduction, the key features of the model that lead to high dividends
being bad news are that (i) lower-quality firms have a greater incentive to pay high dividends;
(ii) there is private information; and (iii) firms use dividends strategically to convey private
information. Even if (i) is true, (ii) or (iii) may be false in reality. Accounting information
could be of sufficiently high quality to make market participants as well informed as the
management. More realistically, managers may not use dividends strategically, or even if
managers are strategic, market participants may fail to fully appreciate the informational
content of dividends. Future empirical work will hopefully shed light on these issues.
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1.A Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1.1
If B = 0, clearly EDθ > 0, so assume that B > 0. Since the productivity shock is log-normally
distributed,
( 2
)
∫ +∞
σ /2 − log(ˆ
ε)
εд(ε) d ε = Φ
,
σ
εˆ
where Φ denotes the cdf of the standard normal distribution. Hence, we find that
EDθ

(

)
σ 2 /2 − log(ˆ
ε)
= −βF (θ − D)Φ
σ
( 2
) ( ′
)
σ /2 − log(ˆ
ε) 1
F (θ − D)
′
− βF (θ − D)φ
,
σ
σ F (θ − D) + y
′′

where φ is the pdf of the standard normal distribution. Letting λ(x) = φ(x)/Φ(x) denote the
inverse Mills ratio, we can rewrite EDθ as
(

σ 2 /2 − log(ˆ
ε)
βΦ
σ

){

(

)
}
σ 2 /2 − log(ˆ
ε)
F ′(θ − D)2
−F (θ − D) − λ
.
σ
σ [F (θ − D) + y]
|
{z
}
′′

≡S (B )

Thus, the sign of EDθ is the same as the sign of S(B). Noting that limx→+∞ λ(x) = 0,
limx→−∞ = +∞ and λ′(x) < 0, we deduce that:
lim S(B) = −F ′′(θ − D) > 0

B→0

lim S(B) = −∞

B→+∞

S ′(B) < 0
Since S(B) is continuous in B for all B ∈ (0, +∞), there is a unique B̂ with S(B̂) = 0 which
satisfies the conditions given in the lemma.

Proof of Proposition 1.1
First, note that the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between D and P is
{
}
∂Π/∂D
(1 − k)ED
∂MRS
⇒ sign
= sign {−EDθ } .
MRS(D, P; θ ) = −
=−
k
∂θ
∂Π/∂P
Thus, the Spence-Mirrlees condition is satisfied whenever EDθ has constant sign.
The sign of EDθ depends on D and θ only through I = θ − D. Hence, to show that
the single-crossing condition holds, it is enough to show that EDθ has the same sign for all
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I ∈ [0, θ ].
From the proof of Lemma 1.1, the sign of EDθ is the same as the sign of
(

)
σ 2 /2 − log(ˆ
ε)
F ′(I )2
S(B) = −F (I ) − λ
.
σ
σ [F (I ) + y]
′′

Since F (I ), F ′(I ) and F ′′(I ) are continuous on [0, θ ], they attain a minimum and a maximum on
[0, θ ]. Therefore, there exist strictly positive constants K 0 , K 1 and K 2 (which are independent
of I ) such that
F ′(I )2
− F ′′(I ) ≥ K 0 , F (I ) + y ≥ K 1 and
≤ K2 .
(1.12)
σ [F (I ) + y]
But then

(

)
σ 2 /2 − log(B) + K 1
S(B) ≥ K 0 − λ
K2,
σ

and hence by choosing B small enough we can make S(B) > 0 for all I ∈ [0, θ ]. By reversing
the inequalities in Eq. (1.12) we can likewise show that by choosing B large enough we can
make S(B) < 0 for all I ∈ [0, θ ].
But then by Lemma 2 in Riley (1979) we have that, for any beliefs that the stock market
may have, whenever EDθ > 0 and some type θ chooses D(θ ), types with θ ′ < θ choose
D(θ ′) ≤ D(θ ), and vice versa when EDθ < 0. This completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 1.2
With symmetric information, each firm chooses its dividend to solve
{

∫

+∞

max Π(D, E(D; θ ); θ ) = (1 + k) D + β

D∈[0,θ ]

}
{
}
ε[F (θ − D) + y] − B д(ε) d ε .

εˆ

First, we calculate that
{
}
∫ +∞
∂Π(D, E(D; θ ); θ )
′
= (1 + k) 1 − βF (θ − D)
εд(ε) d ε
∂D
εˆ
{
}
∂ 2 Π(D, E(D; θ ); θ )
F ′(θ − D)2
′′
2
= (1 + k) βF (θ − D)εд(ε) d ε + β εˆ д(ˆ
ε)
F (θ − D) + y
∂D 2
= (1 + k) {−EDθ }
B sufficiently small. From the arguments in Proposition 1.1, we have that for B sufficiently small, EDθ > 0 for all D and θ and so the objective function is strictly concave. By
Assumption 1 (iv), βF ′(0) > 1 and so
∂Π(D, E(D; θ ); θ )
∂D
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<0
D =θ

whenever B is sufficiently small. By strict concavity, therefore, the optimal solution is then
D ∗ = max{0, θ − I ∗ }.
B sufficiently large. From the arguments in Proposition 1.1, we have that for B sufficiently small, EDθ < 0 for all D and θ and so the objective function is strictly convex. Hence,
the optimal dividend must be either 0 or θ . Comparing the objective functions at these two
points, we have that
{
∫
∆Π = (1 + k) θ + β

+∞

{
}
εy − B − β

∫

+∞

{
}
ε[F (θ ) + y] − B д(ε) d ε

}

εˆ1

εˆ0











∫


+
∞




{
}

ε[F (θ ) + y] − B д(ε) d ε 
≥ (1 + k) θ − β



εˆ1




|
{z
}






≡S
(
B
)


where ∆Π = Π(θ, E(θ ; θ ); θ ) − Π(0, E(0; θ ); θ ), εˆ0 = B/y and εˆ1 = B/[F (θ ) + y]. S(B) is
strictly decreasing in B with limB→+∞ S(B) = 0, and so ∆Π > 0 whenever B is sufficiently
large.

Proof of Proposition 1.3
The effect on the stock price is seen to be
P ′(D) = (1 − k)

Eθ
D̂ ′(θ )

{
}
{
}
⇔ sign P ′(D) = sign D̂ ′(θ ) .

Now consider the bond price. We calculate that
′

∫

εˆ

Lθ = βF (θ − D)

εд(ε) d ε > 0

0

LD = −Lθ
Therefore, the announcement effect on the bond price is
d L[D; D̂ −1 (D)]
1
= L D + Lθ
= Lθ
dD
D̂ ′(θ )



 1 − 1 .
 D̂ ′(θ )


If D̂ ′(θ ) < 0, the whole expression is negative. Examples showing that the effect can indeed
be both positive and negative when D̂ ′(θ ) > 0 are given in Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.2.
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Proof of Proposition 1.4
Since assets are log-normally distributed, we have that
1
1 * log(y) − log(θ ) + 2 σ 2 +
Gθ (y; θ ) = − φ
,
σθ ,
σ
-

and therefore we obtain
EDθ =

1
σθ


log(D
y2 ) − log(θ ) + 12 σ 2
log(D
y1 ) − log(θ ) + 12 σ 2 
γφ *
+ − (1 + γ )φ *
+ .
σ
σ
 ,
,
-

A quick calculation shows that the sign of EDθ is the same as the sign of
{
(
)
}
1 +γ
1[
1 2] 2
1[
1 2] 2
2
log(D
y1 ) − log(θ ) + σ
− σ log
+
log(D
y2 ) − log(θ ) + σ
.
2
2
γ
2
2
|
{z
}
≡S (B )

Thus, the sign of EDθ is the same as the sign of
(

)
(
)
1 +γ
λ
S(B) − σ log
−S B +
.
γ
1 +γ
2

(1.13)

Now S(B) is
• strictly decreasing for B ∈ (−D − λγ /(1 + γ ), B̂);
• strictly increasing for B > B̂;
• has a global minimum at B = B̂,
where

( 1 )
λγ
B̂ = θ exp − σ 2 − D −
.
2
1 +γ

By the hypothesis in Eq. (1.10), we have that B̂ > 0.
For B ≥ B̂, we have that
S(B) − S [B + λ/(1 + γ )] < S [B + λ/(1 + γ )] − S [B + λ/(1 + γ )] = 0.
As a result, if

( 1 )
λγ
B ≥ θ exp − σ 2 − D̄ −
,
2
1 +γ

then EDθ < 0 for all θ and D.
Now consider the derivative of Eq. (1.13), i.e., S ′(B) − S ′[B + λ/(1 + γ )]. For B < B̂,
[
1 2] 1
1 2] 1
S (B) = log(D
y1 ) − log(θ ) + σ
< log(D
y1 ) − log(θ ) + σ
.
2 }D
2
D
y1
y2
|
{z
′

[

<0
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Therefore, for B ≤ B̂, S ′(B) − S ′[B + λ/(1 +γ )] < 0. (That this is true for B = B̂ follows from
S ′(B̂) = 0 and S ′[B̂ + λ/(1 + γ )] > 0.)
These observations imply that either (i) EDθ < 0 for all B; or (ii) EDθ ≥ 0 for low values
of B and EDθ < 0 for high values of B. A necessary and sufficient condition for (ii) is that
(

)
1 +γ
S(0) − σ log
− S [λ/(1 + γ )] > 0,
γ
2

which is equivalent to
log(θ ) >

σ 2 log

( 1+γ )
γ

(
) +
λγ
log (D + λ) − log D + 1+γ
[
(
)]
λγ
1 2
σ + log (D + λ) + log D +
.
2
1 +γ

The right-hand side of this inequality is strictly increasing in D, and the left-hand side is
strictly increasing in θ . Therefore, if the inequality holds for θ = θ and D = D̄ (which it does
by the hypothesis in Eq. (1.10)), then it holds for all θ and D, and the result follows.
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1.B Data Appendix
I use Compustat and CRSP databases (accessed via WRDS).36

1.B.1 Variable Construction
Accounting information is obtained from the Compustat annual table (funda table). The
market value of total assets (which I denote as at_mk) is approximated by subtracting stockholders equity (seq) from total assets (at) and adding in the market value of equity (equal to
the product of common shares outstanding, csho, and the stock price, prcc_f ), as discussed
in Welch (2011, p. 3):
at_mkit = atit − seqit + prcc_fit × cshoit ,
where the variable names above are the Compustat mnemonics, i is a firm index, and t stands
for time (year).
Leverage (which I denote by lev) is measured as total liabilities (lt) divided by the market
value of total assets:
ltit
.
levit =
at_mkit
Profitability (which I denote by prof ) is measured as income before extraordinary items
(ib) divided by the market value of total assets:
profit =

ibit
.
at_mkit

Payout ratio (which I denote by pr) is defined as total payouts (which I denote by tp)
divided by the market value of total assets:
prit =

tpit
,
mk_at

where total payouts are defined as the sum of dividends on common shares (dvc) and repurchases (which I denote by rep):
tpit = dvcit + repit .
Repurchases are calculated following Fama and French (2001, p. 42). If (i) Compustat states
that the retirement method is used to account for repurchases (tstkc_fn in table funda_fncd is
equal to TR); or (ii) treasury stock (tstkc) in period t and t − 1 is either zero or missing, then
repit = max{0, prstkcit − sstkit }, where prstkc is purchase of common and preferred stock,
36 https://wrds-web.wharton.upenn.edu/wrds/
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and sstk is sale of common and preferred stock. Otherwise, repit = max{0, tstkcit −tstkci,t−1 }.
To focus on within-firm variation in leverage and profitability, I adjust for firm fixed
effects. For xit ∈ {levit , profit , prit }, let
x̂it = xit − x̄i + x̄,
∑
∑
where x̄i = 1/Ni t xit is the firm-specific mean, x̄ = 1/N i,t xit is the grand mean, K is
∑
the number of firms, Ni is the number of observations for firm i, and N = i Ni .
To estimate σ , I first obtain CRSP identifiers for firms in the Compustat sample using
the CRSP/Compustat Merged Database linking table (ccmxpf_lnkhist table). Then, for each
firm, I calculate the standard deviation of its stock price returns (ret in CRSP dse table), σiE ,
for the sample period considered. The stock price volatility is delevered and annualized to
obtain an estimate of σi :
√
σi = 252(1 − levi )σiE .37
L it , θ as the 25th percentile of prof
M , θ as
Finally, I calibrate B as the median value of lev
it
th
M
Lit , and σ as the median value of σi .
the 75 percentile of profit ,pr as the median value of pr

1.B.2 Sample Selection
The sample period considered is 1971-2016 (inclusive). Prior to 1971, data on repurchases
is not available in Compustat.
I start with the full Compustat database for the sample period and then make the following
sample restrictions:
1. Remove all firms that are not incorporated in the US (fic in Compustat is not equal to
“USA”);
2. Remove all firms that do not have an associated CRSP identifier (permno) in the ccmxpf_lnkhist
table;
3. Remove all firm-years with either (i) missing information or negative values for prcc_f,
csho, at, lt, or dvc; or (ii) missing information or a value of exactly zero for ib or seq;
4. Remove all firm-years with zero payouts, i.e., when pr is equal to zero.
I refer to the resulting sample as the full sample. The full sample consists of 162,403 firm-year
observations and 9,087 firms.
37 In

some cases, a different CRSP security (with identifier permno) is linked to the same Compustat firm (with
identifier gvkey) at different points in time, and so the choice of σ E is ambiguous. In these cases, I take the
average of the σ E ’s of the securities that are linked to the same gvkey.
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Baseline Calibration Subsample
The baseline calibration restricts the full sample by excluding utilities (SIC code in 4900–
4949) and financial companies (SIC code in 6000–6999), as in Fama and French (2001, p. 41),
with SIC code given by sich in Compustat. The subsample consists of 116,742 firm-years
and 7,850 firms.
Banking Calibration Subsample
The banking calibration restricts the full sample to firms with SIC codes in 6020–6029.38
The subsample consists of 11,227 firm-years and 561 firms.

38 This includes “National Commercial Banks,” “State Commercial Banks,” and “Commercial Banks, Not Else-

where Classified,” see https://www.sec.gov/info/edgar/siccodes.htm.
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1.C Additional Results
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Figure 1.5: Effects of changes k on the separating equilibrium. Left panel: baseline calibration. Right panel:
baseline calibration with B = 0.85.
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Figure 1.6: Separating equilibrium, symmetric information equilibrium and first best: banking calibration. Left
panel: dividends (top) and future profits (bottom) as a function of firm type. (Expected discounted) future
profits are defined as β[F (I ) +y]. Right panel: default probabilities (top) and asset prices (bottom) as a function
of the dividend paid in the separating equilibrium. Bond and stock prices are expressed as relative deviations
from the asset price of the median firm, θm , i.e. P(θ ) = P(θ )/P(θm ) − 1, where P(θ ) denotes the bond or stock
price of type θ firm.
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Chapter 2
Liquidity Creation and Financial
Stability: The Role of Hidden Trades
2.1 Introduction
Modern banks trade in many markets, and bank clients have access to a wide range of trades
outside their main banking relationship. While access to multiple trading opportunities is beneficial to any single investor, it has long been understood that side trades can severely limit
collective risk sharing. At the same time, financial intermediaries that perform asset transformation services are subject to the risk of runs, with potentially debilitating consequences
for the broader economy. It is therefore important to understand how side trades shape the
structure of financial intermediation, and how trading interacts with financial stability.
The current paper revisits these classic questions in a benchmark model of financial intermediation. The model has two key features. As in Diamond and Dybvig (1983), a profitable
but illiquid long-term investment is present in the economy (e.g., building a factory). However, inhabitants of the model, called consumers, face privately observed liquidity shocks.
These shocks—such as unexpected medical expenses—may occur before the long-term investment comes to fruition. As a result, there are gains from financial intermediation.
The second feature of the model is that consumers can make unobservable side trades in
a credit market (hidden trades) as in Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009). Hidden trades
limit risk sharing. If an intermediary offers a great deal of insurance against unexpected medical expenses, healthy depositors have an incentive to withdraw early and save the proceeds
in the credit market. In a market with many competing intermediaries, hidden trades also
lead to a pecuniary externality. A single intermediary has an incentive to free ride on liquidity provided by other intermediaries. Liquidity provision is dramatically reduced when
intermediaries are unregulated.
The analysis leads to two sets of results. First, banks funded by demand deposits are not
essential for the efficient provision of liquidity insurance. Closed-end mutual funds of the

Third Best
(private info. + hidden trades)

Autarky
lower welfare

Competitive eq.
(no regulation):
banks, mutual funds

Competitive eq.
(optimal regulation):
banks, mutual funds

Second Best
(private info.)

First Best
(no frictions)
higher welfare

Figure 2.1: Welfare comparison of the different allocations. Benchmark allocations are given above the horizontal line, competitive equilibria with hidden trades are below the horizontal line. Allocations that are further
to the right are better in terms of higher ex ante welfare. See text for further discussion.

type originally envisioned by Jacklin (1987) can attain constrained efficiency. (Figure 2.1
summarizes the welfare conclusions.) Second, financial instability does not arise in this
model, even with banks funded by demand deposits.
To be sure, both results have antecedents in the literature (see Section 2.1.1). The goal of
this paper is to provide an analysis that dots the i’s and crosses the t’s—so that future travelers
treading similar grounds do not have to. It turns out that some of the issues are quite subtle
and, more importantly, lead to new insights.
I begin by showing that Jacklin’s mutual funds are not immune to hidden trades. This may
sound surprising. The mutual fund arrangement is a linear mechanism, and it would seem to
be immune to arbitrage that often plagues non-linear pricing. The problem stems from the
fact that with many competing mutual funds, any single mutual fund takes the market interest
rate as given. As long as the market interest rate differs from the rate of return on the longterm investment, mutual funds face a profitable arbitrage opportunity. In equilibrium the
two rates must be equalized, which dramatically reduces liquidity insurance. This pecuniary
externality would not arise if liquidity insurance were provided by a single benevolent mutual
fund.
Competitive mutual funds can achieve constrained efficiency after some government intervention. Government intervention can take the form of a liquidity requirement or a tax on
the long-term investment. Such regulation is only necessary to fix the pecuniary externality
stemming from hidden trades, and not any distortion associated with mutual funds: the regulation is identical to what is required to achieve efficiency with deposit-funded banks. Mutual
funds, despite offering very simple contracts, are able to achieve constrained efficiency because hidden trades shrink the set of incentive-compatible allocations. With hidden trades,
the present value of all consumption bundles must be equal. Otherwise, consumers would
have an incentive to misrepresent themselves and either borrow or lend in the credit market.
Hence, to achieve constrained efficiency, it is not necessary to offer a rich set of contracts and
rely on self-selection, as is the case with banks. It is enough to give all consumers the same
endowment and let consumers that wish to obtain additional liquidity borrow in the credit
market. Mutual funds do precisely this.
The constrained efficiency result stands in sharp contrast to the conventional view that
Jacklin’s mutual funds are efficient only under restrictive assumptions on consumer prefer58

ences. In fact, the structure of consumer preferences is not essential. The key distinction
is whether consumers can trade with each other. If consumers cannot trade with each other
(perhaps, as in Wallace (1988), transaction costs are prohibitive), then the mutual fund mechanism is not feasible. In that case, comparing banks and mutual funds is not economically
meaningful. If, however, consumers can trade with each other, hidden trades must be tackled
head on. Once hidden trades are allowed, banks and mutual funds turn out to be equivalent.
Figure 2.1 summarizes the welfare results. The figure plots benchmark allocations (above
the horizontal line) and competitive outcomes (below the horizontal line); allocations to the
right are better in terms of higher ex ante welfare. The first-best allocation is obtained
by maximizing the ex ante welfare of consumers, subject only to resource feasibility. The
second-best allocation is obtained as the solution to a mechanism design problem when liquidity needs of consumers cannot be directly observed. This is the allocation most often
analyzed in the existing literature. Finally, the third-best allocation is obtained when, in
addition to private information, consumers can engage in hidden trades. In general, the additional constraints introduced in the second- and third-best allocations are binding, and hence
welfare is reduced. Nevertheless, even the third best is typically better than autarky, a situation when consumers can invest in the long-term technology but are isolated from other
agents.
When financial intermediaries are unregulated and hidden trades are feasible, the resulting
competitive equilibrium yields a welfare level that is lower than the third best. If the longterm technology is illiquid in that it is difficult to stop the investment once it is under way,
intermediaries improve upon autarky by avoiding inefficient early liquidation. Of course,
intermediation is not essential for this result, as trading claims on long-term investment would
achieve the same purpose. If the government imposes suitable regulation, then constrained
efficiency can be restored, and both banks and mutual funds achieve the third best.
I then turn to the question of financial stability: can bank runs or other types of financial
instability arise when consumers are able to trade with each other? I first show that the
equilibrium in the mutual fund economy is unique. There is no equilibrium that could be
interpreted as a financial panic or a run on the mutual fund. Policies such as deposit insurance
are not necessary to achieve financial stability. The only role for government intervention is
to fix the pecuniary externality that arises because of hidden trades.
It turns out that even banks funded by demand deposits do not suffer from runs in this
world.1 If banks and consumers can trade with each other in a credit market, the equilibrium allocation is again uniquely determined. That is the case even when banks use simple
demand deposit contracts without suspension of payments. This result resolves the apparent
1

For tractability, I only consider the case in which consumers have corner preferences, as originally studied
by Diamond and Dybvig. With corner preferences, equilibrium in the credit market can be found in closed
form, and uniqueness can be directly demonstrated. While I have not been able to obtain stronger results,
nothing in the economics of the result seems to hinge on the structure of preferences.
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dissonance between the instability of demand deposits in Diamond and Dybvig (1983) and
the stability of mutual funds in Jacklin (1987). The reason why the two papers reach such
different conclusions is, in part, because they start from different assumptions on trading
possibilities. No trade between consumers (and banks) is allowed by Diamond and Dybvig,
while such trade is essential for the mutual fund arrangement of Jacklin. Once banks and
mutual funds are put on the same footing, they both turn out to be stable.
To understand why no bank runs arise with trading, suppose that all consumers suddenly
decide to consume early. If they do so, the supply of credit falls, and the interest rate in the
credit market goes up. However, the higher interest rate raises the opportunity cost of consuming early. As a result, consumers that are not facing a liquidity shock postpone consumption and start lending in the credit market, pushing the interest rate back to its equilibrium
level. This way, changes in the interest rate stabilize the market. The bank is able to satisfy
any pattern of withdrawals at the market-clearing interest rate: depositors that withdraw early
but do not need liquidity lend the proceeds back to the bank via the credit market. While the
equilibrium pattern of withdrawals is indeterminate, the consumption allocation is pinned
down uniquely. There again is no equilibrium that could be interpreted as a financial panic.
Outline. Section 2.1.1 discusses how the results of the present paper fit into the broader
literature on liquidity insurance and financial stability. Section 3.2 presents the basic features
of the environment. Section 2.3 introduces hidden trades and characterizes the constrained efficient allocation. Section 2.4 contains the first result: mutual funds can achieve constrained
efficiency, and the resulting equilibrium is unique. Section 2.5 has the second result: selffulfilling bank runs do not arise when banks and consumers can trade in a credit market.
Section 2.6 concludes by discussing limitations of the present study and potential directions
for future work.

2.1.1 Related Literature
A large literature studies liquidity insurance and related banking questions in the framework
of Diamond and Dybvig (1983). For an overview, see Gorton and Winton (2003) and Freixas
and Rochet (2008); von Thadden (1999) reviews research on liquidity creation by banks and
markets in Diamond-Dybvig models and discusses some of the issues related to side trades.
The present paper builds heavily upon the work of Jacklin (1987) and Farhi, Golosov,
and Tsyvinski (2009). Jacklin (1987) made two key contributions.2 First, Jacklin introduced
closed-end mutual funds as an alternative to banks in providing liquidity insurance.3 Sec2

3

Cone (1982, Appendix 4.1) also pointed out that risk sharing by banks in the Diamond-Dybvig model is
destroyed if trades between consumers are allowed. In addition, Cone (1982, Chapter 2) discussed a bank
run model in which an institution resembling the mutual fund of Jacklin is not susceptible to runs. Haubrich
and King (1984, 1990) explored many similar themes in a model with privately observed income shocks.
Jacklin called the mechanism “equity contracts” in his original paper, arguably in part because the role of the
mutual fund can be played by any firm that finances investment by issuing equity. The same mechanism has
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ond, Jacklin demonstrated that arrangements for sharing liquidity risks are vulnerable to side
trades.
More precisely, Jacklin showed that with trading restrictions (i.e., no hidden trades),
a dividend-paying mutual fund can achieve the first best when consumers have DiamondDybvig corner preferences (pp. 30–31). With more general preferences but still with trading
restrictions, mutual funds are typically worse than banks (Theorems 2 and 3).
In the second part of his paper, Jacklin pointed out that both banks and mutual funds are
vulnerable to side trades. With side trades, mutual funds and banks are equivalent (Theorem 4). This result does not depend on the structure of preferences.4 However, this comparison is of limited interest, since unregulated banks provide no liquidity insurance over
what can be obtained by directly trading claims on long-term investment (von Thadden,
1999, Proposition 3; Allen and Gale, 2004, Theorem 3; Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski, 2009,
p. 980). Building on Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009), the present paper departs from
the work of Jacklin in explicitly modeling both the informational frictions that lead to hidden
trades as well as the trading process through which competition among mutual funds leads
to reduced risk sharing. In addition, I analyze whether government regulation can improve
risk sharing provided by mutual funds.
While Jacklin was not very explicit in his analysis of side trades, Farhi, Golosov, and
Tsyvinski (2009) derive optimal liquidity insurance arrangements in the presence of hidden
trades from first principles. Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski characterize the constrained efficient allocation and show that it involves liquidity insurance (Theorem 1). Furthermore,
Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski show that it is possible to decentralize the constrained efficient optimum with competitive banks by introducing a liquidity requirement (Proposition
1). However, Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski do not investigate whether banks have an advantage over mutual funds in their environment and whether or not it is possible to implement
the constrained efficient allocation uniquely.5
The result that a bank run equilibrium does not exist when consumers and banks can trade
with each other is closely related to Skeie (2008). Skeie considers a Diamond-Dybvig model
with money and shows that in this model bank runs are never an equilibrium. Consumers that
withdraw in a run but do not want to consume today deposit their money in another bank,
4

5

also been called “market rate deposits” (Jacklin, 1993).
Jacklin (p. 42) suggests that risk sharing unravels in the case of Diamond-Dybvig corner preferences because
“marginal rates of substitution are not equalized across types at the social optimum.” Subsequent work,
however, has clarified that the unraveling problem highlighted by Jacklin is not an artifact of the DiamondDybvig preference structure (see Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski, 2007, Proposition 2).
Farhi, Golosov and Tsyvinski write that “[...] we are neglecting the possibility that this revelation game may
have a “bank run equilibrium” of the sort considered by Diamond and Dybvig (1983).” (Farhi, Golosov, and
Tsyvinski, 2009, p. 977, Footnote 5). In the working paper version, Farhi, Golosov and Tsyvinski state that
“We do not impose a sequential service constraint so there are no bank runs in our model.” (Farhi, Golosov,
and Tsyvinski, 2007, p. 9) but do not explicitly characterize the mechanism that rules out runs. Results of
this paper show that runs are indeed not an issue in their environment.
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and then the money is transferred back to the original bank via an interbank market. The
current paper complements the work of Skeie by showing that it is the possibility of trade
between consumers and banks that is essential, not the fact that deposits are nominal or that
there is an interbank market. In addition, I explicitly deal with hidden trades and the resulting
inefficiency.

2.2 Model
The model is based on Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009).

2.2.1 Primitives
Environment. There are three periods: t = 0, 1, 2. The economy is populated by a unit
measure of ex ante identical consumers. Consumers are endowed with e units of a consumption good at the initial date and maximize expected utility. At the beginning of period one
consumers experience a preference shock. The shock is private information. Utility of consumption is state dependent:


U (c 1 , c 2 ; E)
U (c 1 , c 2 ; θ ) = 

U (c 1 , c 2 ; L)


with probability π (E)

(2.1)

with probability π (L)

With probability π (E) the consumer is an early type and places more weight on consumption
in period one. With complementary probability, the consumer is a late type and cares relatively more about consumption in period two. I write π (θ ) to denote the probability of being
type θ and let Θ ≡ {E, L} denote the set of possible types.6 Following Jacklin (1987) the idea
that early consumers value period one consumption more than the late types is captured by
the single-crossing condition
U1 (c 1 , c 2 ; E) U1 (c 1 , c 2 ; L)
>
for all (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ R2++ .
U2 (c 1 , c 2 ; E) U2 (c 1 , c 2 ; L)

(2.2)

Utility function U (c 1 , c 2 ; θ ) is well-defined on R2+ , except possibly when ct is equal to zero,
twice continuously differentiable, weakly increasing in both arguments and strictly increasing
in at least one, and strictly concave. To ensure that consumption is strictly positive in both
periods, I impose the following Inada-type condition.
Assumption 1 (Boundary Condition). Utility function U (c 1 , c 2 ; θ ) satisfies:
A1. there is some θ ∈ Θ with limc 1↓0 [U1 (c 1 , c 2 ; θ ) − D
R U2 (c 1 , c 2 ; θ )] > 0 for all c 2 > 0;
6

Most of the results in this paper generalize straightforwardly to the case of finitely many types.
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A2. there is some θ ∈ Θ with limc 2↓0 [U1 (c 1 , c 2 ; θ ) − D
R U2 (c 1 , c 2 ; θ )] < 0 for all c 1 > 0.
To obtain sharper analytical results, I will at times assume that consumers have corner preferences originally studied by Diamond and Dybvig:
U (·; E) = u(c 1 ), U (·; L) = ρu(c 1 + c 2 ) with lim u ′(c) = +∞ and ρ D
R > 1.
c↓0

(2.3)

A law of large numbers for a continuum of i.i.d. random variables is assumed to hold, so
that there is no risk about the measure of early consumers in the aggregate.
Technology. Two technologies are available in the economy: storage and a productive longterm technology. Only financial intermediaries have access to these technologies. The longterm technology yields D
R > 1 units of consumption good in period two per one unit invested
in period zero. A fraction of the long-term investment may be liquidated after the realization
of the liquidity shocks in period one. Liquidation is potentially costly: for each unit of the
long-term investment liquidated, agents receive 1 − δ units of the consumption good with
δ ∈ [0, 1] denoting the liquidation cost. In addition, there is a storage technology that transfers
consumption across periods one-to-one. Storage is available in both period zero and period
one.
Remarks on Consumer Preferences
It is important to allow for general utility functions in the first part of the paper because of
a result of Jacklin (1987) discussed above: mutual funds are efficient when consumers have
corner preferences (as in Eq. (2.3)), and there are no hidden trades. With hidden trades, it
would be natural to expect mutual funds to do well when consumers have corner preferences
but not necessarily otherwise. The specification of preferences considered in this paper is
general enough to nest all cases typically considered in the literature.
The marginal rate of substitution may be infinite for the early types, as it is, for example,
for corner preferences. Finally, the Inada-type Assumption 1 is satisfied if, for example, for
some type θ , the utility function is U (c 1 , c 2 ; θ ) = a(θ )u(c 1 ) + b(θ )u(c 2 ) and u(x) satisfies
the Inada conditions, or consumers have corner preferences.

2.2.2 Feasibility, Efficiency and Welfare
{
}
An allocation is a collection of consumption bundles of all types (c 1θ , c 2θ ) θ ∈Θ with ctθ
denoting consumption of type θ in period t. An allocation is said to be feasible if
∑(
θ

)
c 2 (θ )
π (θ )c 1 (θ ) +
≤e
D
R
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and all consumption levels are weakly positive.
Since all consumers are identical in period zero, ex-ante welfare is defined by
∑

π (θ )U (c 1 (θ ), c 2 (θ ); θ ) .

θ

By the Revelation Principle, it is without loss of generality to only consider allocations that
satisfy the following incentive-compatibility constraints:
U (c 1 (θ ), c 2 (θ ); θ ) ≥ U (c 1 (θ ′), c 2 (θ ′); θ ) for all θ, θ ′ ∈ Θ.

(2.4)

Definitions of first- and second-best efficiency are standard. Constrained (third-best) efficiency with hidden trades is defined in Section 2.3.
Definition 2.1. A feasible allocation is said to be first best if it maximizes ex ante welfare. A
feasible allocation is said to be second best if it maximizes ex ante welfare subject to incentivecompatibility constraints in Eq. (2.4).
To understand the welfare properties of mutual funds in the presence of hidden trades,
it is useful to define the following benchmark. Consider a world in which consumers have
direct access to storage and the long-term investment technology. In addition, in period one
they can borrow and lend in a credit market. However, there are no financial interemediaries. Following the literature, I call this the financial market economy (see, e.g., Freixas
and Rochet, 2008, pp. 22–23). It is straightforward to show that the equilibrium interest rate
is equal to D
R.7 In period zero, consumers are therefore indifferent between all feasible investment choices, and the equilibrium investment in the long-term technology is pinned down by
market clearing. In period one, consumers solve the following problem.
Problem 2.1 (Consumer’s Problem in Financial Market Economy).
max U (c 1 , c 2 ; θ )
c 1 ,c 2

s.t. c 1 +

c2
=e
D
R

c 1, c 2 ≥ 0
m
The financial market allocation, denoted by {cm
1 (θ ), c 2 (θ )}θ ∈Θ , is obtained by collecting the
optimal consumption bundles of all types. The only role for trade in the financial market
economy is to avoid inefficient early liquidation. If the cost of early liquidation, δ , were
zero, the financial market allocation would coincide with the autarkic allocation in which
consumers have direct access to the two investment technologies but are isolated from other
agents (see Freixas and Rochet, 2008, pp. 21–22).
7

The formal argument is identical to that used to prove Proposition 2.1 below and is therefore omitted.
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2.2.3 Decentralization by Banks
Under some conditions, the second-best allocation can be decentralized by competitive banks
that compete by offering different deposit contracts (Allen and Gale, 2004). Two assumptions are key for the decentralization result to obtain. First, consumers cannot engage in
hidden trades as otherwise liquidity insurance would be arbitraged away. Second, there cannot be panic-based runs in which late consumers withdraw early in anticipation of all other
late consumers also withdrawing early.8 If these assumptions hold, unregulated competitive
banks are second-best efficient, and there is no role for government intervention.

2.3 Hidden Trades
I now introduce hidden trades and define constrained (third-best) efficiency. This section
contains no new results and follows Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009) closely.
Each consumer observes her type at the beginning of period one. The consumer then
announces her type to the social planner (or a private intermediary); the announcement need
not be truthful. After receiving a consumption bundle, the consumer can trade in a credit
market, private market for short. These trades are unobservable, and contracts cannot be
made contingent on trades taking place in the private market.
Let C = {(c 1 (θ ), c 2 (θ ))}θ ∈Θ denote a menu of contracts offered by the social planner, and
R be the interest rate prevailing in the private market. Consumers face the following problem.
Problem 2.2 (Optimal Trades and Announcement).
VD(C, R; θ ) = max ′ U (x 1 , x 2 ; θ )
x 1 ,x 2 ,θ

c 2 (θ ′)
x2
= c 1 (θ ′) +
R
R
′
θ ∈ Θ, x 1 , x 2 ≥ 0

s.t. x 1 +

Each consumer faces a menu of contracts C. Since markets in period one are complete,
the optimal consumption decision can be separated from the optimal announcement. All consumers simply choose the consumption bundle with the highest present value of consumption,
discounted at the interest rate prevailing in the private market. After picking the bundle with
the highest present value, the consumer chooses her after-trade consumption xt . After-trade
consumption xt may differ from the consumption level ct originally assigned by the planner
because consumers can trade in the private market.
Equilibrium in the private market can now be defined.9
8

9

See Remark 2 in Allen and Gale (2004, p. 1035). Runs cannot happen with probability one in a competitive
banking system. However, bank runs may nevertheless occur in a sunspot equilibrium as in Cooper and Ross
(1998) and Peck and Shell (2003) if the probability of a run is small enough.
The definition borrows from Allen and Gale (2004) to allow for the possibility of ex post identical consumers
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Definition 2.2 (Mixed Equilibrium in the Private Market). A mixed equilibrium in the private
{( eq
)}
eq
market for a given menu of contracts C is an allocation x 1 (θ ), x 2 (θ )
, a probability
θ ∈Θ
measure {ρ eq (θ )}θ ∈Θ over announcements, and an interest rate Req such that:
( eq
)
eq
• Consumers optimize: for all θ ∈ Θ, x 1 (θ ), x 2 (θ ), θ eq (θ ) solve Problem 2.2, taking
the interest rate Req as given, and the probability measure {ρ eq (θ )}θ ∈Θ is consistent
c (θ ′ )
with optimal announcement by consumers: ρ eq (θ ) > 0 ⇒ θ ∈ arg maxθ ′ c 1 (θ ′) + 2Req
for all θ ∈ Θ.
∑
∑
eq
• Markets clear: θ π (θ )xt (θ ) = θ ρ eq (θ )ct (θ ) for t = 1, 2.
Constrained efficiency is defined as follows.
Definition 2.3. A feasible allocation C is said to be constrained efficient or third best if it
maximizes ex ante welfare subject to the following incentive-compatibility constraints:
U (c 1 (θ ), c 2 (θ ); θ ) ≥ VD(C, R; θ ) for all θ ∈ Θ,

(2.5)

where R is an equilibrium interest rate on the private market.
The incentive constraints in Eq. (2.5) are as least as tight as the incentive constraints faced
by the social planner in the absence of hidden trades in Eq. (2.4). Since the planner faces
a tighter constraint, welfare achieved in the third best is weakly smaller than welfare in the
second best.
Let V (I, R; θ ) denote the indirect utility function of a type-θ consumer that has an income
I and faces an interest rate R, and let xt (I, R; θ ) denote her uncompensated demand function.
Instead of directly solving for the constrained efficient allocation as defined in Definition 2.3,
Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009, Lemma 1) show that one may equivalently consider
the following problem.10
Problem 2.3 (Constrained Efficient Allocation).
∑
max
π (θ )V (I, R; θ )
I,R

s.t.

∑
θ

)
( θ
x 2 (I , R; θ )
=e
π (θ ) x 1 (I, R; θ ) +
D
R

Let the solution to this problem be denoted by (I ∗ , R ∗ ). Once the optimal I ∗ and R ∗ are found,
the optimal allocation can be obtained from the uncompensated demand functions.
Since consumers can trade in the credit market, they all choose the bundle with the highest
present value (discounted at the private market interest rate). This restricts the social planner
making different announcements to the planner. Some economies may fail to have non-mixed equilibria
because aggregate endowment is not a continuous function of the interest rate.
10 Since there is no uncertainty about the fraction of early consumers in the aggregate, it is never optimal to
liquidate long-term investment or store consumption goods in period one.
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to offering contracts with the same present value. The social planner can affect the interest
rate prevailing on the credit market by changing the aggregate level of consumption in the
different periods. By distorting the market interest rate away from the rate of return on the
long-term investment, the social planner is able to provide insurance even in the presence of
hidden trades.

2.4 Mutual Funds: Efficiency and Financial Stability
This section contains the first main result of the paper: closed-end mutual funds achieve
constrained efficiency without any potential for financial instability when regulated appropriately. Regulation is only necessary to deal with the pecuniary externality stemming from
hidden trades. No government intervention is necessary to fix financial instability.
I first characterize equilibrium in the mutual fund economy in the absence of government
intervention. Unregulated competitive equilibrium is inefficient because of hidden trades.
The government can achieve constrained efficiency by either introducing a liquidity requirement or taxing investment in the long-term technology. The resulting equilibrium is unique,
and there is no equilibrium that could be interpreted as a financial panic.

2.4.1 Competitive Equilibrium
Market structure. There is a competitive mutual fund sector with free entry. Mutual funds
compete by offering consumers bundles of the form c = (c 1 , c 2 ) in exchange for the initial
endowment e.11 All consumers at the same mutual fund, regardless of their type, receive
the same bundle c. The bundle provides consumers with c 1 units of consumption good in
period one and c 2 units of consumption good in period two. The bundle may be thought
of as a stream of dividends paid by the mutual fund. Consumers sign a contract with the
mutual fund whose contract yields the highest expected utility. As before, consumers can
also borrow and lend in a competitive credit market at an interest rate R. In addition, mutual
funds can trade one-period bonds among themselves in period one. The price of these bonds
is denoted by q.
While the mutual fund arrangement may seem abstract, it is equivalent to the well-known
formulation originally proposed by Jacklin (1987). Suppose that in period zero a closed-end
mutual fund raises capital by issuing shares to consumers. In period one, the mutual fund
pays out a dividend D to each shareholder, with the remaining consumption good invested
in the long-term technology. In period one, consumers trade ex-dividend shares between
themselves at some market-clearing price p. That is, after receiving the dividend, consumers
can decide to buy or sell some shares at the market price. In period two, a consumer holding
11 This

formulation follows Bhattacharya and Gale (1987, Section 2).
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one share of the mutual fund is entitled to D
R(e − D) of the consumption good. Evidently,
the two arrangements are equivalent with c 1 = D and c 2 = D
R(e − D), while the price of the
mutual fund shares is related to the interest rate by R = D
R(e − D)/p.
Consumer behavior. Each consumer solves the following problem.
Problem 2.4 (Consumer’s Problem in the Mutual Fund Economy).
x2
c2
VMF (c, R; θ ) ≡ max U (x 1 , x 2 ; θ ) s.t. x 1 +
= c1 + .
x 1 ,x 2 ≥ 0
R
R
Consumers receive a consumption bundle (c 1 , c 2 ) from the mutual fund that offers the most
attractive contract. Afterwards, they may trade in the credit market at the prevailing interest
rate R. Consumers facing liquidity shocks borrow against their future income c 2 to increase
current consumption, while late consumers save some of their current income c 1 (i.e., lend
in the credit market). Trade in the credit market allows early consumers to obtain additional
liquidity, over and above the payment of c 1 obtained from the mutual fund.
Mutual funds. A representative mutual fund offers a contract (c 1 , c 2 ) to maximize discounted profits, subject to feasibility and participation constraints. The profits—which are
equal to zero in equilibrium—are paid out to the owners of the fund as dividends dt . These
dividends should not be confused with the payments to the consumers that are specified in
the mutual fund contract.
Let the equilibrium level of expected utility achieved by consumers be denoted by U .
The participation constraint states that the expected utility obtained by the shareholders of
the fund must be at least U . Since consumers choose the contract with the highest expected
utility, a mutual fund that offered a contract with lower utility would get no customers.
The feasibility constraints faced by the mutual fund are given by
s0 + k = e
c 1 + d 1 + s 1 + qb = s 0 + α(1 − δ )k
c2 + d2 = s1 + b + D
R(1 − α)k

(2.6)

s 0 , s 1 , k, c 1 , c 2 ≥ 0, α ∈ [0, 1].
In period zero, the mutual fund allocates its resources between investment in storage (s 0 )
and long-term technology (k). In period one, the mutual fund collects the returns from the
storage technology and any proceeds from liquidating long-term investment, with α denoting
the fraction of investment liquidated early. The mutual fund uses these to finance period one
consumption (c 1 ), dividends (d 1 ), new storage (s 1 ), and purchases of bonds (b). In period
two, the mutual fund collects the returns from storage, bonds, and long-term technology and
uses these to finance period two consumption and dividend.
The problem of the mutual fund is given below.
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Problem 2.5 (Mutual Fund Problem: Primal Formulation).
max

c 1 ,c 2 ,d 1 ,d 2 ,
b,s 0 ,s 1 ,k,α

s.t.

∑

d1 +

d2
R

π (θ )VMF (c, R; θ ) ≥ U

θ

feasibility constraints in Eq. (2.6) hold
The key difference from a bank funded by demand deposits is that mutual funds offer a
single bundle, whereas banks offer multiple bundles, and depositors self-select the appropriate one. With banks, there is no need for trade in the credit market; the credit market only
acts as a friction in reducing the set of contracts that can be offered (c.f. Farhi, Golosov, and
Tsyvinski, 2009, p. 979). In contrast, the mutual fund arrangement critically relies on trade
in the credit market to provide liquidity insurance.
Equilibrium. Equilibrium in this economy is defined as follows.12
Definition 2.4 (Symmetric Equilibrium in the Mutual Fund Economy). An equilibrium in the
{(
)}
mutual fund economy is an allocation x 1MF (θ ), x 2MF (θ )
together with a price system
θ ∈Θ
MF
MF
MF
MF
(q , R ), optimal contract (c 1 , c 2 ), and a market utility U MF such that:
• Consumers optimize:
(
)
– For all θ ∈ Θ, x 1MF (θ ), x 2MF (θ ) solves Problem 2.4, taking R MF as given.
– Consumers choose the contract that gives them the highest expected utility.
• Firms optimize:
– The optimal mutual fund contract (c 1MF , c 2MF ) solves Problem 2.5, taking q MF , U MF
and R MF as given.
– Optimal entry: the representative mutual fund makes zero profits.
• Markets clear:
∑
∑
– Consumption: θ π (θ )x 1MF (θ ) = c 1MF and θ π (θ )x 2MF (θ ) = c 2MF .
– Bond market: b = 0.
I rewrite the problem of the mutual fund in a more manageable form by considering its
dual. The expected utility obtained by consumers depends on the contract offered by the
mutual fund only through its present value, i.e., c 1 + c 2 /R. In equilibrium, firms make zero
profits and hence pay out the complete present value of the fund’s assets to the consumers.
By no arbitrage, in equilibrium the price of bonds is equal to q = R −1 . Hence, in equilibrium,
the mutual fund’s problem boils down to maximizing the present value of its physical assets.
12 As

in Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009), I focus on symmetric equilibria. Since both investment technologies have constant returns to scale, the equilibrium size distribution of mutual funds is indeterminate (c.f.
Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski, 2009, p. 983). Moreover, bond trades are indeterminate. Nevertheless, the
equilibrium allocation and prices are uniquely determined.
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Once the value-maximizing investment policy is found, the optimal consumption bundle can
be backed out from the feasibility constraints.
All in all, the problem of the mutual fund amounts to the following.
Problem 2.6 (Mutual Fund Problem: Dual Formulation).


(1 − R )
D
R
max e + s 1
+ k α(1 − δ ) + (1 − α) − 1
s 1 ,k,α
R
R


s.t. s 1 ≤ (e − k) + αk(1 − δ )
s 1 ≥ 0, k ∈ [0, e], α ∈ [0, 1]
The objective function gives the present discounted value of the firm’s physical assets.13 The
first constraint ensures that period one consumption is weakly positive, while the remaining
constraints guarantee that the investment policy is feasible. Once the optimal investment
policy (s 1∗ , k ∗ , α ∗ ) is found, the optimal contract (c 1∗ , c 2∗ ) is determined by
c 1∗ = e − k ∗ + α ∗ (1 − δ )k ∗ − s 1∗
c 2∗ = s 1∗ + D
R(1 − α ∗ )k ∗

2.4.2 Constrained Efficiency and Regulation
I first show that unregulated competitive mutual funds—just as unregulated banks—fail to
provide any liquidity insurance above what can be obtained by trading claims on long-term
investment (as in the financial market economy described in Section 2.2.2).
Proposition 2.1. The equilibrium interest rate in the mutual fund economy is R MF = D
R, and
the equilibrium allocation coincides with the financial market allocation.
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

To see the intuition, first recall that consumers can borrow and lend freely. As a result,
competition forces the representative mutual fund to maximize the present value of the consumption bundle that it offers. This implies that the equilibrium interest rate must be equal to
the rate of return on the long-term investment: R MF = D
R. Suppose, say, that R MF < D
R. In that
case, mutual funds would invest all resources in the long-term technology and let consumers
retrade in the credit market if they desire to do so. However, in the aggregate that would
leave no consumption good available in period one, and there would be an excess demand
for period one consumption. When R MF = R, consumers face the same consumption possibilities as in the financial market economy, and mutual funds provide no liquidity insurance
over what can be obtained by directly trading claims on long-term investment.
13 To

derive the expression, combine the feasibility constraints in Eq. (2.6) and impose the equilibrium conditions d 1 = d 2 = b = 0.
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This result may seem somewhat surprising. The mutual fund arrangement is a linear
mechanism, and hence it may seem to be immune to arbitrage that often plagues non-linear
pricing. The inefficiency stems from the fact that there are many competing mutual funds,
each taking the market interest rate as given. If liquidity insurance were provided by a single
benevolent mutual fund, such an inefficiency would not arise.14
Liquidity Requirements
I now consider whether the government can restore constrained efficiency by appropriate regulation. It is not obvious that this should be possible. Mutual funds offer simple contracts,
giving the same stream of dividends to all shareholders. Banks funded by demand deposits,
for example, operate on a richer space of contracts. Banks offer a choice between multiple
consumption bundles and rely on incentive compatibility for self-selection. One could therefore expect mutual funds to do a worse job at providing liquidity insurance than banks. It
turns out, however, that the restriction on the set of contracts involves no welfare loss when
hidden trades are possible.
Following Allen and Gale (2004) and Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009) I first consider liquidity requirements. To ensure that liquidity requirements can indeed achieve constrained efficiency, I make the following regularity assumption. The assumption is necessary for liquidity requirements to work for banks, too, and is therefore not specific to mutual
funds.15
Assumption 2 (Monotonicity). Let R ∗ denote the equilibrium interest rate in the constrained
efficient allocation. Then
R∗ ≤ D
R⇒
R∗ ≥ D
R⇒

∑
θ
∑

π (θ )c 1∗ (θ ) ≥
π (θ )c 1∗ (θ ) ≤

θ

∑
θ
∑

π (θ )cm
1 (θ )
π (θ )cm
1 (θ ),

θ

where “m” stands for the financial market allocation and asterisks denote the constrained
efficient allocation.
The assumption states that when the socially optimal interest rate is smaller than the rate
of return on the long-term investment (R ∗ ≤ D
R), competitive intermediaries under-provide
∗
liquidity, and vice versa when R ≥ D
R. All preference specifications considered in the literature that I am aware of satisfy this requirement.16 The assumption is necessary for the simple
14 Note

that this statement would no longer be true if consumers had direct access to physical investment.
Section 2.4.2 I show that the constrained efficient allocation can also be implemented by taxing long-term
investment. With taxes, Assumption 2 is not necessary.
16 The condition holds under corner preferences, discount factor shocks, liquidity shocks, and valuation-neutral
shocks (Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski, 2007, 2009). For the case of discount factor shocks and liquidity
shocks, additional restrictions are necessary, see Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2007, Lemma 2).
15 In
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reason that when the government imposes a minimum liquidity requirement, any equilibrium
interest rate R must be weakly lower than D
R. If R > D
R, then intermediaries would find it optimal to invest everything in storage, which would lead to an excess demand for consumption
in period two. Thus, in situations in which markets underprovide liquidity but the socially
optimal interest rate is greater than D
R, liquidity requirements cannot achieve constrained efficiency. Assumption 2 rules out such cases.
The following condition is sufficient for Assumption 2 to hold. If consumption in period
one is a normal good, and the substitution effect weakly dominates the income effect for all
consumers, that is, x 1 (I, R; θ ) is weakly increasing in I and weakly decreasing in R for all
θ ∈ Θ, then Assumption 2 holds for all R ∗ sufficiently close to D
R. The result suggests that
income effects must be sufficiently strong for Assumption 2 to fail.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that x 1 (I, R; θ ) is weakly increasing in I and weakly decreasing in R
for all θ ∈ Θ. Then, Assumption 2 is satisfied for R ∗ sufficiently close to D
R.
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

I consider two regimes for liquidity regulation. If R ∗ ≤ D
R (socially efficient interest rate
is smaller than the rate of return on the long-term investment), the government imposes a
liquidity floor:
s 0 ≥ ℓ.
The requirement states that the initial investment in storage, s 0 , has to be at least ℓ.
If R ∗ ≥ D
R (socially efficient interest rate is greater than the rate of return on the long-term
investment), the government imposes a liquidity cap:
s 0 ≤ ℓ.
The following Theorem shows that with optimal liquidity requirements in place, mutual
funds can implement the constrained efficient allocation.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that Assumption 2 holds and the socially efficient interest rate R ∗
satisfies R ∗ ≥ 1 and R ∗ (1 − δ ) ≤ D
R. Then, if R ∗ ≤ D
R (resp. R ∗ ≥ D
R), the government
can implement the social optimum by setting a liquidity floor (resp. liquidity cap) with ℓ =
∑
∗
∗
∗
θ π (θ )c 1 (θ ) where {c 1 (θ ), c 2 (θ )}θ ∈Θ is the constrained efficient allocation.
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

Theorem 2.1 is a key result of the present paper. Once the pecuniary externality that stems
from hidden trades is corrected, mutual funds achieve constrained efficiency. Institutions that
use richer contracts, such as banks offering demand deposits, are not necessary for efficiency.
Hidden trades shrink the set of incentive-compatible allocations by requiring the present value
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of all consumption bundles to be equal. Hence, it is enough to give all consumers the same
suitable chosen endowment and let consumers that desire more liquidity borrow in the credit
market.
One implication of Theorem 2.1 is that in environments with hidden trades, there should
be no presumption that intermediaries that emerge to provide liquidity insurance will resemble banks funded by demand deposits. In fact, if consumers could invest in storage and
long-term technology directly, intermediaries themselves would become redundant. It would
be possible to achieve constrained efficiency by simply allowing consumers to trade in the
credit market (supplemented by either a liquidity requirement on each individual consumer
or taxing long-term investment).
Theorem 2.1 also suggests that the conventional view that Jacklin’s mutual funds are
efficient only under special assumptions on preferences should be modified. In their leading
banking textbook Freixas and Rochet (2008, p. 226) write that
“[...] for more general specifications of agent utilities, Jacklin shows that equity
contracts can be dominated by efficient deposit contracts, yielding a trade-off
between stability and efficiency because deposit contracts can be destabilized by
bank runs.”
In the present model, in contrast, the result that banks and mutual funds are equivalent is
true for general preferences. This result suggests that trading possibilities, not preferences,
matter for the distinction between banks and mutual funds. If trade between consumers is
not feasible—perhaps because consumers are spatially separated (Wallace, 1988) or there are
other large transaction costs—then the mutual fund mechanism is also not feasible. Banks do
not suffer from hidden trades and achieve second-best efficiency. If, however, trade between
consumers is feasible, then it is difficult to imagine how banks could prevent side trades.
Comparing banks and mutual funds while abstracting from hidden trades may therefore not
be economically meaningful. In the current model, banks and mutual funds are equivalent
once hidden trades are allowed.17 More generally, comparing banks and markets in DiamondDybvig type models without taking hidden trades into account is problematic.
The assumption that the credit market is frictionless is essential for the result. Suppose
that, instead, all consumers faced a positive probability of not accessing the credit market,
as in Diamond (1997). In that case, mutual funds would not necessarily achieve constrained
efficiency. The mutual fund arrangement relies on trade in the credit market to provide liq17 Although

Jacklin is not fully explicit about how the mutual fund economy operates in the case of smooth
preferences (preferences that satisfy the Inada conditions), it seems that the mutual fund allocation analyzed
by Jacklin in the setting with trading restrictions is identical to the constrained efficient allocation of the
present paper. This observations explains why Jacklin obtains seemingly different results when consumers
have smooth and corner preferences: with corner preferences, first-, second- and third-best allocations are all
identical, as shown by Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009). With smooth preferences that satisfy the Inada
condition, the three allocations are typically different.
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uidity insurance: early consumers borrow against their future income to obtain additional
consumption. Consumers that are shut off from the credit market would be forced to consume dividends paid by the mutual fund as they arrive, worsening risk sharing. While a
complete analysis is outside the scope of the present paper, note that in the special case of
corner preferences, the constrained efficient allocation coincides with the first best for any
level of trading frictions. However, with trading frictions mutual funds would fail to achieve
the first best. Banks, by minimizing the amount of trade necessary to provide insurance,
would have an advantage over mutual funds in such an environment.
Theorem 2.1 assumes that the socially optimal interest rate, R ∗ , satisfies R ∗ ≥ 1 and
R ∗ (1 − δ ) ≤ D
R. This condition is necessary for liquidity requirements to work for banks, too,
and hence is again not specific to mutual funds. Since mutual funds have access to storage
and can borrow in a bond market, the market-clearing interest rate cannot be strictly less than
one. If the socially efficient allocation calls for R ∗ < 1, the government needs to prohibit the
use of storage in period one to achieve constrained efficiency. If the market-clearing interest
rate were strictly greater than D
R /(1 − δ ), δ , 1, then liquidating long-term investment and
investing the proceeds at the market interest rate would yield a greater return than keeping
the long-term investment in place until maturity. To achieve constrained efficiency when
R ∗ (1 − δ ) > D
R the government needs to be able to regulate liquidity in both period zero and
one. Intuitively, whenever R ∗ > D
R, markets provide too much liquidity, and the government
wants to impose a liquidity cap. While the government can fix the portfolio of the mutual
fund at the initial date, the mutual fund can get around the constraint by liquidating longterm investment in period one. The problem is avoided whenever long-term investment is
sufficiently illiquid (δ is sufficiently high).
Taxing Long-Term Investment
I now show that constrained efficiency may also be achieved by taxing long-term investment. The purpose of this exercise is two-fold. First, taxation has several advantages over
liquidity requirements. Taxation can attain constrained efficiency under weaker conditions
on consumer preferences, and it can do so without worrying about potential multiplicity of
equilibria. With optimal taxes, the unique equilibrium yields the constrained efficient allocation. Second, the taxation result highlights that the underlying market failure is a pecuniary
externality.
Instead of imposing a liquidity requirement, the government now taxes long-term investment at rate τ . The tax is levied in period zero. The proceeds from the tax, τk, are returned
to the mutual funds in a lump-sum transfer T in the same period. The government’s budget constraint is thus T = τk. Since mutual funds are competitive, each mutual fund takes
the tax rate on long-term investment and the lump-sum transfer as given when choosing its
investment policy.
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With taxation, the constraint faced by the mutual fund in period zero becomes
s 0 + k + τk = e + T ,
and so the counterpart to Problem 2.6 is given by
Problem 2.7 (Mutual Fund Problem With Taxation).


(1 − R )
D
R
max e + T + s 1
+ k α(1 − δ ) + (1 − α) − (1 + τ )
s 1 ,k,α
R
R


s.t. s 1 ≤ [e + T − (1 + τ )k] + α(1 − δ )k
s 1 ≥ 0, k ∈ [0, e + T ], α ∈ [0, 1]
By imposing a suitably chosen tax rate, the government can implement the constrained
efficient allocation uniquely. The tax distorts the private rate of return away from the technological rate of return on the long-term investment and thereby improves risk sharing.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that the socially efficient interest rate R ∗ satisfies R ∗ ≥ 1 and
R ∗ (1−δ ) ≤ D
R. Then, the government implements the constrained efficient allocation uniquely
by setting
∑
D
R
π (θ )(e − c 1∗ (θ )),
τ ∗ = ∗ − 1 and T ∗ = τ ∗
R
θ
where {c 1∗ (θ ), c 2∗ (θ )}θ ∈Θ is the constrained efficient allocation.
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

Proposition 2.2 is stronger than Theorem 2.1 in that Assumption 2 on the structure of
consumer preferences is no longer required. Perhaps more importantly, the equilibrium is
unique, and the government does not need to worry about potential multiplicity. For example,
there is no equilibrium that may be interpreted as a financial panic.
Why is there a unique equilibrium with taxation while no such result was obtained with
liquidity requirements? With liquidity requirements, the government effectively fixes the
level of aggregate consumption, while the interest rate is then determined by market clearing. While aggregate consumption is pinned down in both periods, there may still be multiple
interest rates at which the credit market clears. With taxes, the equilibrium interest rate is
essentially determined by arbitrage, just as in the case without any government intervention.
Hence, the government fixes the interest rate at its socially efficient level. The initial investment in the long-term technology, and thereby the split of aggregate consumption across
periods, is then determined by market clearing. However, since consumers face the same
interest rate and have the same income as in the social planner’s problem, investment by the
mutual fund is pinned down, and hence the complete allocation is fully determined.
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Proposition 2.2 has antecedents in the literature, although the result that taxation can
achieve efficiency uniquely does not seem to have received much attention. Farhi, Golosov,
and Tsyvinski (2009) argue, but do not provide an explicit proof, that the constrained efficient optimum can be achieved by imposing a linear tax of investment.18 Sussman (1992)
shows that when the government taxes investment optimally, competitive equilibrium in the
Diamond-Dybvig model delivers the first-best allocation. Proposition 2.2 provides a new
perspective on why that is the case: in the original Diamond-Dybvig setup, the constrained
efficient allocation coincides with the second-best allocation, which in turn coincides with
the first best.

2.4.3 Financial Stability with Liquidity Requirements
In this section, I investigate whether mutual funds have desirable financial stability properties when regulation takes the form of a liquidity requirement. For the important special case
of corner preferences, equilibrium is shown to be unique. As with taxes on long-term investment, constrained efficiency can be achieved without worrying about potential financial
instability.
For more general preferences, equilibrium cannot be found in closed form, and the question of uniqueness becomes considerable more difficult. As I discuss in the Internet Appendix, there are weak conditions that ensure uniqueness when unregulated intermediaries
provide too little liquidity, the case most typically considered in the existing literature. When
unregulated intermediaries provide too much liquidity, such conditions are more difficult to
obtain. However, the Internet Appendix presents evidence from a numerical experiment indicating that multiple equilibria are not likely to arise for standard specifications of consumer
preferences.
I now show that the constrained efficient allocation is the unique equilibrium outcome
when consumers have corner preferences (see Eq. (2.3)). Corner preferences capture an extreme demand for liquidity: early consumers only derive utility from consuming in period
one. These preferences are very tractable analytically.19 The main reason for using corner
preferences is that equilibrium can be found in closed form.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that consumers have Diamond-Dybvig corner preferences and
R ∗ (1 −δ ) ≤ D
R. Then, the equilibrium with optimal government liquidity regulation is unique.

□

Proof. In the Appendix.
18 Grochulski

and Zhang (2015) discuss a related optimal taxation result in a model of shadow banking.
of the literature studying bank runs in Diamond-Dybvig type models uses corner preferences (although
not exclusively, see, e.g., Andolfatto, Nosal, and Wallace (2007b).)

19 Most
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Why is there a unique equilibrium, and why are there no financial panics? For one thing,
the mutual fund does not promise to pay a fixed amount to any consumer that wishes to consume early. The mutual fund only pays dividends. Consumers that wish to obtain additional
liquidity can do so by borrowing against future dividend payments.
Nevertheless, there could still be multiple market-clearing interest rates. Suppose that for
some reason late consumers suddenly decide to only consume in period one: there is a “run
on the credit market.” However, that could not be an equilibrium. The interest rate would
spike, and late consumers would want to save by lending in the credit market, pushing the
interest rate back to its equilibrium rate.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the point. The supply of credit in the economy is provided by late
consumers. Late consumers lend out the dividend paid by the mutual fund in period one, c 1MF ,
as long as the interest rate is strictly greater than one. The demand for credit stems from early
consumers. Early consumers borrow against the future dividend, c 2MF . Since the demand for
credit is strictly decreasing in the interest rate, the equilibrium interest rate is uniquely pinned
down at R MF = c L∗ /c E∗ . Now suppose that for some reason late consumers decide to consume
more in period one, shifting the supply of credit down to S ′. That would push the interest rate
up to R′. However, R ′ is necessarily larger than one (since c L∗ > c E∗ ), and at this interest rate
late consumers would wish to lend in the credit market. This would push the credit supply
curve back to its original level.
As for Theorem 2.1, the fact that the credit market is frictionless is important. If late
consumers suddenly decide to consume more in period one, period two consumption becomes cheaper (i.e., R goes up). The lower price induces late consumers to buy period two
consumption. However, it is possible for an initial decline in the price of period two consumption to cause an even larger price decline because of various market frictions. Such
positive feedback loops would then naturally lead to multiple equilibria. Models that exhibit
such features have been analyzed by, among others, Bernardo and Welch (2004), Morris and
Shin (2004), and Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005). Nevertheless, the basic economic insight that higher interest rates act as a stabilizing force by increasing the opportunity cost of
immediate consumption is likely to carry over to other settings.

2.5 Banks and Financial Stability
Given the desirable efficiency and financial stability properties of mutual funds, it is natural to
ask whether mutual funds are better than banks funded by demand deposits. While both banks
and mutual funds can achieve constrained efficiency, banks may suffer from self-fulfilling
bank runs. If a depositor expects all other depositors to rush to the bank and withdraw early,
then she may also have an incentive to withdraw early and in so doing reaffirm the selffulfilling panic.
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demand and
supply for credit

demand =

λc 2M F
R

supply

(1 − λ)c 1MF
S′
0
R MF =

c L∗
c E∗

R′

R

Figure 2.2: Equilibrium in the credit market with corner preferences.

However, it turns out that bank runs are not an equilibrium when consumers and banks can
trade with each other, even when banks use simple demand deposits without suspension of
payments. Constrained efficiency can again be achieved as the unique equilibrium outcome,
and government intervention is not necessary to achieve financial stability. Hence, given a
choice between banks and mutual funds, a policy maker would be indifferent between the
two.
Throughout the section, I assume that consumers have corner preferences as given in
Eq. (2.3). As discussed above, corner preferences are good for tractability. I further assume
that u(0) is finite to ensure that payoffs are always well-defined and normalize u(0) to zero.
With corner preferences, the constrained efficient allocation coincides with the first best.
Specifically, it is given by c 2∗ (E) = c 1∗ (L) = 0 and
u ′(c E∗ ) = ρ D
R u ′(c L∗ ) with c L∗ =

D
R(e − c E∗ )
,
1−λ

(2.7)

where I use the shorthand notation λ ≡ π (E), c E∗ ≡ c 1∗ (E) and c L∗ ≡ c 2∗ (L). Since ρ D
R > 1 and
u(x) is strictly concave, c L∗ > c E∗ .

2.5.1 Market Structure, Investment and Consumption
There is a competitive banking sector. The representative bank invests s 0 in storage and k in
the long-term technology in period zero with s 0 + k = e. To focus attention on bank runs,
I only consider equilibrium at the interim date, taking initial investment choices as given.
As with mutual funds, government regulation may be necessary to achieve efficient initial
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investment.
The bank funds its investment by issuing demand deposits. The deposit contract gives
each consumer the right to withdraw a fixed amount c 1 in period one or c 2 (ω, R) in period two
where ω ∈ [0, 1] denotes the fraction of consumers withdrawing in period one. As before, R
is the interest rate prevailing in the credit market.
The bank may not be able to satisfy all early withdrawals. In that case, as in Diamond and
Dybvig (1983), consumers are rationed on a first come, first served basis. Specifically, let
σ ∈ [0, 1] denote the fraction of period one withdrawals that can be served by the bank. All
consumers withdrawing in period one receive a “ticket” t˜ ∈ [0, 1] upon arrival at the bank,
where t˜ is a uniformly distributed random variable. If t ≤ σ , then the consumer receives
c 1 from the bank; otherwise the consumer gets zero. As the goal is to show that the very
presence of trade rules out runs, I do not allow the bank to suspend payments.
In the basic Diamond-Dybvig model, the bank is completely passive in period one. It
accommodates period one withdrawals as long as it is able to do so, and then divides available
resources equally among the remaining depositors in period two. In the current model, the
bank can also trade on the credit market and invest in storage. Thus, one must take a stand
on the bank’s investment policy. I assume that the bank’s investment policy is determined
by maximizing the present value of its resources, as that is the only Pareto efficient choice of
investment.
Once the investment policy is determined, the bank tries to serve all period one withdrawals. If the bank is not able to do so, consumers are rationed on a first come, first served
basis as explained above. If some resources are left after serving period one withdrawals, the
bank divides these resources equally among the remaining depositors in period two, as in the
basic Diamond-Dybvig model.
Banks. The representative bank faces the following constraints:
ωσc 1 + s 1 ≤ s 0 + b + α(1 − δ )k
(1 − ω)c 2 + Rb ≤ s 1 + (1 − α) D
Rk

(2.8)

Here b denotes the amount borrowed by the bank in period one, s 1 is investment in storage
at the end of period one, α ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of long-term investment liquidated in
period one, and δ is the technological cost of early liquidation. Since the banking system
is competitive, each bank takes both the interest rate R as well as the fraction of consumers
withdrawing, ω, as given.
At any Pareto efficient investment policy, both constraints must bind. Dividing the second
constraint by R > 0 and adding up both constraints yields that
ωσc E∗

(1 − R )
D
c2
R
+ (1 − ω) = s 0 +
s 1 + α(1 − δ )k + (1 − α) k.
R
R
R
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(2.9)

Again, any Pareto efficient investment policy must maximize the right-hand side of Eq. (2.9)
as otherwise it is possible to strictly increase the utility of the depositors. Hence, consider
the following problem.20
Problem 2.8 (Optimal Investment).
A(R) ≡

max

s 1 ≥ 0,α ∈[0,1]

s0 + s1

(1 − R )
R

D
R
+ α(1 − δ )k + (1 − α) k.
R

Solving this linear problem shows that


0





α∗ = 
1





 [0, 1]


if R(1 − δ ) < D
R
if R(1 − δ ) > D
R , and
if R(1 − δ ) = D
R



+∞





D
A(R) = 
s 0 + RR k





s 0 + (1 − δ )k


(2.10)

if R < 1
if R ≥ 1 and R(1 − δ ) < D
R
if R(1 − δ ) ≥ D
R

Given the optimal investment policy, payouts to depositors are determined by the following rationing rule.
Step 1: Maximize σ ∈ [0, 1] subject to ωσc 1 ≤ A(R).
Step 2: Maximize c 2 ≥ 0 subject to (1 − ω) cR2 ≤ A(R) − ωσ ∗c 1 , where σ ∗ is the solution from
Step 1.
In other words, the bank attempts to serve as many early withdrawals as is feasible. Any
remaining assets are distributed equally among the remaining depositors in period two.
The rationing rule implies that
}
A(R)
σ (ω, R) = min 1,
ωc 1


if A(R) < ωc 1 , ω , 1
0
c 2∗ (ω, R) = 

 R [A(R )−ωc 1 ] if A(R) ≥ ωc 1 , ω , 1
 1−ω
∗

{

(2.11)

For completeness, let c 2∗ (1, R) = 0 when A(R) ≤ c 1 and c 2∗ (1, R) = +∞ when A(R) > c 1 .
Consumers. Consumers take the fraction of depositors withdrawing, ω, and the interest rate,
R, as given when making their decisions. Consumers make two decisions: (i) whether to
withdraw early or late; and (ii) how much to consume in the two different periods.
20 The

problem is identical to Problem 2.6 solved by the mutual fund except that the initial investment is now
taken as given.
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Since consumers have the possibility to trade in the credit market, their withdrawal decision is determined by comparing the present value of c E∗ and c 2∗ (ω, R), irrespective of their
true type. Formally, suppose that a consumer claims to be early. In that case, her expected
utility (before learning if she is served by the bank) is given by
∫

σ

∫

1

V (c 1 , R; θ ) d t +

0

V (0, R; θ ) d t = σV (c 1 , R; θ ),

σ

where V (I, R; θ ) is the indirect utility function. If the consumer claims to be late, her expected
utility is V (c 2∗ (ω, R)/R, R; θ ). From Eq. (2.11), c 2∗ (ω, R) = 0 whenever σ ∗ < 1. Thus, when
not all withdrawals can be served, every consumer attempts to withdraw early. When σ = 1,
consumers simply compare c E∗ and c 2∗ (ω, R)/R since V (I, R; θ ) is strictly increasing in I .
For all R > 0, the optimal consumption of the early consumers is given by
x 1 (I , R; E) = I and x 2 (I, R; E) = 0,

(2.12)

while the consumption of the late types is


I





x 1 (I, R; L) = 
[0, I ]





0


if 0 < R < 1
if R = 1

and x 2 (I, R; L) = R[I − x 1 (I, R; L)].

(2.13)

if R > 1

Equilibrium can now be formally defined.21, 22
Definition 2.5 (Equilibrium in the Banking Economy). An equilibrium in the banking economy, given an initial investment vector (s 0 , k) and a deposit contract (c 1 , c 2 (ω, R)), is an al{(
)}
location x 1∗ (θ ), x 2∗ (θ )
, an investment policy (α ∗ , s 1∗ ), a fraction of early withdrawals
θ ∈Θ
ω ∗ , a fraction of early withdrawals served σ ∗ , and an interest rate R ∗ such that:
• Consumers optimize:
– For all θ ∈ Θ, equilibrium demands xt (I , R; θ ) are given by Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13).
– Withdrawal decisions are optimal: ω ∗ > 0 ⇒ c 1 ≥ c 2∗ (ω ∗ , R ∗ )/R ∗ .
• Bank’s investment policy satisfies Eqs. (2.10), (2.10) and (2.11).
21 The equilibrium definition imposes a symmetry condition in that the early and late consumers are assumed to

follow the same withdrawal strategy when c 1 = c 2∗ (ω ∗ , R ∗ )/R ∗ . As with Definition 2.4, although it is possible
to construct equilibria in which different types pursue different withdrawal strategies, that would not change
any of the other endogenous variables.
22 The definition of equilibrium is similar to von Thadden (1999, Section 3), the key difference being that I
consider an equilibrium at the interim date, taking initial investment as given, and allow for the possibility of
early liquidation and rationing of the depositors.
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• Markets clear:
s 0 + α ∗k = ω ∗ σ ∗

∑

x 1 (c 1 , R ∗ ; θ ) + (1 − ω ∗ )

θ

∑

x 1 (c 2 (ω ∗ , R ∗ )/R ∗ , R ∗ ; θ ).

θ

The definition above is similar to Definition 2.2 that was used to define the constrained
efficient allocation. The substantial difference is that some promises to depositors may be
unfulfilled, and thus there may be rationing.
As is standard in models of competitive markets, withdrawal decisions, any rationing,
and trade in the credit market all take place simultaneously and must be jointly consistent in
equilibrium. Economically, the key feature of the market is that when consumers and banks
trade, they do not trade with a particular counterparty (e.g., a given consumer does not lend
directly to the bank). Instead, trades are matched by a fictitious Walrasian auctioneer. The
auctioneer also ensures that all budget constraints are satisfied. While the assumption of such
frictionless markets is without doubt extreme, it is a natural starting point for understanding
conditions that lead to coordination failures and financial instability.

2.5.2 No Bank Runs Even with Demand Deposits
I now show that when consumers and banks can trade with each other in a credit market, the
socially efficient allocation is achieved as the unique equilibrium outcome. To that end, I set
s 0 = λc E∗ and k = (1 − λ)c L∗ / D
R. Recall that c L∗ > c E∗ .
Definition 2.6. The first-best allocation (c E∗ , c L∗ ) is said to be weakly run-prone if c E∗ ≤ λc E∗ +
(1 − δ )(1 − λ)c L∗ / D
R and strictly run-prone if the inequality is strict. The first-best allocation
is said to be weakly run-proof if c E∗ ≥ λc E∗ + (1 − δ )(1 − λ)c L∗ / D
R and strictly run-proof if the
inequality is strict.
Theorem 2.2 is the second main result of the present paper. When banks and consumers
can trade with each other in a credit market, the equilibrium is always unique (modulus some
payoff-irrelevant indeterminacies), and early withdrawals are always satisfied.
Theorem 2.2. The equilibrium interest rate and allocation in the banking economy are
unique, and all period one withdrawals are always satisfied (σ ∗ = 1). In addition:
1. If the first-best allocation is weakly run-prone, then the equilibrium interest rate is
R ∗ = c L∗ /c E∗ , there is no inefficient liquidation (α ∗ = 0), withdrawals are indeterminate
(ω ∗ ∈ [0, 1]), and the resulting allocation coincides with the first best;
2. If the first-best allocation is strictly run-proof, then the equilibrium interest rate is
R∗ = D
R /(1−δ ), all consumers claim to be late (ω ∗ = 0), there is inefficient liquidation
(α ∗ ∈ (0, λ)) and the resulting allocation is different from the first best: x 1∗ (E) > c E∗
and x 2∗ (L) < c L∗ .
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□

Proof. In the Appendix.

When the first-best allocation is weakly run-prone—meaning that bank runs are an equilibrium when trade between consumers and banks is not allowed—long-term investment is
never inefficiently liquidated, and any pattern of withdrawals can be sustained in equilibrium.
While the pattern of withdrawals is indeterminate, the resulting allocation is uniquely determined, and it coincides with the first best. Thus, although bank runs are an equilibrium in the
original Diamond-Dybvig setup, runs are no longer possible once trade in a credit market is
allowed.23
The reason for why any pattern of withdrawals can be sustained is quite straightforward.
Suppose that the economy is initially in equilibrium, but some late consumers suddenly decide to withdraw early. If the interest rate does not change, late consumers wish to save the
proceeds by lending in the credit market. But who is on the other side of the market to absorb
this new credit supply? Since the interest rate is fixed, the credit demand by early consumers
is left unchanged. However, the bank must borrow to meet higher early withdrawals. The
new credit supply (from late consumers) is precisely equal to the new credit demand (from the
bank), and hence the credit market remains in equilibrium. In effect, resources never leave
the bank: late consumers that withdraw early lend out the proceeds in the credit market, which
then channels the funds back to the bank. One could imagine more complicated—and perhaps more realistic—arrangements yielding the same outcome. For example, late consumers
may withdraw from bank A, deposit the proceeds at bank B, and bank B could then lend out
the cash just received to bank A in an interbank market, as in Skeie (2008). However, the
underlying economic logic remains the same.
The key question then becomes why the equilibrium interest rate is uniquely determined.
The intuition for this result is exactly the same as for why there is a unique equilibrium in
the mutual fund economy (Proposition 2.3).24 For a financial panic to arise, it is not enough
for late consumers to withdraw early. Late consumers must consume in period one, i.e., they
cannot simply lend out the proceeds in the credit market. However, if they did so, the interest
rate on the credit market would spike. At the higher interest rate, late consumers would find
early consumption less attractive and start lending in the credit market. In other words, when
more depositors consume early, the interest rate increases, reducing the incentive to consume
early. That is the exact opposite of the incentives of late consumers in the original Diamond23 To

be clear, bank runs do not occur in equilibrium in the original Diamond-Dybvig environment when banks
can commit to suspend payments sufficiently quickly. Hence, I have in mind a situation in which suspension
of payments is not feasible. One can microfound the absence of suspension by assuming, as in Freeman
(1988, p. 52) and Ennis and Keister (2006, p. 220), that in period one, consumers can observe whether or
not the bank has run out of funds but not the fraction of people withdrawing. As a result, consumers would
not sign a contract with a suspension of payments clause at the initial date, since it would not be possible to
verify whether they have received the correct payment in period one.
24 The proofs of Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.2 highlight the formal similarity between the question of uniqueness in the two economies.
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Dybvig model. In that model, when more depositors consume early, the bank depletes its
assets, increasing the incentive to consume early.25 This strategic complementarity is absent
in the current environment.
When the first best is run-proof there is also a unique market-clearing interest rate, but the
equilibrium is no longer efficient. That is the case even though initial investment is socially
optimal. The reason for this result is an arbitrage caused by hidden trades, as explained at
the end of Section 2.4.2. Effectively, the bank finds it optimal to free ride on period two
consumption provided by other banks.
I finish this section by discussing the role played by the frictionless competitive credit
market assumption. Clearly, the market structure considered in this section is extreme. All
transactions and decisions take place simultaneously and are not impeded by any frictions.
This feature of the market is part of the reason why the model does not exhibit a panic equilibrium in which all late consumers stop lending to the bank out of a fear that other late
consumers will withdraw early and not lend to the bank.
Although a careful investigation is outside the scope of the present article, bank runs may
be an equilibrium for other market structures. For example, consider the following alternative setting. At the beginning of period one, consumers choose whether or not to withdraw
early. Consumers that decide to withdraw early are assigned a ticket, and withdrawals are
served sequentially. As long as the bank has remaining resources, each withdrawing consumer obtains c E∗ . However, before a withdrawing consumer leaves the bank, the bank offers
the consumer to exchange its deposit for a newly issued bond with a face value of c L∗ (i.e.,
lend c E∗ at an implied interest rate of c L∗ /c E∗ ). The depositor may accept or decline the offer. If
she purchases the bond, she becomes senior to late consumers that did not purchase a similar
bond. Once the bank finishes serving all early withdrawals, the credit market opens.
With this market structure, bank runs are possible. Assume that the first-best allocation
is strictly run-prone, and suppose that a late depositor expects all other late depositors to
withdraw early and not lend to the bank. In that case, the bank runs out of resources in
period one, and no resources are left to pay the promised c L∗ in period two. Hence, the late
consumer has a dominant strategy to withdraw early and not lend to the bank. Of course, the
existence of such a bank run is not surprising, as the strategic choice faced by late consumers
is the same as in the original Diamond-Dybvig model.26 As in many other bank run models,
it would be possible to design contracts that prevent runs (e.g., suspending payments when
early withdrawals are too high).
25 Strictly

speaking, that is true only up to a point since the Diamond-Dybvig model does not exhibit global
strategic complementarities, see Goldstein and Pauzner (2005).
26 The only minor difference is that I have assumed that bondholders are senior to other depositors in period
two while all depositors receive an equal share of the bank’s assets in the original Diamond-Dybvig model.
Also, note that after a bank run, there is no consumption good left in period two. Hence, the credit market
clears at any R ≤ 1.
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2.6 Conclusions
Financial intermediaries are often viewed as institutions that help investors share liquidity
risks. This perspective has proved useful in understanding a wide range of phenomena, including conditions that are conducive to financial instability. At the same time, it has long
been recognized that unobservable side trades (hidden trades) can undermine risk sharing.
With financial markets becoming ever more sophisticated and trading less costly, the issue
of side trades would seem to be an important concern for any account of liquidity provision
by financial intermediaries.
This paper revisited the relationship between liquidity creation and financial stability in
a setting in which consumers facing privately observed liquidity shocks can make hidden
trades. Two main conclusions emerged from the analysis. First, banks funded by demand
deposits are not essential for the efficient provision of liquidity insurance. Closed-end mutual
funds, when supplemented with appropriate regulation, are constrained efficient. Second,
financial instability does not arise in this model, even with simple demand deposits without
suspension of convertibility.
The key results of this paper are, in essence, irrelevance propositions. Theorem 2.1 shows
that constrained efficiency may be achieved in a variety of ways, and the exact liability structure of financial intermediaries is irrelevant. If consumers can invest in the underlying physical assets directly, intermediaries themselves become redundant. Theorem 2.2 states that
early withdrawals are irrelevant if consumers and banks can trade with each other in a perfect credit market. Any pattern of withdrawals can be accommodated, including all depositors
withdrawing early. These propositions may therefore serve as useful benchmarks. For example, financial panics occur in the banking model of Diamond and Dybvig but not in the
mutual fund model of Jacklin in part because the two models start from different assumptions
on what trades are possible.
An intriguing possibility raised by the current paper is that while deposit-funded banks
may have been necessary to provide liquidity in the past, they may no longer be in a unique
position to perform this function in the present. Cochrane (2014) makes this point:
[...] “liquidity” no longer requires that people hold a large inventory of fixedvalue, pay-on-demand, and hence run-prone securities. With today’s technology, you could buy a cup of coffee by swiping a card or tapping a cell phone,
selling two dollars and fifty cents of an S&P 500 fund, and crediting the coffee
seller’s two dollars and fifty cents mortgage-backed security fund.
The current paper abstracted from a number of important reasons why banks may fund
themselves with demandable debt. These include informational asymmetries (Gorton and
Pennacchi, 1990; Jacklin, 1993) and synergies between taking deposits and providing credit
lines (Kashyap, Rajan, and Stein, 2002). The fact that financial instability does not arise in
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the model, while it is clearly present in reality, also suggests that the model is misspecified
in important ways. Investigating interactions between trading possibilities, financial stability
and liquidity creation in such more realistic settings may be a promising research avenue.
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2.A Proofs
Proof of Proposition 2.1
Consider Problem 2.6. First, since mutual funds can buy bonds at q = R −1 and have access
to storage, R cannot be strictly less than one in equilibrium.
When R = 1, the objective function simplifies to
[
]
e + k α(1 − δ ) + (1 − α) D
R −1 ,
from which we have that k ∗ = e and α ∗ = 0, and feasibility implies that s 1∗ = 0.
For R > 1, s 1∗ = 0 and Problem 2.6 simplifies to



D
R

max
k α(1 − δ ) + (1 − α) − 1 .
R

k∈[0,e ], α ∈[0,1] 

The solution to this problem is given by:
• For R ∈ (1, D
R), k ∗ = e and α ∗ = 0;
• For R = D
R, there are two subcases:
– If δ = 0, then k ∗ ∈ [0, e] and α ∗ ∈ [0, 1];
– If δ > 0, then k ∗ ∈ [0, e] and α ∗ = 0.
• For R satisfying R > D
R and R(1 − δ ) < D
R, k ∗ = 0 and α ∗ = 0;
• For R = D
R /(1 − δ ) with δ , 0 and δ , 1, k ∗ = 0 and α ∗ ∈ [0, 1];
• For R > D
R /(1 − δ ) with δ , 1, k ∗ = 0 and α ∗ ∈ [0, 1].
I now claim that only R = D
R can be an equilibrium. To see this, suppose that R < D
R in
which case the results above imply c∗ = (0, D
R e). Then, by A1 of Assumption 1, there exists
some type θ for which
lim[U1 (c 1 , D
R e; θ ) − RU2 (c 1 , D
R e; θ )] ≥ lim[U1 (c 1 , D
R e; θ ) − D
R U2 (c 1 , D
R e; θ )] > 0.

c 1 ↓0

c 1 ↓0

Thus, π (θ )x 1 (D
R e/R, R; θ ) > 0 for some θ , and the market for period one consumption does
not clear. Similarly, A2 of Assumption 1 implies that the market for period two consumption
does not clear when R > D
R.
Thus, R = D
R, which implies that x 1 + x 2 /R = x 1 + x 2 / D
R = c1 + c2/ D
R = e, where the
last equality comes from the mutual fund’s feasibility constraint. Therefore, the consumer’s
problem in the mutual fund economy (Problem 2.4) coincides with the consumer’s problem
in the financial market economy (Problem 3.1). Thus, for markets to clear we must have
∑
m
m
(e − k ∗ ) + α ∗ (1 − δ )k ∗ = θ π (θ )cm
1 (θ ), where (c 1 (θ ), c 2 (θ )) is the solution to Problem 3.1.
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∑
When δ > 0, α ∗ = 0 and then market clearing gives k ∗ = e − θ π (θ )cm
1 (θ ); when δ = 0,
∗
∗
there exists a continuum of values of (α , k ) that satisfy market clearing. In any case, the
aggregate amount of the consumption good available in period one is uniquely determined
m
since (cm
1 (θ ), c 2 (θ )) is unique for all types θ by strict concavity of U (·; θ ).

Proof of Lemma 2.1
∑
Let I (R) denote the value of I solving θ π (θ ){x 1 (I, R; θ ) + R[I − x 1 (I , R; θ )]/ D
R} = e. Using
the implicit function theorem, we find that
∑
∑
(D
R −R) θ π (θ )x 1R (·; θ ) + I (R) − θ π (θ )x 1 (·; θ )
,
I (R) = −
∑
(D
R −R) θ π (θ )x 1I (·; θ ) + R
′

where x 1R ≡ ∂x 1 /∂R and x 1I ≡ ∂x 1 /∂I . At R = D
R, I (R) = e, and so
1
I ′(D
R) = − *e −
D
R,

∑
θ

π (θ )x 1 (e, D
R; θ )+ ≤ 0.
-

∑
Denote aggregate consumption in period one by C(R) ≡ θ π (θ )x 1 (I (R), R; θ ). We calculate
∑
that C ′(R) = θ π (θ ) (x 1R (·; θ )I ′(R) + x 1I (·; θ ), ) and thus C ′(D
R) ≥ 0. Thus for R ∗ ≥ D
R and
∑
∑
sufficiently close to D
R, we have that θ π (θ )c 1∗ (θ ) = C(R ∗ ) ≥ C(D
R) = θ π (θ )cm
1 (θ ), and
∗
vice versa when R < D
R, as was required to show.

Proof of Theorem 2.1
Case I: R ∗ ∈ [1, D
R]. With the liquidity requirement in place, mutual funds solve Problem 2.6
with the additional constraint that
k ≤ e − ℓ.
Following the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we obtain the solution:
• For R ∈ [1, D
R), k ∗ = e − ℓ and α ∗ = 0;
• For R = D
R, there are two subcases:
– If δ = 0, then k ∗ ∈ [0, e − ℓ] and α ∗ ∈ [0, 1];
– If δ > 0, then k ∗ ∈ [0, e − ℓ] and α ∗ = 0.
• For R satisfying R > D
R and R(1 − δ ) < D
R, k ∗ = 0 and α ∗ = 0;
• For R = D
R /(1 − δ ) with δ , 0 and δ , 1, k ∗ = 0 and α ∗ ∈ [0, 1];
• For R > D
R /(1 − δ ) with δ , 1, k ∗ = 0 and α ∗ ∈ [0, 1].
I claim that R MF = R ∗ is an equilibrium interest rate. If R ∗ ∈ [1, D
R), then optimization
∗
∗
by the mutual fund directly implies that k = e = ℓ and α = 0. Now R ∗ = D
R can only
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∑
∑
∗
m
m
be an equilibrium interest rate if θ π (θ )cm
1 (θ ) = θ π (θ )c 1 (θ ) where (c 1 (θ ), c 2 (θ )) is the
solution to Problem 3.1. To see this, note that by the same argument as in the proof of
∑
Proposition 2.1, the market can clear at R = D
R only if (e −k ∗ ) +α ∗ (1 −δ )k ∗ = θ π (θ )cm
1 (θ ),
or
∑
k ∗ [1 − α ∗ (1 − δ )] = e −
π (θ )cm
1 (θ ).
θ

∑
∑
Since R ∗ ≤ D
R, Assumption 2 gives that θ π (θ )c 1∗ (θ ) ≥ θ π (θ )cm
1 (θ ). Suppose that we had
∑
∑
∗
m
θ π (θ )c 1 (θ ) > θ π (θ )c 1 (θ ). That would imply
k ∗ ≥ k ∗ [1 − α ∗ (1 − δ )] > e − ℓ,
∑
a contradiction, since the mutual fund faces the constraint k ≤ e − ℓ. Hence, θ π (θ )cm
1 (θ ) =
∑
∗
∗
∗
θ π (θ )c 1 (θ ). Market clearing then implies that k = e − ℓ and α = 0.
Hence, for all R ∗ ∈ [1, D
R], k ∗ = e − ℓ and α ∗ = 0 implying that the mutual fund contract
is c∗ = (ℓ, D
R(e − ℓ). But at this contract, the problems of the consumers in the mutual
fund economy and in the constrained efficient problem coincide. Since (c 1∗ (θ ), c 2∗ (θ )) are
uncompensated demands when the consumer has income I ∗ and faces an interest rate R ∗ ,
c 2∗ (θ ) = R[I ∗ − c 1∗ (θ )]. From feasibility of the constrained efficient allocation,
∑
θ

}
{
R[I ∗ − c 1∗ (θ )]
∗
= e, from where I ∗ = ℓ + D
R(e − ℓ)/R ∗ .
π (θ ) c 1 (θ ) +
D
R

Thus, the consumers in the mutual fund economy have the same income and face the same
interest rate as in the social planner’s problem, and the solution to that problem is unique
given the strict concavity of U (·; θ ). Hence, R ∗ is indeed an equilibrium interest rate in the
mutual fund economy.
Case II: R ∗ > D
R and R ∗ (1 − δ ) ≤ D
R. In this case, the government imposes a liquidity cap
and therefore
k ≥ e − ℓ.
Solving Problem 2.6 with this additional constraint yields
• For R ∈ [1, D
R), k ∗ = e and α ∗ = 0;
• For R = D
R, there are two subcases:
– If δ = 0, then k ∗ ∈ [e − ℓ, e] and α ∗ ∈ [0, 1];
– If δ > 0, then k ∗ ∈ [e − ℓ, e] and α ∗ = 0.
• For R satisfying R > D
R and R(1 − δ ) < D
R, k ∗ = e − ℓ and α ∗ = 0;
• For R = D
R /(1 − δ ) with δ , 0 and δ , 1, k ∗ = e − ℓ and α ∗ ∈ [0, 1];
• For R > D
R /(1 − δ ) with δ , 1, k ∗ = e − ℓ and α ∗ = 1.
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I again claim that R MF = R ∗ is an equilibrium interest rate. If R ∗ (1 − δ ) < D
R, then
∗
∗
∗
∗
k = e − ℓ and α = 0. If R = D
R /(1 − δ ) (with δ , 1), then α ∈ [0, 1]. However, when
R = R∗ = D
R /(1 − δ ), consumers in the mutual fund economy have the same income of
e − δ (e − ℓ) for all α ∗ ∈ [0, 1], which coincides with the income they have in the constrained
efficient allocation (ℓ + D
R(e − ℓ)/R ∗ ). Hence, market clearing requires α ∗ = 0.
Thus, for all R ∗ satisfying R ∗ > D
R and R ∗ (1 − δ ) < D
R the contract offered by the mutual
fund is c∗ = (ℓ, D
R(e − ℓ)) and we can proceed in the same way as above to show that R ∗ is an
equilibrium interest rate.

Proof of Proposition 2.2
With this choice for τ ∗ , the credit market can only clear at R = D
R /(1 + τ ∗ ) = R ∗ . Suppose,
for example, that we had R ∈ [1, R ∗ ). Then since R(1 − δ ) < R ∗ (1 − δ ) ≤ D
R, Problem 2.7 is
solved by s 1∗ = 0, α ∗ = 0 and k ∗ = e + T . But as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, this leaves
no consumption good available in period one, and that cannot be an equilibrium by virtue of
Assumption 1. Similarly, if R > R ∗ and R(1−δ ) ≤ D
R, Problem 2.7 is solved by s 1∗ = 0, α ∗ = 0
and k ∗ = 0 which again cannot be an equilibrium. Interest rates R < 1 or R(1 − δ ) > D
R also
constitute an equilibrium: if R < 1, there is an arbitrage possibility, and if R(1 − δ ) > D
R, all
long-term investment is liquidated in period one, and there is no consumption good available
in period two.
At R = R ∗ , the contract offered by the mutual fund satisfies
c1 +

c2
= e + T ∗.
R

Hence, it is enough to show that e +T ∗ = I ∗ where I ∗ is the optimal income in the constrained
efficient allocation (Problem 2.3). Since the constrained efficient consumption bundles have
the same present value at R ∗ ,
∗

I =

∑
θ

)
(
c 2∗ (θ )
∗
π (θ ) c 1 (θ ) + ∗ .
R

But then
e + T ∗ = (1 + τ ∗ )e − τ ∗

∑

π (θ )c 1∗ (θ )

θ

(
)
∑
c 2∗ (θ )
∗
= (1 + τ )
π (θ ) c 1 (θ ) +
−τ ∗
π (θ )c 1∗ (θ )
D
R
θ
θ
|
{z
}
∗

=

∑
θ

∑

=e by feasibility

)
(
c 2∗ (θ )
∗
∗
(1 + τ ) = I ∗ .
π (θ ) c 1 (θ ) +
D
R
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The government budget constraint holds by construction. Uniqueness follows from the strict
concavity of U (·; θ ).

Proof of Proposition 2.3
Let λ ≡ π (E), c E∗ ≡ c 1∗ (E) and c L∗ ≡ c 2∗ (L). From Theorem 1 in Farhi, Golosov, and
Tsyvinski (2009), the constrained efficient allocation coincides with the first best. Thus,
c 2∗ (E) = c 1∗ (L) = 0, and the allocation is determined by u ′(c E∗ ) = ρ D
R u ′(c L∗ ) where c L∗ =
D
R[e − λc E∗ ]/(1 − λ). Given the assumptions on u(x) and the fact that ρ D
R > 1, we have that
∗
∗
0 < cE < cL < D
R e.
R < 1 cannot be an equilibrium interest rate since mutual funds have access to storage and
can borrow in the bond market. The optimal consumption for the early types is x 1 (· ; E) =
c 1MF + c 2MF /R and x 2 (· ; E) = 0. Consumption of the late types is given by:
• If R = 1, x 1 (· ; L) = z and x 2 (· ; L) = R(c 1MF − z) + c 2MF where z is any number in
[0, c 1MF + c 2MF /R].
• If R > 1, x 1 (· ; L) = 0 and x 2 (· ; L) = Rc 1MF + c 2MF .
∑
Let D(R) ≡ θ π (θ )x 1 (c 1MF + c 2MF /R, R; θ ) denote the aggregate demand for period one consumption at an interest rate R. Summing up over types, we find that the aggregate demand
correspondence is given by:
• If R = 1, D(R) ∈ [λ(c 1MF + c 2MF ), c 1MF + c 2MF ].
• If R > 1, D(R) = λ(c 1MF + c 2MF /R).
Suppose that the government sets a liquidity requirement with ℓ = λc E∗ . There are two
cases to consider.
Case I: R ∗ ∈ (1, D
R]. Since R ∗ = c L∗ /c E∗ , this implies that c E∗ ≥ e, and thus the government
imposes a liquidity floor. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have that
c 1MF = λc E∗ and c 2MF = (1 − λ)c L∗ . For equilibrium, we need that D(R) = c 1MF . Case R = 1
cannot be an equilibrium since D(1) − c 1MF ≥ λ(1 − λ)(c L∗ − c E∗ ) > 0. Solving D(R) = c 1MF for
R yields R MF = c L∗ /c E∗ > 1.
Case II: R ∗ > D
R and R ∗ (1 −δ ) ≤ D
R. In this case, c ∗ < e and thus the government imposes
a liquidity cap. There are two cases to consider. If R(1 − δ ) is strictly less than D
R, the same
calculations as above yield R MF = c L∗ /c E∗ .
Now suppose that R = D
R /(1 − δ ), δ , 1. In this case
c 1MF = λc E∗ + α(1 − δ )

(1 − λ)c L∗
D
R

c 2MF = (1 − α)(1 − λ)c L∗
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for some level of liquidation α ∈ [0, 1]. For the market for period one consumption to clear,
α must satisfy


(1 − λ)c L∗
1
∗
∗ 

λ λc E + α(1 − δ )
+
(1 − α)(1 − λ)c L  =
D
D


R
R /(1 − δ )
|
{z
}
demand

λc E∗ + α(1 − δ )
|
{z

(1 − λ)c L∗
,
D
R }

supply

which implies that




D
D
R /(1 − δ ) 
R c E∗ 


α = λ 1 −
= λ 1 −
 .
1 − δ c L∗ 
R∗




∗

Thus, R = D
R /(1 − δ ) can only be an equilibrium if R ∗ = D
R /(1 − δ ) and therefore again
MF
∗
∗
R = c L /c E .

Proof of Theorem 2.2
First note that R < 1 cannot be an equilibrium interest rate since the bank has access to a storage technology. R(1 − δ ) > D
R also cannot be an equilibrium because then the mutual fund
liquidates all long-term investment, and hence the aggregate endowment of period two consumption is zero, but demand for period two consumption is positive. Thus, in equilibrium,
R must satisfy
R ≥ 1 and R(1 − δ ) ≤ D
R.
(2.14)
I first prove two preliminary lemmas that characterize optimal withdrawals and the fraction of early withdrawals served as a function of the interest rate.
Lemma 2.2. If the first best is strictly run-prone, then:
• for 1 ≤ R < c L∗ /c E∗ , all consumers claim to be late and ω ∗ = 0;
• for R = c L∗ /c E∗ , withdrawals are indeterminate and ω ∗ ∈ [0, 1];
• for R satisfying R > c L∗ /c E∗ and R(1 − δ ) ≤ D
R, all consumers claim to be early and
∗
ω = 1.
If the first best is weakly run-proof, then for all R satisfying R ≥ 1 and R(1 − δ ) < D
R, all
consumers claim to be late and ω ∗ = 0. When δ , 1, for R(1 − δ ) = D
R, ω ∗ ∈ [0, 1] if
R /(1 − δ ) and ω ∗ = 0 otherwise.
c L∗ /c E∗ = D
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Proof. From Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), we have that for ω , 1 and R satisfying Eq. (2.14)
c 2∗ (ω, R)

{

R(A(R) − ωc E∗ )
= max 0,
1−ω

}

{

}
Rc E∗ (λ − ω) + (1 − λ)c L∗
= max 0,
.
1−ω

[
]
(1 − λ)(c L∗ − Rc E∗ )
∂ Rc E∗ (λ − ω) + (1 − λ)c L∗
h(R) ≡
,
=
∂ω
1−ω
(1 − ω)2

Now

and thus sign [h(R)] = sign [c L∗ /c E∗ − R].
c∗
Case I: First Best Strictly Run-Prone. In this case, c ∗L (1 − δ ) < D
R. Thus, when R =
E
∗
∗
∗
c L /c E , R(1−δ ) < D
R. As a result, c 2 (ω, R) is weakly increasing in ω for R ∈ [1, c L∗ /c E∗ ), constant
in ω for R = c ∗ /c ∗ , and weakly decreasing in ω for R satisfying R > c ∗ /c ∗ and R(1 − δ ) ≤ D
R.
L

E

L

For R ∈ [1, c L∗ /c E∗ ), we have that
c 2∗ (ω, R)

≥

c 2∗ (0, R)

=

Rc E∗

+ (1

− λ)c E∗

(

E

)
c L∗
− R > Rc E∗ ⇒ ω ∗ = 0.
c E∗

Similarly, for R satisfying R > c L∗ /c E∗ and R(1 − δ ) ≤ D
R, c 2∗ (ω, R) ≤ c 2∗ (0, R) < Rc E∗ which
implies ω ∗ = 1. Finally, when R = c L∗ /c E∗ , c E∗ = c 2∗ (ω, R)/R and thus ω ∗ ∈ [0, 1].
c∗
R, which implies that
Case II: First Best Weakly Run-Proof. In this case, c ∗L (1 − δ ) ≥ D
E
∗
∗
∗
c L /c E ≥ R for all R satisfying Eq. (2.14). Thus, c 2 (ω, R) is weakly increasing in ω for all R
satisfying Eq. (2.14). The result follows by noting that
Rc E∗

+ (1

− λ)c E∗

(

)
c L∗
− R ≥ Rc E∗ ,
c E∗

which can hold as an equality if and only if c L∗ /c E∗ = R = D
R /(1 − δ ), δ , 1.
□
Lemma 2.3. If the first best is strictly run-prone, then:
• for 1 ≤ R ≤ c L∗ /c E∗ , the bank can satisfy all early withdrawals and σ ∗ = 1;
• for R satisfying R > c L∗ /c E∗ and R(1 −δ ) ≤ D
R, the bank can satisfy all withdrawals
if and }
{
c∗

only if ω ≤ λ+(1−λ) RcL∗ , and served withdrawals are given by σ ∗ = min 1, ωλ +
E
for ω > 0 and σ ∗ = 1 if ω = 0.

∗
1−λ c L
ω Rc E∗

If the first best is weakly run-proof, then for all R satisfying Eq. (2.14) the bank can satisfy
all withdrawals, and served withdrawals are given by σ ∗ = 1.
Proof. Fix an R satisfying Eq. (2.14). Then, A(R) = λc E∗ + R1 (1 − λ)c L∗ by Eq. (2.10). Now
solve for R at which A(R) = c E∗ , i.e., the bank can accommodate all early withdrawals:
c E∗

=

λc E∗

c L∗
1
∗
+ (1 − λ)c L ⇔ R = ∗ .
R
cE
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∗

c
Case I: First Best Strictly Run-Prone. In this case, c ∗L (1 − δ ) < D
R. Therefore, for
E
∗
∗
∗
R ∈ [1, c L /c E ], the bank can accommodate all withdrawals and σ = 1. For R satisfying R >
c L∗ /c E∗ and R(1 − δ ) ≤ D
R, the bank can satisfy all early withdrawals if and only if ωc E∗ ≤ A(R).
Rearranging yields the expression in the Lemma. Finally, solving ωσc E∗ = A(R) gives the
expression for σ ∗ .
c∗
Case II: First Best Weakly Run-Proof. In this case, ∗L (1 − δ ) ≥ D
R. Thus, R ≤ c ∗ /c ∗
cE

always and σ ∗ = 1.

L

E

□
We can now prove the theorem. The proof is by considering all possible interest rates R
that satisfy Eq. (2.14).
Case I: First Best Strictly Run-Prone. Suppose 1 < R < c L∗ /c E∗ . In this case, by
Lemma 2.2, all consumers claim to be late. Thus, all consumers get RA(R) = Rλc E∗ +(1−λ)c L∗
units of period two consumption. Since R < c L∗ /c E∗ and R(1 − δ ) < D
R by strict run-proneness,
the bank does not liquidate any long-term investment (α ∗ = 0) by Eq. (2.10). Since R > 1, by
Eq. (2.13), late types consume nothing in period one. Hence, for the market for first period
consumption to clear we must have that
λc E∗

|{z}

(
=λ
|

supply

λc E∗

c L∗ )
c L∗
+ (1 − λ)
⇔ R = ∗ , a contradiction.
R}
cE
{z
demand

Hence, this case cannot be an equilibrium.
Now suppose that c L∗ /c E∗ < R and R(1 − δ ) < D
R. In this case, all consumers claim to be
∗
early and obtain c E units of period one consumption. Since R(1 − δ ) < D
R, the bank does
∗
∗
not liquidate any long-term investment. However, since R > c L /c E , not all consumers are
served by the bank. Specifically, from Lemma 2.3, σ ∗ = λ + (1 − λ)c L∗ /(Rc E∗ ). Again, since
R > 1, only the early types consume in period one. Hence, for the market for first period
consumption to clear we must have that
λc E∗ = σ ∗λc E∗ ⇔ R =

c L∗
, a contradiction.
c E∗

Hence, this case also cannot be an equilibrium.
Now suppose that R = 1. This case is identical to the case R ∈ (1, c L∗ /c E∗ ) except that
since R = 1, by Eq. (2.13), late types are indifferent between consuming in period one and
two. Hence, for the market to clear we must have that, for some z ∈ [0, λc E∗ + (1 − λ)c L∗ ], that
)
(
1
λc E∗ = λ λc E∗ + (1 − λ)c L∗ + (1 − λ)z ⇔ c E∗ = c L∗ + z, a constradiction,
λ
since z ≥ 0 and c L∗ > c E∗ .
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Now suppose that R(1 − δ ) = D
R, δ , 1. This case is identical to the case R > c L∗ /c E∗
and R(1 − δ ) < D
R except that since R(1 − δ ) = D
R, by Eq. (2.10), any fraction of long-term
investment may be liquidated: α ∗ ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, for the market to clear, we must have
λc E∗ + α(1 − δ )

D
(1 − λ)c L∗
R c E∗ +
= σ ∗λc E∗ ⇔ α ∗ = λ *1 −
∗ ,
1
−
δ
c
D
R
L,

a contradiction since α ∗ < 0 by the assumption that the first best is run-prone.
Finally, suppose that R = c L∗ /c E∗ . In this case, consumers are indifferent between withdrawing in different periods, and thus ω ∗ ∈ [0, 1]. By Lemma 2.3, all withdrawals are satisfied, and hence consumers withdrawing early obtain c E∗ units of period one consumption and
consumers withdrawing late obtain c L∗ units of period two consumption. Since R(1 − δ ) < D
R,
∗
α = 0. Since only early consumers consume in period one, for markets to clear, we need
that
(
)
c L∗
∗
∗
λc E = λ ωc E + (1 − ω)
,
R
which is true for all ω ∈ [0, 1] when R = c L∗ /c E∗ .
Case II: First Best Strictly Run-Proof. For R = 1 we can use the derivation of the
run-prone case to see that R = 1 cannot be an equilibrium. For 1 < R and R(1 − δ ) < D
R, the
∗
∗
proof is identical to R ∈ (1, c L , c E ) for the run-prone case, and hence such R also cannot be an
equilibrium.
Thus, the only remaining possibility is that R(1 − δ ) = D
R. Note that the definition of
strict run-proofness implies that δ , 1. For R = D
R /(1 − δ ) < c L∗ /c E∗ by strict run-proofness,
Lemma 2.2 implies that all consumers claim to be late (ω ∗ = 0), and they all receive RA(R) =
D
R
∗
∗
D
1−δ λc E + (1 − λ)c L units of period two consumption. Since R = R /(1 − δ ), by Eq. (2.10),
any fraction of long-term investment may be liquidated: α ∗ ∈ [0, 1]. Hence, for the market
to clear in period one
λc E∗

(
)
(1 − λ)c L∗
(1 − λ)c L∗
∗
+ α(1 − δ )
= λ λc E + (1 − δ )
⇔
D
D
R
R
D
R c E∗ +
∗
*
∈ (0, λ).
α =λ 1−
1 − δ c L∗ ,

We then see that the consumption levels are given by
(1 − λ)c L∗
> c E∗
D
R
D
R
x 2∗ (L) = (1 − λ)c L∗ +
λc ∗ < c L∗
1−δ E

x 1∗ (E) = λc E∗ + (1 − δ )

Case III: First Best Both Weakly Run-Prone and Weakly Run-Proof. To finish the proof,
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∗

c
consider the case with c ∗L (1−δ ) = D
R, δ , 1. In this situation, we see from the previous results
E
on the strictly run-prone case that only R = D
R /(1 − δ ) can be an equilibrium interest rate,

α ∗ = 0 and all ω ∈ [0, 1] can be sustained in equilibrium.

2.B Equilbrium Uniqueness With General Preferences
This appendix discusses the question of equilibrium uniqueness in the mutual fund economy
when (i) consumers have general preferences; and (ii) liquidity regulation takes the form of
a liquidity requirement.
With general preferences, it is no longer possible to solve for equilibrium in the mutual
fund economy in closed form, and the question of uniqueness becomes considerably more
difficult. When markets provide too little liquidity, weak conditions can be given under which
there is a unique equilibrium. When markets provide too much liquidity, such conditions
cannot be readily provided. To further investigate the issue of uniqueness when markets
overprovide liquidity, I present evidence from a numerical experiment in which I search for
parameter combinations that lead to multiplicity. No multiple equilibria are found among 4.5
million parameter combinations that are checked.

Case I: R ∗ ≤ D
R
In this case, markets underprovide liquidity, and so the government imposes a liquidity floor
to fix the inefficiency. For markets to clear, the interest rate R must be smaller than D
R. Otherwise, the mutual fund would find it more profitable to invest in storage, and the supply of the
consumption good would be zero in period two, while demand is guaranteed to be positive.
Since R ≤ D
R, the long-term asset yields a greater return than storage, and the mutual fund
would like to invest as much as possible in the long-term asset. However, the mutual fund
is constrained by the liquidity requirement, and the liquidity requirement effectively dictates
the investment choice of the mutual fund. As a result, liquidity regulation directly pins down
the aggregate amount of consumption good available in period one and two. The question
of uniqueness is then whether there are multiple interest rates R ∈ [1, D
R] that clear the credit
market at these given endowments.
Equilibrium uniqueness in such exchange economies has been extensively studied by
general equilibrium theorists (for a review of some key results, see Mas-Colell, 1991). If no
further assumptions on consumer preferences are made, uniqueness may fail.27 However,
27 See Toda and Walsh (2016) for examples of multiple equilibria in an exchange economy with two goods, two

consumers and identical endowments (as in the present paper). One may conjecture that the single-crossing
assumption on consumer preferences gives enough structure to ensure uniqueness. That is false, as examples
of Toda and Walsh (2016, Sections 3 and 5) demonstrate.
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since the mutual fund economy is rather special (an exchange economy with collinear endowments), there exist weak conditions on consumer preferences that guarantee uniqueness.
I mention two that seem particularly plausible empirically. Suppose that U is separable:
U (c 1 , c 2 ; θ ) = a(θ )u(c 1 ) + b(θ )u(c 2 ).
Then, the equilibrium in the mutual fund economy is unique if (i) the coefficient of relative
risk aversion, −u ′′(x)x/u ′(x), does not vary by more than 4;28 or (ii) the coefficient of absolute risk aversion, −u ′′(x)/u ′(x), is weakly decreasing in in wealth x. Result (i) is due to
Quah (2003, Corollary 1); result (ii) is due to Geanakoplos and Walsh (2016).
It is important to stress that even if there are multiple market-clearing interest rates, longterm investment is never inefficiently liquidated when the government imposes a liquidity
floor: the mutual fund wants to invest as much as possible in the long-term asset at the
equilibrium interest rate, and hence never has an incentive to liquidate long-term investment.
In addition, mutual funds still pay (c 1MF , c 2MF ) to all of their shareholders. Thus, existence
of multiple equilibria would not constitute a financial panic in the way the term is typically
understood in the literature.29

Case II: R ∗ ∈ (D
R, D
R /(1 − δ ]
In this situation, unregulated markets provide too much liquidity, and the government imposes
a liquidity cap. In contrast to the case studied above, liquidity regulation does not uniquely
pin down aggregate consumption.
By the same logic as before, optimal investment by the mutual fund (combined with
market clearing) implies that R ≥ D
R. If the market interest rate R is strictly less than D
R /(1−δ ),
then aggregate consumption is again uniquely determined. If R ∗ , D
R /(1 − δ ), we may use
the results of Quah (2003) and Geanakoplos and Walsh (2016) once more to establish that R ∗
is the unique market-clearing interest rate at these endowments under appropriate restrictions
on preferences. That is the only possibility when δ = 1.
However, when δ , 1, another possibility is that the equilibrium interest rate is R =
D
R /(1 − δ ). At this interest rate, the mutual fund is indifferent between keeping long-term investment in place and liquidating it before maturity. Hence, endowments of the consumption
good can no longer be taken as fixed, and the economy is no longer an exchange economy.
I have not been able to obtain conditions under which uniqueness of equilibrium can be
established. A priori, it seems unlikely that multiplicity could obtain for standard utility functions. For the credit market to clear with early liquidation, aggregate period one consumption
28 As

a corollary, the equilibrium is unique if consumers exhibit constant relative risk aversion.
multiple market-clearing interest rates, only R = R ∗ gives rise to constrained efficiency, and hence
R , R ∗ would entail a welfare cost. Early consumers—who are borrowing in the private market—are hurt by
higher interest rates while late consumers are made better off.

29 With
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in the mutual fund economy must be greater than aggregate period one consumption in the
constrained efficient allocation. However, consumers have a lower income in the mutual
fund economy and face a higher interest rate.30 Hence, the income effect from higher interest rates for the late consumers (who are lenders in the credit market) must be sufficiently
large to overcome the negative wealth effect stemming from a lower income, as well as a
negative substitution effect from the higher interest rate. The latter two negative effects, in
contrast to the positive income effect, are present for all consumers.

Numerical Experiment
To investigate the issue further, I now present results from a large-scale numerical experiment
in which I search for multiple equilibria for a particular parametrization of the model. I choose
a specification of consumer preferences for which competitive markets provide too much
liquidity and test roughly 4.5 million parameter combinations. The strategy of the experiment
is to calculate the fraction of long-term investment that must be liquidated, denoted by α, for
the credit market to clear. If the value of α lies in (0, 1), then there exists an equilibrium with
early liquidation. The highest value of α found in the experiment is approximately 5 × 10−10 ,
suggesting that an equilibrium with early liquidation does not exist for the cases examined.
As discussed before, the constrained efficient allocation can be implemented as the unique
equilibrium outcome when (i) consumers have corner preferences; or (ii) R ∗ ≤ D
R and certain
additional conditions on consumer preferences are satisfied. Given these theoretical results,
I consider the following specification of consumer preferences:
U (c 1 , c 2 ; θ ) = u(c 1 ) + θu(c 2 ) with u(c) =

c 1−γ − 1
, γ > 0.
1 −γ

Consumers exhibit constant relative risk aversion and face discount factor shocks. As shown
by Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2007, Theorem 1), for these consumer preferences, the
socially optimal solution has R ∗ ≥ D
R and I ∗ ≤ e. However, the solution cannot be obtained in
closed form when γ , 1, and thus numerical methods are used. Since consumers exhibit constant relative risk aversion, results in Quah (2003) imply that R ∗ is the unique market clearing
interest rate in the mutual fund when consumers are endowed with ℓ units of consumption
good in period one and D
R(e − ℓ) units of consumption good in period two. Hence, multiplicity may only arise if R = D
R /(1 − δ ) and the mutual fund liquidates some of its long-term
investment.
It is straightforward to find analytical expressions for the optimal demands xt (R, I ; θ ) and
see this, solve the mutual fund problem with the added constraint k ≥ e − ℓ at R = D
R /(1 − δ ) to find that
consumers have an income of e − δ (e − ℓ) in the mutual fund economy, while in the constrained efficient
allocation they have an income of ℓ + D
R /R(e − ℓ). Since R ≤ D
R /(1 − δ ), consumers have a lower income in
the mutual fund economy.

30 To
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value function V (R, I ; θ ). The feasibility constraint may then be used to obtain an expression
for I as a function of the interest rate R, I (R). Then, the social planner’s problem becomes a
single-dimensional optimization:
max

∑

R

π (θ )V (R, I (R); θ ).

θ

Since power utility is scale invariant, I normalize e to one. The social planner’s problem then
depends on five parameters: {πE , D
R, γ , θ E , θ L }. For each of these five parameters, I construct
a uniform grid containing N possible parameter values and solve the planner’s problem for
each possible parameter combination. Since θ E < θ L , this implies that there are in total
1 4
2 N (N − 1) parameter combinations.
Let a generic parameter combination be denoted by j. For each combination j, solving
the planner’s problem yields R ∗j . Then, the optimal liquidity requirement is
ℓj =

∑

π (θ )x 1 (R ∗j , I (R ∗j ); θ ).

θ

For the markets to clear in mutual fund economy, we must have
∑
θ

D
Rj
, e − δ (e − ℓj ); θ + = ℓ + α(1 − δ )(e − ℓ) for some α ∈ [0, 1].
π (θ )x 1 *
1
−
δ
,

Let α j (δ ) denote the value of α that solves this equation for a given value of δ . I evaluate
α j (δ ) on a grid of values for δ to see if any α j ’s lie in (0, 1). Since these evaluations are
cheap, this grid is of much larger size than N . For the constrained efficient allocation to be
implementable, it must be that R ∗j ≤ D
Rj /(1 − δ ), and so the grid for δ is given by ∆j =
D
R

{1 − R ∗j , . . . , δ } where δ is a number close to but less than one. Let α j∗ be the highest value of
j
α j (δ ), δ ∈ ∆j . .
To summarize, for every parameter combination j, I perform the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Find the socially efficient interest rate R ∗j ;
Calculate the optimal liquidity requirement ℓj ;
Calculate the fraction of early liquidation α j (δ ) for all δ ∈ ∆j ;
Save the highest value as α j∗ .

The experiment is not without drawbacks. If one found, say, α j∗ = 0.25 for some parameter combination, that would be enough to show that there are multiple equilibria. However,
if no values of α j∗ that lie in (0, 1) are found, one cannot conclude that multiple equilibria do
not exist. It is possible multiple equilibria exist for other parameter values or values of δ that
Rj /(1 − δ ) do
have not been checked. In addition, if δ = 1 − D
Rj /R ∗j , then α ∗ = 0 and R ∗ = D
constitute an equilibrium in the mutual fund economy. What this means in practical terms is
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that one may find small positive values of α j∗ even when the true fraction is zero because of
numerical inaccuracies.
Table 2.1 summarizes the results of the numerical experiment. The first two lines indicate
that R ∗j ≥ D
Rj and I j∗ ≤ e, but there are some small numerical inaccuracies. The highest value
of α j∗ found among roughly 4.5 million parameter combinations is approximately 5 × 10−10 ,
indicating that there are no multiple equilibria among the cases examined (subject to the
caveats explained above). The same value obtains if we restrict our attention to only such
parameter combinations for which (numerically) R ∗j > D
Rj
Figure 2.3 plots the interest rate and income in the constrained efficient allocation for all
of the parameter combinations that were examined. We see that (modulus some numerical
error, which is also evident in Table 2.1) R ∗ ≥ D
R and I ∗ ≤ e, as it should be given the
theoretical results of Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2007). Overall, R ∗ and I ∗ are negatively
related.
Figure 2.4 further illustrates the method used in checking for multiple equilibria. The
figure plots functions α j (δ ) for 500 randomly selected parameter combinations j. We see
that α j (δ ) is weakly negative for all values of δ , indicating that multiple equilibria do not
exist for these parameter values.
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Dj − R ∗
maxj R
j
maxj I j∗ − e
maxj α j∗
Dj ≥ R ∗
maxj α j∗ s.t. R
j

1.59e-04
1.38e-08
4.95e-10
4.95e-10

Grid size (parameters):
25
Grid size (δ ):
500
Number of cases examined: 4,687,500
Table 2.1: Numerical experiment on equilibrium uniqueness with mutual funds when consumers face discount
factor shocks. For each parameter combination j, socially optimal interest rate R ∗j and income level I j∗ are
calculated numerically. Then, the fraction of long-term investment that must be liquidated for the mutual fund
economy to be in equilibrium (α j ), is evaluated on a grid of values for the liquidation cost (δ ) as the liquidation
Dj /R ∗ to 0.99999. The largest value found is recorded as α ∗ . Ranges for parameter
cost is varied from 1 − R
j
j
D (long-term return), 0.1 to 10 for γ
values: 0.01 to 0.99 for π (E) (fraction of early consumers), 1.05 to 5 for R
(risk aversion), and 0.1 to 0.99 for θ (discount factor). Initial endowment is normalized to 1.0.

Figure 2.3: Socially efficient interest rate R ∗ as a fraction of the long-term investment return D
R, and the income
level at the socially efficient allocation I ∗ as a fraction of the initial endowment. Each point in the scatter plot
gives (R ∗ / D
R, I ∗ /e) for a particular parameter combination.
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Figure 2.4: Fraction of long-term investment that must be liquidated for the mutual fund economy to have an
equilibrium with early liquidation. 500 randomly selected cases are plotted. All values are weakly negative,
suggesting that no such equilibrium exists.
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Chapter 3
Aggregate Risk and Efficiency of Mutual
Funds
3.1 Introduction
The global financial crisis was a stark reminder that the way financial intermediaries fund
their operations can have dramatic consequences on financial markets and the real economy.
Runs on institutions financed by short-term debt may be particularly debilitating (Brunnermeier, 2009; Duffie, 2010; Gorton and Metrick, 2012). It is therefore important to understand
whether maturity mismatch and the associated rollover risk are a necessary evil, or whether
alternative mechanisms exist that can provide asset transformation services without negative
side effects on financial stability. Previous theoretical work suggests that closed-end mutual
funds may be one such mechanism. The question of whether such mutual funds could provide liquidity efficiently is not just blue-sky thinking or a theoretical curiosity, as a number
of recent policy proposals place mutual funds—or banks with significantly higher capital
requirements—at the center of the financial system (e.g., Kotlikoff, 2010; Admati and Hellwig, 2014; Cochrane, 2014).1
In this paper I ask whether mutual funds can provide liquidity insurance efficiently in
a Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model with aggregate risk. As is standard, risk-averse consumers face privately observable liquidity shocks. In addition, the economy is hit by two
types of aggregate shocks: undiversifiable interest rate risk (modelled as a risky long-term
investment technology) and shocks to aggregate liquidity demand. The extensions to the
standard model are motivated by two basic empirical observations. First, banks, being in
the business of maturity transformation, are exposed to interest rate risk.2 Second, aggregate
1
2

For an overview and an assessment of regulatory reforms that have been implemented in practice, see Duffie
(2017).
See, e.g., Flannery and James (1984); Hellwig (1994); English, den Heuvel, and Zakrajšek (2014); Begenau,
Piazzesi, and Schneider (2015).

liquidity demand varies over time and has first-order effects on the functioning of markets
and intermediaries.3
The main contribution of this paper is to show that mutual funds are inefficient when the
economy faces undiversifiable interest rate risk. In contrast, mutual funds are efficient when
only aggregate liquidity demand is subject to shocks.
Closed-end mutual funds analyzed in this paper were originally proposed by Jacklin
(1987). At the initial date, consumers exchange their endowment for an equity stake in the
fund. Consumers become entitled to a stream of dividends from the fund. The mutual fund
in turn invests its resources in a risky investment project to maximize the utility of its shareholders. At the interim date and before the investment matures, consumers may be hit by an
idiosyncratic liquidity shock, modelled as a greater preference for immediate consumption.
After observing whether they have an immediate consumption need, consumers can trade
mutual fund shares in a competitive stock market. If they face a liquidity shock, consumers
sell their shares and consume the proceeds.
Mutual funds provide liquidity insurance by manipulating the aggregate amount of liquidity at different dates. By paying a higher dividend at the interim date, mutual funds can
provide greater liquidity insurance. The direct effect of paying a higher dividend is that
there is more consumption good today and, because investment is lower, less consumption
good tomorrow. More subtly, a higher dividend affects the price of ex-dividend shares and
thereby the market rate of return faced by the consumers. Since early consumers are selling their shares on the market, they benefit from a high stock price. Thus, dividend policy
has redistributive effects and can improve risk sharing with respect to a situation with no
intermediaries.
Importantly, however, when the mutual fund manipulates its dividend policy, it distorts
the market rate of return away from the technological rate of transformation. This wedge is
key for understanding the first main result of the paper. When the investment technology
is risky, the socially optimal allocation typically gives some consumption to late consumers
before the investment matures, for insurance reasons. However, the wedge between the different rates of return distorts consumption decisions of the late agents in the mutual fund
economy. As a result, mutual funds cannot implement the first best and the resulting equilibrium is inefficient. Even when the socially optimal allocation involves no consumption by
the late agents at the interim date, the mutual fund may still be inefficient: the fact that the
market rate of return is distorted downwards can induce the late agents to start consuming
early. Without interest rate risk, in contrast, choices of the consumers are not distorted by
the wedge because late consumers are always willing to postpone their consumption.
The second contribution of the paper is that shocks to aggregate liquidity demand are not
3

See, e.g., Longstaff (2004); Krishnamurthy (2010); Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2012); Nagel
(2014); Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2015); Sunderam (2015).
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detrimental for the efficiency of mutual funds when consumers are sufficiently risk averse.
Crucially, mutual funds can implement the social optimum even if aggregate liquidity demand is not directly observable. Intuitively, suppose that the dividend policy is kept constant
across different states of nature. Then, the price of the mutual fund shares is low when aggregate liquidity demand is high, and the stock price reveals the aggregate liquidity demand.
By increasing the dividend when the stock price is low, mutual funds can undo the impact
of greater liquidity demand and provide first-best risk sharing. The formal argument proceeds by showing that when consumers are sufficiently risk averse, it is possible to construct
a dividend policy that is a monotone function of the stock price, and thus it is possible to
recover the aggregate liquidity demand from the market price. Finally, I show, by means of
a counterexample, that when consumers are not sufficiently risk averse, the mutual fund may
not be able to achieve the first best with stochastic aggregate liquidity demand.

Related Literature
The paper contributes to a large literature initiated by Bryant (1980) and Diamond and Dybvig
(1983); for comprehensive overviews, see Bhattacharya et al. (1998) or Gorton and Winton
(2003); Bouwman (2013) surveys the empirical evidence on liquidity creation.
The work of Diamond and Dybvig provides a classic rationale for the existence of demand
deposits: banks transform illiquid long-term assets into liquid short-term liabilities in order
to provide liquidity insurance. Such liquidity provision, however, comes at a cost. Since the
optimal funding structure is fragile, the bank may be subject to self-fulfilling panics.
Jacklin (1987) challenged this view by showing that a dividend-paying mutual fund may
be able to implement the social optimum without risking a bank run.4 Given that banks may
fail to implement the social optimum because of runs, Jacklin’s result raises the question of
whether deposit-taking banks are essential in the world envisioned by Diamond and Dybvig. In a setting without aggregate risk, Jacklin showed that mutual funds can implement
the first best if consumers have the original corner preferences studied by Diamond and Dybvig.5 Jacklin noted that mutual funds are inefficient with a more general specification of
4

5

In his original paper, Jacklin called the mechanism “equity contracts”, arguably in part because the role of
the mutual fund can be played by any firm that finances investment by issuing equity. The same mechanism
has also been called “market rate deposits” (Jacklin, 1993). Since there is no single commonly agreed-upon
terminology, I use the term “mutual fund” in this paper. The “mutual fund” terminology is common in the
literature (see, e.g., Jacklin and Bhattacharya (1988) or the textbook treatment in Tirole (2010, Chapter 12.2)).
An appealing feature of this terminology is that financial intermediaries provide services, not considered in
this paper and unrelated to liquidity insurance, that cannot easily be provided by a single firm financing its
investment by equity (e.g., diversification). Finally, I note that closed-end mutual funds considered in this
paper are substantially different from open-end mutual funds that were subject to financial instability during
the financial crisis, see, e.g., Ennis and Haltom (2014) for an overview of the issues.
For the implementation result of Jacklin to obtain, it is key that consumption be observable (i.e., no hidden
trades). Kucinskas (2017) builds on the work of Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009) to show that when
hidden trades are possible, mutual funds can achieve constrained efficiency with general preferences.
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preferences. In this paper, I show that mutual funds are inefficient even with the original
Diamond-Dybvig preferences when the interest rate is risky. Nevertheless, the two results
have a similar flavor in that risky interest rates make late consumers care about consumption
in period one, similarly to the assumption of smooth preferences in Jacklin’s paper.
The two most closely related papers to my work are Jacklin (1993) and Lazopoulos
(2013).6 Jacklin (1993) compares mutual funds and demand deposits in a setting with asymmetric information about the investment return and stochastic aggregate liquidity demand.
Jacklin (1993, p. 246) states (without proof) that mutual funds are efficient even when the
return is risky, provided that there is no asymmetric information.7 I show that this statement
is, in fact, not true: when the long-term return is risky, mutual funds are no longer efficient.
Lazopoulos (2013) considers a Diamond-Dybvig model with shocks to aggregate liquidity
demand; the investment technology in his model is riskless. Lazopoulos shows that demand
deposit contracts are superior to mutual funds when contracts cannot be state-contingent.
Building on work by Jacklin (1993), I show that the restriction on the contract space is not
without loss of generality. When the dividend is allowed to depend on the stock price, mutual
funds can implement the full-information first best even when aggregate liquidity demand
cannot be observed directly.
While both Jacklin (1993) and Lazopoulos (2013) consider the effects of aggregate risk
on the efficiency of mutual funds, they do so in settings that deviate from the basic DiamondDybvig model (asymmetric information in the paper of Jacklin and incomplete contracts in
the paper of Lazopoulos). I isolate the effects of aggregate risk by considering a benchmark
model in which the only friction is private information about the liquidity shock faced by
the consumers. This turns out to be important. While the previous literature suggests that
it is shocks to liquidity demand, not risky investment returns, that matter for efficiency, my
results show that the opposite is true.

6

7

Hellwig (1994) analyzes a Diamond-Dybvig type model in which the return on short-term investment between period one and period two is stochastic. In that model, mutual funds are efficient (Hellwig, 1994,
p. 1382). In my setup, in contrast, the short-term rate is deterministic but the rate of return on long-term
investment is stochastic. Hazlett (1997) studies a Diamond-Dybvig type model with a risky long-term investment technology. The model of Hazlett is similar to mine but she does not consider intermediation by
mutual funds.
Jacklin writes that “As Jacklin and Bhattacharya (1988) [...] discuss, such underlying uncertainty is important only if interim information about the underlying asset returns becomes available at T = 1. Otherwise,
even if the underlying assets are risky, MRD contracts [i.e. mutual funds] can be used to achieve the socially
optimal allocation.”. It is not clear what part of the paper by Jacklin and Bhattacharya (1988) is alluded to
in this quote. Jacklin and Bhattacharya (1988, p. 571) seem to only point out that with smooth preferences
and a risky technology, mutual funds do not attain the socially efficient allocation (which coincides with the
banking allocation when deposits cannot be traded, see Jacklin (1987)). The statement by Jacklin and Bhattacharya is clearly true, since aggregate risk does nothing to remove the inefficiency of mutual funds caused
by smooth preferences.
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3.2 Model
I study a Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model with a risky long-term investment technology.
I first describe a model in which the level of aggregate liquidity demand is fixed. Stochastic
aggregate liquidity demand is introduced in Section 3.4.

3.2.1 Primitives
Preferences and Endowments. There are three periods: t = 0, 1, 2. The economy is populated by a unit measure of ex ante identical consumers. Consumers are endowed with e
units of an infinitely divisible consumption good at the initial date and maximize expected
utility. At the beginning of period one, consumers experience a preference shock; the realization of the shock is private information. With probability λ, the consumer is an early type
and only cares about consumption in period one, i.e. her utility function is given by u(c 1 ).
With complementary probability, the consumer is a late type. For a late type, consumption
goods in period one and period two are perfect substitutes: the utility function of a late type
is u(c 1 + c 2 ). Utility function u(c) is twice continuously differentiable, strictly increasing,
strictly concave, and satisfies Inada conditions. Finally, a law of large numbers for a continuum of i.i.d. random variables holds, so that the realized fraction of early consumers is equal
to λ.
Technology. There is a single risky investment technology, available to all agents in the
economy. The investment technology yields R(s) units of consumption good in period two
H is
per one unit invested in period zero for all states of nature s ∈ S.8 Random return R
∫
H ≡ R d F (R) > 1; I use tildes to
characterized by a distribution function F (R) with E[R]
denote random variables. A fraction of the long-term investment may be liquidated after
observing the liquidity shock in period one. Liquidation is costless: for each unit of the
long-term investment liquidated, agents receive one unit of the consumption good, as in the
original Diamond and Dybvig setup.9
No Hidden Trades. I assume that there are no hidden trades, either because trades among
consumers or consumption levels themselves are observable. This assumption is made to
ensure that liquidity insurance is not arbitraged away by opportunistic consumers (Allen,
1985; Jacklin, 1987).10
8

Since consumption goods in different periods are perfect substitutes for the late types, it is without loss of
generality to assume that the there is no storage technology.
9 The assumption is for simplicity only. The results carry through straightforwardly to the case of more general
investment technologies.
10 See Allen and Gale (2004, Section 4) and Farhi, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2009) for further discussion. Kucinskas (2017) analyzes welfare properties of mutual funds in a setting with hidden trades and no aggregate risk.
Results of that paper easily generalize to the case of interest rate risk if markets for aggregate risk are complete.
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3.2.2 Benchmark Allocations
I now define autarky, first-best, and second-best allocations in the present environment and
describe some of their qualitative properties.
Autarky
In autarky, consumers have no access to financial markets or intermediaries. Since early consumers only derive utility from period one consumption, they liquidate all of their investment
in period one and consume the proceeds: c 1aut
E = e. The optimal consumption profile for the
late types is given by the solution to the following optimization problem.
Problem 3.1 (Autarky problem of the late types).
[
]
max E u(c 1L + (e − c 1L ) H
R) .
c 1L ∈[0,e ]

Optimal consumption of the late types c 1aut
L solves
[
]
E u ′(c 1L + (e − c 1L ) H
R)(H
R −1) ≥ 0,
with equality if c 1aut
L > 0. Effectively, the consumer solves a portfolio problem in which c 1L
is akin to a riskless bond that pays zero interest, and the risky technology plays the role of a
stock. Increasing consumption in period one makes the total consumption of a late agent less
risky. At the same time, increasing consuming more in period one limits the potential gain
from the productive long-term investment, and thereby consumption is smaller in expectation.
At an interior optimum these marginal effects have to be equal.
First-Best Allocation
Suppose that liquidity shocks are observable. The social planner maximizes expected utility
of the consumers subject to the resource constraint, as given in the problem below.
Problem 3.2 (First-best allocation).



iH
R + 
*

max λu(c 1E ) + (1 − λ) E u c 1L +
c 1 E , c 1L , i
1 − λ - 
 ,

s.t. λc 1E + (1 − λ)c 1L + i = e, i, c 1E , c 1L ≥ 0.

Here i is the aggregate investment in the long-term technology at the end of period one. At
the optimum (c 1FEB , c 1FLB , i F B ) solve
[
]
u ′(c 1E ) = E u ′ (c 1L + H
c 2L ) H
R
[
]
[
]
E u ′ (c 1L + H
c 2L ) ≤ E u ′ (c 1L + H
c 2L ) H
R ,
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(3.1)
(3.2)

and the resource constraint, where H
c 2L = i H
R /(1 − λ). The second condition holds with
F
B
equality if c 1L > 0. The first condition represents the standard inter-type trade-off between
liquidity provision and investment present in the original Diamond and Dybvig model. If
c 1E is higher, there is more insurance against idiosyncratic liquidity shocks, but less can be
invested in the long-term technology. The second condition is specific to the current model
with aggregate risk about the investment return. It represents the intertemporal trade-off that
late types are exposed to: investing more in the risky technology makes consumption of the
late types less smooth across different states of nature, although the upside potential is greater,
just as in Problem 3.1.

Second-Best Allocation
Since liquidity needs of consumers are not observable, the first best may not be implementable. However, it is easy to show that the first best is incentive compatible under the
natural assumption that the consumers are prudent (Kimball, 1990), i.e. marginal utility of
consumption is convex. Convex marginal utility is satisfied by most commonly used preference specifications including power and exponential utility.11 Hence, whenever consumers
are prudent, one is justified in focusing on the first-best allocation, as I will do in the rest of
this paper.
Formally, by the Revelation Principle, it is without loss of generality to only consider
allocations that satisfy the following incentive compatibility constraints:
c 1E ≥ c 1L
E[u(c 1L + H
c 2L )] ≥ u(c 1E ).

(3.3)

We have the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that the consumers are prudent, that is, the marginal utility of consumption is convex. Then, the solution to the first-best problem (Problem 3.2) is incentive
compatible.
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

Decentralization by Competitive Banks
By adopting the arguments of Allen and Gale (2004), one can show that the second-best
allocation can be decentralized by a competitive banking system in which banks compete by
11 In

addition, as has been known since Leland (1968), prudence is a necessary condition for precautionary
savings to be positive.
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offering different deposit contracts.12 As a consequence, and although the main focus of this
paper is on mutual funds, we can compare mutual funds to banks by comparing mutual funds
to the second-best allocation.
For the decentralization result to hold, there must be no panic-based runs in the banking economy. In a panic-based run, late consumers withdraw early out of a self-fulfilling
belief that other late consumers will also withdraw early.13 With panic-based runs, comparing banks and mutual funds is more difficult. If mutual funds implement the second-best
allocation, then mutual funds strictly dominate banks when the probability of a bank run is
non-zero. If mutual funds cannot implement the second best, then the welfare ordering of
banks and mutual funds depends on the relative size of the two inefficiencies. Banks are
better at providing liquidity insurance but may suffer from runs, whereas mutual funds are
run-proof but introduce a distortion in liquidity provision.

3.2.3 Mutual Funds
I now describe equilibrium in an economy in which closed-end mutual funds of Jacklin (1987)
provide liquidity insurance.
There is a competitive mutual fund sector with free entry. In period zero, the representative mutual fund raises capital by issuing shares to the consumers in return for their
endowment. I normalize holdings of the mutual fund shares by each consumer at time zero
to one. After the realization of liquidity shocks in period one, the mutual fund pays out a dividend d to each agent. Then, the agents trade ex-dividend shares between themselves at some
market-clearing price p. Because of competition among funds and free entry, the dividend d
chosen by the representative fund maximizes the ex ante utility of the agents. As in Jacklin
(1993), d may be a function of p. For now, since aggregate liquidity demand is constant, it is
without loss of generality to assume that d is constant; this assumption is relaxed in Section
3.4. The timeline of the mutual fund mechanism is summarized in Figure 3.1.
I solve for the equilibrium by working backwards. The market for shares has to clear in
period one:
λ = (1 − λ)(d − c 1L )/p.
(3.4)
The left-hand side gives the aggregate supply of shares (early types sell one unit of stock),
while the right-hand side is the aggregate demand (late types use all their available resources,
d − c 1L , to buy stock).
12

Results of Allen and Gale (2004) cannot be immediately applied to the present paper because in the model
of Allen and Gale all uncertainty is resolved in period one, whereas in the current setting uncertainty is only
resolved in period two.
13 Note that there cannot be panic-based runs that happen with probability one in a competitive banking system,
as then a bank that offered the autarky contract would make positive profits. Runs may nevertheless happen
in sunspot equilibria, as in Cooper and Ross (1998) or Peck and Shell (2003).
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t =0

t =1

t =2

1. Consumers deposit e,
get one share in exchange

1. Idiosyncratic liquidity
shocks realized

1. Return of the
project is realized

2. Mutual fund chooses
dividend d to maximize
welfare

2. Dividend d is
paid out, and consumers
trade in secondary market

2. Assets of the fund
paid out to shareholders
pro rata

Figure 3.1: Timeline of the mutual fund economy.

The individual problem of the early types is very simple. They sell their shares for any
price p > 0, and consume c 1MF
E = d +p. The problem of the late types is only somewhat more
involved.
Problem 3.3 (Demand for shares).

[
]
max E u(c 1L + α(e − d) H
R)
c 1L ,α

s.t. c 1L + αp = d + p, c 1L ≥ 0.
Here α denotes holdings of the mutual fund shares by the late types at the end of period
one. Effectively, late types solve what amounts to a textbook portfolio problem. We can
interpret c 1L to be holdings of a riskless one-period bond that pays zero interest, and α as
the holdings of a risky security that pays off H
R(e − d) units of consumption good in period
two. Since consumption in period one cannot be negative, the consumer is effectively facing
a borrowing constraint. The optimal consumption at the interim date c 1MF
L solves
p E[u ′(c 1L + H
c 2L )] ≤ E[u ′(c 1L + H
c 2L ) H
R(e − d)],

(3.5)

with equality if c 1MF
c 2L = H
R(e − d)(d + p − c 1L )/p.
L > 0, where H
The optimal dividend d is chosen at the beginning of period zero to maximize the ex
ante utility of a representative agent. As discussed above, this outcome is implied by perfect
competition by mutual funds with free entry; see Kucinskas (2017) for the details. The assumption that there are no hidden trades is essential for the maximization of ex ante welfare
to be an outcome of perfect competition. Let p = p(d) be the price p as a function of the dividend d. In Section 3.3.2, I show that the equilibrium in the mutual fund economy is indeed
unique under the realistic assumption that absolute risk aversion is decreasing in wealth.
Since the early types sell all their shares and consume the proceeds plus the dividend,
their consumption is equal to d + p. From the budget constraint in Problem 3.3, the total
consumption of the late types is c 1L + H
R(e −d)(d +p −c 1L )/p. Using the equilibrium condition
in Eq. (3.4) to eliminate c 1L , we find that the total consumption of the late types in equilibrium
is d +[H
R(e −d)−λp]/(1−λ). Thus, the mutual fund’s problem of finding the optimal dividend
takes the following form.
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Problem 3.4 (Optimal choice of the dividend).


(
)
R(e − d) +
λp(d) H
+
max λu d + p(d) + (1 − λ) E * d −
1 − λ} | 1{z
− λ } -
, | {z
d∈[0,e ]

=c 1L

=H
c 2L

Note that the mutual fund takes the general equilibrium effect on the share price into account
when choosing the optimal dividend.
From Problem 3.4, we see that a change in the dividend d has two effects. The direct
effect is that a higher d increases aggregate consumption in period one and, since there is
less investment, decreases aggregate consumption in period two. In addition, a higher dividend influences the market price of mutual fund shares p(d). Both of these factors affect the
market rate of return, H
R(e − d)/p(d), and therefore influence the consumption decisions of
the late consumers. The difference between the market rate of return, H
R(e − d)/p(d), and the
technological rate of return, H
R, drives the inefficiency result of the next section.

3.3 Inefficiency With Interest Rate Risk
Jacklin (1987) shows that mutual funds provide liquidity insurance efficiently in a setting
without aggregate risk. I now show that Jacklin’s result depends critically on the assumption that the long-term return is deterministic. If the long-term return is risky because of,
for example, macroeconomic risks, mutual funds typically cannot implement the first best.
Specifically, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.1. If c 1FLB > 0, mutual funds can implement the first-best allocation if and only
if autarky and first-best allocations coincide. If c 1FLB = 0 and c 1FEB > e, mutual funds can
implement the first-best allocation if and only if E[u ′(H
c 2FLB )(1 − H
c 2FLB /c 1FEB )] ≤ 0; if c 1FLB = 0 and
c 1FEB ≤ e, the first best is always implementable.
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

In words, if the first-best solution provides some consumption to the late types before the
investment matures (c 1FLB > 0), the mutual fund is efficient if and only if the first best coincides
with autarky. In such a case, of course, there is no scope for liquidity provision to begin with,
and financial intermediation is redundant. Moreover, as I show in Proposition 3.2, this case
is non-generic. If the first best coincides with autarky, it is always possible to slightly perturb
the utility function u(x) such that the first best becomes different from autarky. Hence, when
c 1FLB > 0, mutual funds are generically inefficient. Somewhat surprisingly, even if c 1FLB = 0,
the mutual fund may still fail to implement the first best if the first-best allocation involves
liquidity insurance (c 1FEB > e).
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Proposition 3.1 is a key result of this paper. Intuitively, mutual funds are inefficient
because they provide liquidity insurance by driving a wedge between the market and technological rates of return. As a result of the wedge, decisions of the late types are distorted,
and the resulting equilibrium is inefficient. Specifically, a higher dividend at the interim date
has two effects. First, a higher dividend today leads to more consumption good today and —
by the resource constraint — less consumption good tomorrow. Since the investment technology is productive, a higher dividend today shrinks the total size of the pie available for
consumption. Second, a higher dividend influences the price of the mutual fund shares and
hence the rate of return faced by the consumers. Since only the late types are buying mutual
fund shares, distorting the rate of return has a redistributive effect and improves risk sharing.
However, the wedge between the private and social rates of return distorts the decisions of
the late types and gives rise to an inefficiency in the mutual fund economy.
Even if the first-best allocation calls for no consumption by the late types at the interim
date, mutual funds may still fail to achieve efficiency. Specifically, when c 1FLB = 0 and the first
best provides liquidity insurance (c 1FEB > e), the mutual fund needs to distort the market rate
of return downwards to obtain optimal risk sharing. However, such a distortion effectively
makes consumption in period one cheaper and may induce late consumers to start consuming
early.
When the investment return is deterministic, as in the original Diamond-Dybvig environment, the wedge between the market and technological rates of return does not lead to an
inefficiency because the late consumers are at a corner solution.14 To see this formally, note
that with a fixed return, it is optimal to set c 1FLB = 0. Then, using the condition in Proposition 3.1, we find that
E[u ′(H
c 2FLB )(1 − H
c 2FLB /c 1FEB )] = u ′(c 2FLB )(1 − c 2FLB /c 1FEB ) < 0,
since Eq. (3.1) implies c 2FLB > c 1FEB . Mutual funds attain efficiency even though the market
return is different from the technological rate of return. Indeed, a quick calculation shows
that with a fixed rate of return15
R(e − d)
p
| {z }
market rate of return

⋚

R
|{z}

⇐⇒

e ⋚ c 1FEB .

technological rate of return

and Dybvig (1983) also assume that the coefficient of relative risk aversion, −u ′′(c)c/u ′(c), is
greater than one everywhere, which I am not assuming here.
15 If the mutual fund sets d = λc F B , it implements the first best, and the resulting market-clearing price is
1E
p eq = (1 − λ)c 1FEB . The late types spend all of their income on shares as long as the return is weakly greater
than one, which is the case if and only if p ≤ R(e − d). By the resource constraint, c 2FLB = R(e − d)/(1 − λ).
Hence R(e − d) = (1 − λ)c 2FLB > (1 − λ)c 1FEB = p because the first-best allocation satisfies c 2FLB > c 1FEB . Thus,
p eq is indeed the market-clearing price.

14 Diamond
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Therefore, the rate of return is generically distorted away from the technological rate of return. However, even though the late consumers face a different rate of return than the mutual
fund, the wedge has no bearing on efficiency. Since all late consumers are at a corner solution, the wedge does not distort their consumption decisions and the resulting equilibrium is
efficient.16
Returning to the general case, I now show that when the first-best allocation gives some
consumption to the late types before the investment matures (c 1FLB > 0), mutual funds are
generically inefficient. Suppose that for a given utility function u(x), the first best is identical
to autarky, which, from Proposition 3.1 is a necessary and sufficient condition for mutual
funds to be efficient. Then, it is always possible to slightly perturb the utility function u(x)
such that the first best becomes different from autarky, and hence mutual funds are inefficient.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that c 1FLB > 0 and the first-best and autarky allocations coincide
when the utility function is u(x). Consider a perturbed utility function uD(x) ≡ u(x) + εx with
ε > 0. Then, there exists a sufficiently small ε such that the first-best and autarky allocations
differ when the utility function is uD(x).
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

In other words, when the investment technology is sufficiently risky to make c 1FLB > 0 optimal,
mutual funds are generically inefficient. For example, if the investment technology yields
zero with a positive probability, Inada conditions imply that c 1FLB > 0 and, by Proposition 3.2,
mutual funds are generically inefficient.

3.3.1 Example With a Closed-Form Solution
To get further intuition and understand when mutual funds are more likely to be inefficient,
consider the following example. Utility is given by u(c) = − ρ1 exp(−ρc), where ρ is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion, and H
R ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ) with µ > 1 and σ > 0. This specification
is the only one that I am aware of for which one can solve for both the first-best allocation as
well as the mutual fund equilibrium in closed form.
Since the return H
R is normally distributed and utility is exponential, u(c 1L + H
c 2L ) is lognormally distributed, and so expected utility of the late types can be computed in closed
form.17 Taking first-order conditions and performing some algebraic manipulations we get
16 Jacklin

(1987) also considers the case when consumers have smooth preferences that are strictly increasing
in consumption in bother period one and two and satisfy the Inada conditions. With such preferences, mutual funds are typically inefficient. Proposition 3.1 has a similar flavor in that interest rate risk induces late
consumers to consume in period one and hence makes their preferences “smooth.”
17 Since the return is normally distributed H
c 2L is negative with positive probability.
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that at an interior solution18
c 1FEB

(
)(
)
(1 − λ)(µ − 1)2
λ(µ − 1)
µ−1
FB
=e+
and c 1L = e −
1+
.
2
2ρσ 2
ρσ 2

A small calculation shows that aggregate consumption in period one is
λc 1FEB + (1 − λ)c 1FLB = e −

(1 − λ)(µ − 1)
.
ρσ 2

Now consider the mutual fund economy. Performing some algebra, we see that at an interior
solution stock holdings and first-period consumption of the late types are given by
α ∗ (d) =

µ(e − d) − p
(µ(e − d) − p)p
∗
and
c
(d)
=
d
+
p
−
.
1
L
ρσ 2 (e − d)2
ρσ 2 (e − d)2

In equilibrium, α ∗ = 1/(1 − λ). Solving for p shows that at an interior equilibrium (meaning
that the first-order condition of the late types in Eq. (3.5) holds with equality at the market
clearing price)
ρσ 2 (e − d)2
peq (d) = µ(e − d) −
.
1−λ
We can now explicitly show that the mutual fund is inefficient whenever the first best allocation is interior. Suppose the mutual fund sets d = d ∗ where d ∗ is the aggregate consumption
at the interim date in the first-best allocation, i.e. d ∗ = λc 1FEB + (1 − λ)c 1FLB . Substitute the
expression for peq (d ∗ ) and d = d ∗ into the formula for c 1L in the mutual fund economy to
obtain that
λ(µ − 1)2
∗
FB
.
c 1MF
(d
)
−
c
=
1L
L
2ρσ 2
Hence, unless λ = 0 or µ = 1 — in which case the first best coincides with autarky — mutual
funds are inefficient.
[
]
λ(µ−1)
and so c 1FLB = 0, c 1MF
Finally, note that when ρσ 2e = (µ − 1) 1 + 2
L > 0 from the
results above. Thus, by continuity there exists an open set of parameter values for which
c 1FLB = 0 but the mutual fund nevertheless cannot implement the first best.
[
]
λ(µ−1)
When ρσ 2e > (µ − 1) 1 + 2 , the first best has c 1FEB > 0. Since mutual funds are inefficient whenever c 1FEB > 0, mutual funds are more likely to be inefficient when consumers are
more risk averse (ρ is higher), the economy is wealthier (e is higher), investment technology
is riskier (σ is higher), investment technology is not too productive (µ is not too high), or the
probability of a liquidity shock is not too high (λ is not too high).
[
]
λ ( µ−1)
necessary and sufficient condition for the solution to be interior is ρσ 2e ≥ (µ − 1) 1 + 2
, which
√
is satisfied whenever ρ, σ or e are sufficiently big, or µ is in (1, µ̄], where µ̄ = [ 1 + 2eλρσ 2 − (1 − λ)]/λ.
Since µ̄ is strictly greater than unity, the interval for µ is not empty.

18 A
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3.3.2 Existence and Uniqueness
An appealing feature of the mutual fund mechanism is that it is able to provide (partial)
liquidity insurance uniquely, i.e., it does not suffer from financial panics. I now give a direct
proof that an equilibrium always exists in the mutual fund economy. More importantly, the
equilibrium is unique under the empirically plausible assumption that absolute risk aversion is
decreasing in wealth (Wakker, 2010, p. 83).19 This result is important because even if mutual
funds fail to be efficient, they nevertheless have desirable financial stability properties. Thus,
if banks are subject to runs, mutual funds may under some circumstances be preferred to
banks.
I call an equilibrium interior if the first-order condition of the late types in Eq. (3.5) holds
with equality at the market clearing price. The equilibrium price p at an interior optimum is
given by the solution to f (p) = 0 where

H − d) 
R(e
λ
′*

+ −
f (p) = p E u d −
p+
1−λ
1 − λ -
 ,



H − d)
R(e
λ
′*

+
H
E u d −
p+
R(e − d) .
1−λ
1−λ  ,


(3.6)

In what follows, the domain of f is taken to be [0, (1 − λ)d/λ]. From the market clearing
condition (3.4), (1 − λ)d/λ is an upper bound for the equilibrium price. Clearly, f is welldefined and continuously differentiable for all p in its domain, and has f (0) < 0. Note that if
(
)
f (1 − λ)d/λ < 0, there exists an equilibrium that is not interior. Thus, existence is always
ensured.
The following lemma shows that f ′(p ∗ ) > 0 at all p ∗ that solve f (p) = 0, if any such p ∗ ’s
exist.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that absolute risk aversion is decreasing in wealth. Let f (p ∗ ) = 0. At
any such p ∗ , f ′(p ∗ ) > 0.
□

Proof. In the Appendix.
An immediate corollary is the following:

Corollary 3.1. If absolute risk aversion is decreasing in wealth, there can be at most one
interior equilibrium.
Now, since f (0) < 0, there are two cases to consider given the results above.
• There is some p ∗ ∈ (0, (1 − λ)d/λ) that solves f (p) = 0. Then, by the Corollary above
we know that f ((1−λ)d/λ) > 0, which means that there is no non-interior equilibrium.
19 As

is standard, absolute risk aversion is decreasing in wealth if for c H ≥ c L > 0, −u ′′(c H )/u ′(c H ) ≤
′
L )/u (c L ).

−u ′′(c
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• For all p ∈ [0, (1 − λ)d/λ), f (p) < 0. In this case, the equilibrium has c 1L = 0. By
assumption, there is no other equilibrium with c 1L > 0.
Thus, we have proved the desired result.
Proposition 3.3. For all d ∈ (0, e) an equilibrium in the mutual fund economy exists. Moreover, if absolute risk aversion is decreasing in wealth, the equilibrium is unique.

3.3.3 Complete Markets for Aggregate Risk
Financial markets for aggregate risks are incomplete in the mutual fund economy. There is
only one asset that can be traded at the interim date (mutual fund shares) but there is more than
one state that can realize in period two. As a result, one may wonder whether the inefficiency
result in Proposition 3.1 is an artefact of the exogenous asset structure. The answer is no:
with the assumed preferences, the restriction on financial assets turns out to be without loss
of generality.
Let us consider the equilibrium in the mutual fund economy when trade in a full set of
Arrow-Debreu securities is allowed. For simplicity, assume that the set S has a finite number
of elements. Consumers maximize expected utility subject to the modified period one budget
constraint
∑
d + p = c 1θ + αθ p +
q(s)Bθ (s),
(3.7)
s

where q(s) is the price of an Arrow security that pays one unit of consumption good if the
state in period two is s and zero otherwise, and Bθ (s) is the holdings of such Arrow-Debreu
securities at the end of period one. In period two the following budget constraints need to be
satisfied:
c 2θ (s) = αθ (e − d)R(s) + Bθ (s) for all types θ and states s.

(3.8)

There is a full set of Arrow-Debreu securities that are in zero net supply.20 Market clearing
conditions for the Arrow-Debreu securities are given by
λBE (s) + (1 − λ)BL (s) = 0 for all states s.

(3.9)

As before, there is a secondary market for shares of the mutual fund.
We can now show that the restriction on the asset structure is without loss of generality.
Proposition 3.4. The equilibrium is unchanged by the addition of a full set of Arrow-Debreu
securities.
20 To

rule out hidden trades, I assume that consumers can only trade Arrow-Debreu securities with other shareholders of the same mutual fund.
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□

Proof. In the Appendix.

The result is intuitive. Since early types only care about consumption at the interim date,
there are no obvious gains from trade in Arrow-Debreu securities. Proposition 3.4 reassures
us that this indeed the case.

3.4 Shocks to Aggregate Liquidity Demand
I now turn to the analysis of mutual funds in the case of stochastic aggregate liquidity demand.
The main result of this section is that if consumers are sufficiently risk averse, mutual funds
can implement the first best by adopting a price-contingent dividend policy. In addition, I
demonstrate that if the level of risk aversion is low, mutual funds cannot always implement
the first best.
Instead of being fixed, the fraction of early consumers is now a random variable λH with
support on (0, 1). To isolate the effect of shocks to liquidity demand, the investment technology is riskless with R > 1. With full information, the social planner solves the following
problem.
Problem 3.5 (Full information first-best allocation).
(
) (
) ( e − λ(ω)c 1E (ω) )
max λ(ω)u c 1E (ω) + 1 − λ(ω) u
R
1 − λ(ω)
c 1E (ω )
s.t. 0 ≤ λ(ω)c 1E (ω) ≤ e for all states of nature ω ∈ Ω.
Since the return is fixed, I have already imposed c 1FLB = 0. Since we can solve the optimization
problem state-by-state, we see that the optimal unique solution c 1FEB (ω) satisfies
(
)
(
)
′ e − λ(ω)c 1E (ω)
u c 1E (ω) = u
R R for all states of nature ω ∈ Ω.
1 − λ(ω)
′

(3.10)

As a shorthand, I will at times write c 1E (λ) to denote c 1FEB [λ(ω)].
If the mutual fund can observe aggregate liquidity demand directly, it can implement the
first best by setting d(ω) = λ(ω)c 1FEB (ω) state-by-state. This is a special case of Proposition 3.1 and a direct corollary of the classic result of Jacklin (1987) discussed in Section 3.3.
If the mutual fund cannot observe aggregate liquidity demand directly, it may nevertheless be able to back out the liquidity demand from the market-clearing price of the mutual
fund shares. Intuitively, if the dividend is fixed across different states of nature, then the
price of the shares is low when liquidity demand is high. There is less liquidity insurance in
precisely those states of nature in which such insurance is most desired (Lazopoulos, 2013).
However, if the dividend is a decreasing function of the price, the mutual fund may be able
to offset the impact of greater liquidity demand and provide first-best risk sharing. Jacklin
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(1993, Proposition 1) shows that if consumers have power utility, mutual funds can implement the first best by allowing the dividend to vary with the price of the shares in a monotone
fashion. This formulation does not require the mutual fund to observe the realized state. It
is only necessary that the price of the shares be revealing of the state at the optimal dividend
policy.
I follow Jacklin (1993) in allowing the dividend of the mutual fund to depend on the
market clearing price. The following proposition shows that such a mechanism implements
the social optimum whenever consumers have a coefficient of relative risk aversion exceeding unity, a standard assumption in the literature on liquidity insurance. To the best of my
knowledge, the result of Jacklin (1993, Proposition 1) has not been extended beyond special
case of power utility. Moreover, since Jacklin proves his result by explicitly solving for the
first-best and mutual fund allocations, the method of my proof is different.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that the fraction of early consumers follows an arbitrary distribution with support on (0, 1), and the long-term return is fixed. Let −u ′′(c)c/u ′(c) > 1 for
all c ≥ e. If the dividend of the mutual fund can depend on the market-clearing price of the
mutual fund shares, d = d(p), the mutual fund can implement the first-best allocation. The
optimal dividend is a strictly decreasing function of the price.
□

Proof. In the Appendix.

The basic idea of the construction of the price-contingent dividend policy is as follows.
To implement the full information first best, the mutual fund needs to set d = λc 1E (λ) ≡ d ∗ (λ)
for all λ. However, the mutual fund does not observe liquidity demand λ directly and can only
use price-contingent dividend policies. Mathematically, the question is thus whether d ∗ (λ)
can be written as a function of the market clearing price p(λ) only. Economically, the issue is
whether the mutual fund can recover the aggregate liquidity demand from the market clearing
price. It turns out that when consumers are sufficiently risk averse, it is always possible to
do so.
I finish by noting that some restrictions on either the class of utility functions or distributions of liquidity demand are necessary for mutual funds to implement the first best,
implying that the condition −u ′′(c)c/u ′(c) > 1 in Proposition 3.5 is not redundant. Suppose
that u(c) = 1 − exp(−c/4) and the long-term return is non-stochastic with R = 3/2. Figure 3.2 shows that with this specification, the market-clearing price p is not monotone in
d ∗ = λc 1E (λ). Hence, p −1 (d) is not defined, and the mutual fund cannot recover the aggregate liquidity demand from the market-clearing price. Non-implementability is driven by the
fact that the optimal consumption of early types is increasing in λ, as shown in the left panel
of Figure 3.2. Intuitively, when λ is higher, two things happen. First, the optimal dividend
is now higher. Since late consumers spend all of the dividend on buying shares, a higher
dividend puts an upward pressure on the price. However, since λ is higher, there is now a
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Figure 3.2: Left panel: Consumption of the early types, the price of shares, and the optimal dividend as a
function of the fraction of early consumers λ. Right panel: market-clearing price of mutual fund shares and
the optimal dividend d ∗ = λc 1E (λ) as λ varies from zero (bottom left) to one (top right). The example has
u(c) = 1 − exp(− c4 ); endowment is e = 1 and the long-term return is non-stochastic with R = 32 .

higher supply of shares in the market, which mechanically pushes the price down. In the
example shown in Figure 3.2, the first effect dominates for low values of λ, while the second
effect dominates for high values of λ. In contrast, under the assumptions of Proposition 3.5,
the second effect dominates for all values of λ.

3.5 Conclusions
The global financial crisis was a stark reminder that the way financial intermediaries fund
their operations can have important consequences for the real economy. It is therefore important to understand under what conditions maturity and liquidity mismatch are necessary
for the efficient provision of liquidity insurance.
In this paper, I investigated the welfare properties of closed-end mutual funds, an alternative mechanism for providing liquidity insurance that has received significant attention both
in previous theoretical work and contemporary policy discussions. The main contribution of
the paper is that it is risk about returns, not liquidity demand, that matters for the efficiency
of mutual funds. Mutual funds are inefficient at providing liquidity insurance when returns
are risky. If only aggregate liquidity demand is subject to shocks, however, mutual funds
can implement the first best with a price-contingent dividend policy even when aggregate
liquidity demand is not directly observed.
I conclude by discussing certain limitations of current work and providing a few remarks
on policy. In the years since the original paper of Jacklin was written, the literature on bank
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runs and liquidity provision has clarified the role of the sequential service constraint for understanding bank runs.21 However, existing literature assumes that consumers are spatially
separated at the interim date and can only contact the bank but not each other. This assumption rules out the mutual fund mechanism considered in this paper. In future work, it may
be interesting to investigate whether mechanisms that resemble the mutual fund proposed by
Jacklin arise endogenously in a setting with richer meeting technologies than so far considered in the literature, and whether such mechanisms give rise to multiplicity.
From a policy perspective, results of the paper suggest that banks may have an advantage
over mutual funds at creating liquidity when contracts are exclusive, interest rate risk is high,
and the frequency of bank runs is small enough. If contracts are not exclusive, mutual funds
and banks are equivalent (Kucinskas, 2017). If there is no undiversifiable interest rate risk,
mutual funds are optimal if the consumers have — or are sufficiently well approximated by
— the original Diamond-Dybvig preferences. Finally, the frequency of bank runs should not
be too high, since if runs happen too often, mutual funds are superior to banks, a corollary of
the results in Cooper and Ross (1998). Looking forward, an open question lies in quantifying
these trade-offs and developing the implications for optimal policy.

21 The classic paper of Wallace (1988) inspired a large literature.

Green and Lin (2003) show that bank runs are
not an equilibrium in a finite trader version of the Diamond-Dybvig model in which the sequential service
constraint is taken as a feature of the environment and the contracts offered by the bank are not exogenously
restricted. Peck and Shell (2003) modify the model of Green and Lin by assuming that the consumers do
not know their place in the line when they visit the bank. Peck and Shell show that the optimal contract can
have a run equilibrium. Subsequent work that has clarified the conditions under which runs occur includes
Andolfatto, Nosal, and Wallace (2007a); Ennis and Keister (2009); Sultanum (2014); Andolfatto, Nosal, and
Sultanum (2014), among others.
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Proofs
Proof of Lemma 3.1
The proof is by applying Jensen’s inequality twice. Suppose that the incentive compatibility
constraint does not hold for the late types at the first best, i.e. u(c 1FEB ) > E[u(c 1FLB +H
c 2FLB )]. This
implies that
(
)
c 1FEB > u −1 E[u(c 1FLB + H
c 2FLB )] > c 1FLB + E[H
c 2FLB ],
where I used Jensen’s Inequality and the fact that u −1 (·) exists, is strictly increasing and
strictly concave. But since u ′ is strictly decreasing and convex,
(
)
u ′(c 1FEB ) < u ′ c 1FLB + E[H
c 2FLB ] ≤ E[u ′(c 1FLB + H
c 2FLB )],
where I used Jensen’s inequality in the second step. However, from Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2)
we have that
u ′(c 1FEB ) ≥ E[u ′(c 1FLB + H
c 2FLB )],
(3.11)
a contradiction. Hence, the incentive constraint must be satisfied for the late types. If the
incentive-compatibility constraint does not hold for the early types, i.e. c 1FLB > c 1FEB , then we
immediately get a contradiction to Eq. (3.11).

Proof of Proposition 3.1
I consider two cases. First, I look at the case of an interior solution, meaning that the nonnegativity constraint on c 1FLB is not binding at the first-best solution. Then, I consider the case
when c 1FLB is zero.
Interior solution: c 1FLB > 0. Suppose, for contradiction, that the mutual fund and first-best
allocations are identical at some appropriately chosen dividend. Then, first-order conditions
in Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.5) imply that d = e − p. Now by the budget constraint of the early
types, c 1MF
E = d + p. As a result, for the mutual fund and first-best allocations to coincide it
is necessary to have c 1FEB = e. In that case, the first-best allocation equals autarky.
For the other direction, suppose that the first-best and autarky allocations are the same.
Let the mutual fund set d = λe + (1 − λ)c 1MF
L . Then, the market clearing price is p = (1 −
MF
λ)(e − c 1L ) and therefore d + p = e. Therefore, c 1MF
E = e and, in addition, the solutions to
Problem 3.1 and Problem 3.3 are the same. Thus, the mutual fund implements the first best.
Non-interior solution: c 1FLB = 0. Let c ∗ denote the solution to
) ]
[ (
∗
′ e − λc H H
R R .
u (c ) = E u
1−λ
′

∗
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A small calculation shows that c 1FLB = 0 if and only if
[ (
)
]
∗
′ e − λc H
H
E u
R (1 − R) ≤ 0.
1−λ

(3.12)

Turning to the mutual fund allocation, a necessary and sufficient condition to implement
c 1FLB = 0 is given by
 e − λc F B
H
R(e − λc 1FEB ) 
1E H+ *
′*
+ ≤ 0.

E u
R 1−
F B 
 , 1 − λ
(1
−
λ)c
1E -
-,

(3.13)

Since H
c 2FLB = H
R(e − λc 1FEB ))/(1 − λ), we obtain the expression given in the Proposition. It is
evident that if c 1FLB = 0 and c 1FEB ≤ e, Eq. (3.13) holds if Eq. (3.12) holds.

Proof of Proposition 3.2
Let (c 1FEB , c 1FLB , i F B ) denote the solution to Problem 3.2 when the utility function is given by u,
and (D
c 1FEB ,D
c 1FLB , D
i F B ) denote the solution to Problem 3.2 when the utility function is given by
FB
uD. Clearly, c 1aut
E = e for all strictly increasing utility functions. Since c 1L > 0, by continuity
there exists some threshold ε¯ > 0, such that D
c 1FLB > 0 for all ε ≤ ε¯.
Fix an ε ≤ ε¯, and suppose, for contradiction, that the first best and autarky coincide when
the utility function is given by uD. This implies that D
c 1FEB = e. However, subtracting Eq. (3.2)
(which holds as an equality) from Eq. (3.1), we have that

e − λD
c 1FEB 
H
u ′(D
c 1FEB ) = E u ′ *D
c 1FLB +
R+ ⇒ D
c 1FLB = c 1FLB ,
1−λ
 ,

-
a contradiction, since the first-order condition in Eq. (3.1) gives that
u

′

|

(D
c 1FEB )


(
)
e − λD
c 1FEB 
′ * FB

H
R] − 1 > 0.
− E u D
R+ = ε E[H
c 1L +
1−λ
 ,
-}
{z
=0

Proof of Lemma 3.2
Denote absolute risk aversion at consumption c by ρ(c) ≡ −u ′′(c)/u ′(c). Taking the derivative gives
)
λ (
′′
′′
H
f (p) =
E[u (c 1L + H
c 2L ) R](e − d) − E[u (c 1L + H
c 2L )]p + E[u ′(c 1L + H
c 2L )].
1−λ
′

To prove the result, it is enough to show that the term in the brackets is positive at p ∗ . To that
)
∫ (
end, rewrite the term in the brackets as ρ c 1L +c 2L (R) u ′(c 1L +c 2L (R))(p −R(e −d)) d F (R),.
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Let R ≡ p/(e − d). Note that c 1L + c 2L (R) = d + p. There are two cases two consider:

(
)
• R ≤ R. Then, ρ c 1L + c 2L (R) ≥ ρ(d + p) and p − R(e − d) ≥ 0.
(
)
• R ≥ R. Then, ρ c 1L + c 2L (R) ≤ ρ(d + p) and p − R(e − d) ≤ 0.

(
)(
)
In any case, we see that the product of the two terms is ρ c 1L + c 2L (R) p − R(e − d) ≥
(
)(
)
(
)
ρ d + p p − R(e − d) . Since ρ d + p does not depend on R, we get the following estimate
∫

(
)
ρ c 1L + c 2L (R) u ′(c 1L + c 2L (R))(p − R(e − d)) d F (R) ≥
(
)∫
ρ d +p
u ′(c 1L + c 2L (R))(p − R(e − d)) d F (R) ≥ 0,

where we use the fact that the first-order condition of the late types in Eq. (3.5) holds with
equality at p ∗ in the last step.

Proof of Proposition 3.4
Since early types derive no utility from period two consumption, we know that c 2E (s) = 0 for
all states s. Multiply both sides of the second period budget constraint in Eq. (3.8) by q(s),
∑
∑
∑
and sum get α E s q(s)R(s)(e −d) = − s q(s)BE (s). By no arbitrage, p = s q(s)R(s)(e −d),
∑
and so α E p + s q(s)BE (s) = 0. Thus, the first period budget constraint of the early types in
Eq. (3.7) implies that c 1E = d + p.
Now multiply the market clearing condition in Eq. (3.9) by q(s), and sum over s to get
∑
∑
λ s q(s)BE (s) + (1 − λ) s q(s)BL (s) = 0. Market clearing for the shares in Eq. (3.4)
implies that λα E p + (1 − λ)α Lp = p. Adding up the two equations and using the fact that
∑
∑
α E p + s q(s)BE (s) = 0, yields s q(s)BL (s) = p (1/(1 − λ) − α L ). Thus, period one budget
constraint for the late types shows that c 1L = d − λp/(1 − λ). It remains to be shown that
BL (s) + R(s)(e − d)α L = R(s)(e − d)/(1 − λ). To do so, multiply the second period budget
constraint by π (θ ), sum over θ and use market clearing and c 2E (s) = 0 to obtain c 2L (s) =
R(s)(e − d)/(1 − λ), which is the obtain the desired result. Combining the facts above we see
that in equilibrium c 1E = d + p, c 1L + c 2L (s) = d − λp/(1 − λ) + R(s)(1 − d)/(1 − λ), and
p = (1−λ)(d −c 1L )/λ. Hence, the equilibrium is unchanged by the addition of Arrow-Debreu
securities.
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Proof of Proposition 3.5
An application of the implicit function theorem shows that c 1E (λ) is a continuously differentiable function for all λ ∈ (0, 1) with
c 1′ E (λ) =

(e − c 1E )R 2u ′′ (c 2L )
< 0 since c 1E > e, 22
(1 − λ) (λR 2u ′′ (c 2L ) + (1 − λ)u ′′(c 1E ))

where c 2L = (e − λc 1E )/(1 − λ)R. Since the market-clearing price is equal to p(λ) =
(1 − λ)c 1E (λ), p ′(λ) = −c 1E (λ) + (1 − λ)c 1′ E (λ) < 0. Rewrite Eq. (3.10) as u ′ (d(λ)/λ) =
u ′ ((e − d(λ))/(1 − λ)R) R. Another application of the implicit function theorem shows that
d(λ) is a continuously differentiable function for all λ ∈ (0, 1) with
d ′(λ) =

u ′′(c 2L )R 2 (e − d)/(1 − λ)2 + u ′′(c 1E )d/λ2
> 0.
u ′′(c 1E )/λ + u ′′(c 2L )R 2 /(1 − λ)

By the inverse function theorem, λ(p) is well-defined, continuously differentiable, and strictly
decreasing. Hence, we can write d(λ) = d(λ(p)) ≡ h(p). Since d(λ) is strictly increasing
and λ(p) is strictly decreasing, their composition h(p) is strictly decreasing.

see this, note that −u ′′(c)c/u ′(c) > 1 for all c ≥ e implies that u ′(c)c is strictly decreasing in c for c ≥ e.
Therefore, u ′(e) − u ′(Re)R = 1e [u ′(e)e − u ′(Re)Re] > 1e [u ′(e)e − u ′(e)e] = 0.

22 To
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Summary
This thesis consists of three essays in financial economics, focusing on topics in banking and
corporate finance. Using theoretical models, the thesis attempts to shed light on questions
such as how the informational content of corporate financial policy is affected leverage, and
whether financial stability can be enhanced using alternative forms of financial intermediation.
The first chapter of the thesis, entitled “The Importance of Being Prudent: Leverage and
the Informational Content of Dividends,” studies how information conveyed by dividend
payments is affected by leverage. The conventional view among financial economists is that
higher dividends convey good news. For example, higher dividends may signal higher future
profitability. In reality, however, financial markets do not always react to dividend increases
positively. The chapter proposes a new explanation for why that may be the case. When
firms have a lot of outstanding debt and are close to default, they may use dividends to “cash
out.” In these circumstances, lower, not higher, dividends convey good news. In contrast,
when leverage is low, one recovers the classical result that higher dividends send a positive
message to financial markets.
The remaining two chapters take a new look at two foundational questions in the theory of
banking. First, how does the presence of markets impact the functioning of banks? Second,
are there alternative forms of financial intermediation that can do what banks currently do
without threatening financial stability?
The second chapter of the thesis, entitled “Liquidity Creation and Financial Stability:
The Role of Hidden Trades,” analyzes how the presence of markets impacts the functioning
of banks. The first key result of the paper is that when consumers have access to frictionless
markets, mutual funds work just as well as banks in providing liquidity insurance. The second
result is that in the presence of such markets, financial panics cannot arise. These results
highlight the importance of trading for understanding bank liquidity provision.
The third chapter, entitled “Aggregate Risk and Efficiency of Mutual Funds,” studies the
relative merits of banks and mutual funds in a banking model with aggregate risk. In the
aftermath of the global financial crisis, there has been a renewed interest in understanding
whether maturity mismatch and the associated financial instability are necessary evils, or
whether alternative forms of financial intermediation can perform the same services as banks

at a lower cost to financial stability. In this chapter, mutual funds are shown to perform worse
than banks in a setting in which investment returns are risky in the aggregate. In contrast,
aggregate risk about liquidity demand is not detrimental to efficiency of mutual funds.
A common thread running through all chapters is a focus on informational frictions and
market incompleteness. The thesis attempts to understand the implications of these frictions
for the functioning of financial markets and determining what role policy may have in addressing resulting market failures.
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